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ABSTRACT
AN EVALUATION OF THE USE OF "INTEREST-BASED RESOLUTION^'
TRAINING TO HELP PARK SPRINGS BIBLE CHURCH MEDIATE
INTERPERSONAL CONFLICT
by
Daryl D. Wilson
In Philippians, Paul solicited a "loyal yokefellow" to mediate a conflict between
Euodia and Syntyche. The process for mediating such interpersonal, Christian conflict
was to be "interest-based" (Phil. 2:4).
This research project evaluated twelve hours of Interest-based Resolution training
on the knowledge, skillfulness, and confidence of volunteer mediators in resolving
interpersonal, Christian conflict at Park Springs Bible Church. The research was
evaluative, ofpreexperimental, one group, pretest-posttest design with no control group.
The research suggested that twelve-hours of interest-based training increased the
knowledge and skillfulness of the lay mediators but not their confidence. No intervening
variables produced the observed changes.
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CHAPTER 1
OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY
Background
Apparently the trouble had been going on forever, and now things were really
getting out ofhand�cold stares, superficial conversation, no cooperation. The two
women, who had been friends for so long and who had worked together so hard to make
their church a strategic place ofministry, were hardly speaking. Now, their conflict was
not only affecting them, but others in the church also were being caught up in the
disagreement and were beginning to take sides.
The trouble began with Sunday school. The church plant had begun one year
earlier in Lydia's rather spacious home�just a few families at first and not many
children. The two ladies were among the first to confess Christ and join the cell church.
They were fiiends, full of enthusiasm, and immediately got involved in serving in any
way they could. As new people began to join the fellowship, more children started
arriving with their parents. To the delight of everyone, the two women acceded to the
pastor's invitation and volunteered to start the church's first Sunday school class. The
kids loved the two women immediately, and the growth surprised even the two ladies.
Then the trouble started. One of the women believed that Sunday schools were
more profitable for the kids when conducted as a large group effort. She thought that the
enthusiasm and activity of the large group was contagious and that the kids had a lot
more fiin. The other woman saw things differently. She did not like large groups herself;
all the hubbub made her nervous. More importantly, she did not think that kids learned
effectively in large groups. She believed that if the children were going to grow in their
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newly found faith, they needed to divide the large group into several smaller, age-
appropriate classes in which the kids could receive more intensive instruction in the
Scriptures and where they would feel more free to talk and ask questions.
As the two women attempted to plan the curriculum, theirmethodological
differences began to cause problems. They both felt strongly that the Sunday school
should be structured one way or the other. Neither of them felt comfortable with the idea
that they divide the hour into two parts for both large and small group activities. They
just knew that the children's spiritual formation was too important to allow for any
compromise.
Soon, the two women talked with their friends in church about the struggles. Of
course, people, being what they are, started to take sides and vilify the other. Eventually,
word got back to the pastor about what was happening. He immediately sensed the
potential for great disunity in the church and so composed a short but pithy memo to the
two women, appealing to them to find some grounds for agreement about how to conduct
the Sunday school. He even called upon one of the members of the church, unfrained as
the person may have been in conflict resolution, to come alongside the two women and
help them solve their problems.
To this day we do not know whether Euodia and Syntyche were ever able to
reconcile their differences even with the help of a mediator.
Of course, the details of this story are fictional, but the two women, Euodia and
Syntyche, are not. Their conflict greatly distressed the apostle Paul, founder of the
Philippian church, for these two women had worked along with him from the beginnings
of that new congregation, hi his letter to the Philippian church, Paul pointedly called
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upon the two women to reconcile and upon others in the church to aid their
reconciliation.
Conflict between Christians is as old as the Church of Jesus Christ. The day of
Pentecost had barely come and gone when conflict arose between the Greek-speaking and
Hebrew-speaking Jews because the Grecian Jewish widows were being overlooked in the
daily distribution of food (Acts 6:1). Since the days of the infant Church, every Christian
and church has experienced some type of conflict. As Leslie Flynn has writes, "As long
as Christians care about the Church, theywill disagree on how to operate it and what to
believe" (9).
Though conflict is often a challenging ifnot painful experience, it can also be an
important and profitable one. Hugh Halverstadt notes that the "Chinese characters for
'crisis' mean both 'danger' and 'opportunity'" (3). Such is the case with conflict, as
Flynn notes fiirther: "All confrontations are not necessarily evil.. . . Similarly, all conflict
in ecclesiastical life is not healthyper se" (10-11). Conflict, therefore, presents the
Christian Church with an opportunity for demonstrating and exercising its God-given
virtues and maturing in Christlikeness. The method Christians choose to handle their
conflict, the process they follow to strive for agreement, creates an environment for
conflict either to be "healthy" or "evil," spiritually beneficial or detrimental.
Delimiting Conflict
Upon careful analysis, conflict can be separated into various components or types
(Folberg and Taylor 19). Study of the New Testament exposes many incidents of conflict
between Christians. Generally, Christian conflict can be differentiated based upon the
primary contributing element (cause) that largely characterizes it and the appropriate
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biblical means (process) for remediation revealed and/or modeled in Scripture. These
differentiated, Christian conflicts can be grouped into four types or categories.
Conflict Differentiated
First, conflict erupts involving differences between Christians that are largely
theological, such as the conflict that arose over the gospel and its cormection to the
Mosaic Law as described in Acts 15. The remediative means to resolve conflict that is
largely theological involves authoritative and/or judicatory process and decision making.
This process was modeled in Acts 1 5 and the Jerusalem Council where the elders and
other Church leaders met to consider and decide the theological issues engendered by
questions over keeping the Mosaic Law.
Second, conflict erupts between Christians involving words or behaviors that are
largely sinful. These conflicts stem from violations of clear biblical teaching, such as the
young man who had an immoral relationship with his stepmother as revealed in 1
Corinthians 5:1-2. Jesus revealed a specific remediative process for dealing with conflict
that is caused by largely sinftil behavior in Matthew 18:15-17. This process involves a
three-step, hierarchical methodology whereby the sirming person is confronted with his or
her sin at increasing levels of spiritual authority, always with the goal of restoration.
David Augsburger, writing in the context ofMatthew 18, says that "wrongdoing cannot
be avoided or evaded. It simply is, and must be faced" (Forgive 16). This restorative yet
often confrontational process is to be undertaken by spiritually mature Christians in a
spirit ofhumility (Gal. 6:1).
Third, conflict erupts that is largely supernatural in nature�conflict between a
Christian or a church and supernatural, demonic forces of evil. Paul faced supernatural
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conflict on his second missionary journey when he encountered a slave girl who had a
spirit by which she predicted the future, as recorded in Acts 16:16-18. Paul revealed a
specific remediative process for combating what is largely supernatural conflict in
Ephesians 6:10-18. This process involves the use of spiritual warfare. As the Christian
(or a church) appropriates spiritual strength and power from the Lord, he or she is able to
victoriously resist the wiles of the Devil.
Fourth, conflict between Christians is revealed in the New Testament involving
differences that are not largely theological, sinful, or supernatural but rather largely
interpersonal in nature. Initially, this type of conflict does not present itself as a sinful
violation of clear biblical teaching but rather inculcates the practical and philosophical
outworking of Christian life and ministry. This type of conflict involves the day-to-day
interaction ofChristians living and working together to advance God's kingdom. At
times practical and philosophical differences in style, personality, interests, abilities,
resources, and desires cause conflict between people of faith. Ken Sande says.
The Bible does not teach that all conflict is bad; instead, it teaches that
some differences are natural and beneficial. Since God has created us as
unique individuals, human beings will often have different opinions,
convictions, desires, perspectives, and priorities. Many of these
differences are not inherently right or wrong; they are simply the result of
God-given diversity and personal preferences. When handled properly,
rlio5ioT(=>pmeTitQ in these areas can stimulate nroductive dialccrue encouracre
creativity, promote helpful change, and generally make life more
interesting. (19-20)
An apparent example of interpersonal. Christian conflict was that experienced
between Euodia and Syntyche, as noted above. Had their conflict been largely theological
or sinful, Paul most certainly would have addressed the matter directly and clearly, as
was his custom in his other letters (see 1 Cor. 5:1-5). About the conflict between Eudoia
and Syntyche, Gerald Hawthorne writes.
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Nothing is known about these two women or the nature of their quarrel.. . .
In any case, these two women appear to have been important persons
within the church, among its most active workers, perhaps deaconesses;
perhaps within each of their homes a separate congregation met for
worship. Certainly it is clear from the Acts account that women played a
noteworthy role in the founding and establishing of the Macedonian
churches. ... Their differences may have had to do with church leadership,
and with which of the two women was to have the greater say within the
church at Philippi. (179)
After studying the context, the primary contributing element to the conflict between
Euodia and Syntyche initially appears to have presented itself as largely interpersonal in
nature.
Another and startling example of interpersonal. Christian conflict was that
between Paul and Barnabas over Barnabas' desire to take John Mark along with them on
the second missionary journey as recorded in Acts 15:36-40:
Some time later Paul said to Barnabas, "Let us go back and visit the
brothers in all the towns where we preached the word of the Lord and see
how they are doing." Barnabas wanted to take John, also called Mark,
with them, but Paul did not think it wise to take him, because he had
deserted them in Pamphylia and had not continued with them in the work.
They had such a sharp disagreement that they parted company. Barnabas
took Mark and sailed for Cyprus, but Paul chose Silas and left,
commended by the brothers to the grace of the Lord.
Paul did not think wisdom (d^LOco) dictated taking along John Mark on the second
missionary journey after John Mark had left them unpredictably on the first trip.
Barnabas strongly disagreed with Paul and desired to take along John Mark. The meaning
that Barbara and Timothy Friberg assign to the verb d^ioco in Acts 15:38 is "(3) think
fitting to do something, prefer, regard as right to do.'" Neither theological error nor
sinfulness apparentlymotivated Paul's position that John Mark not travel with him and
Barnabas, but simply John Mark's unexpected departure from the work on their first
missionary journey. Therefore, Paul simply did not think taking John Mark along on a
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second journey was the right thing to do. The reason for the conflict between Paul and
Barnabas initially and largely involved a difference in philosophy ofministry�the right
thing to do�the kind of conflict that so often stems from the day-to-day interaction of
people in the Church, living and working together to advance God's kingdom. At times
these practical and philosophical differences in style, personality, interests, abilities,
resoiurces, and desires cause conflict between people of faith. David Augsburger writes,
"Conflict is neither good nor bad, right nor wrong. Conflict simply is" (Confront 11).
Sometimes interpersonal conflict between Christians escalates seriously, resulting
in sinful behavior or hurt feelings. It brought Paul and Barnabas into "sharp
disagreement." The Greek word translated "sharp disagreement" is mpoE,\)o\ibc,. About
this word Flynn writes.
The main part of the Greek word used to describe the apostles' contention
means "sharp." In its compound form it gives us our English paroxysm.
The Septuagint used this word to describe the great indignation which led
God to root Israel out of its land (Deut. 29:28). Doctor Luke, the author of
the report in Acts, well knew that this medical word was used of a sudden
seizure, spasm, or the point at which a disease took a turn for the worse,
breaking forth in its severest form. The altercation between Paul and
Barnabas broke into acute, iSerce form. Personal feehngs ran high. (41)
napo^uo|i6(; is an inflammatory term and well describes the resulting escalation of
emotions that ultimately ended in the separation of these two friends and co-laborers.
Christians often encounter practical, day-to-day, interpersonal conflict. Having
completed twenty years ofministry as a senior pastor, I have observed numerous
instances of conflict within my three churches. Without a doubt the primary contributing
element in the majority of these conflicts initially presented itself as largely interpersonal
in nature. Sadly, some of these conflicts have escalated seriouslywith sinful results.
Thankfully, interpersonal. Christian conflict can shift from a crisis to an
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opportunity for demonstrating and exercising God-given virtues and Christlike maturity
when it is benefited by a process that enhances both issue satisfaction and relationship
maintenance. Paul suggests in skeletal form just such a remediation for dealing with
interpersonal, Christian conflict in Philippians 2:4: "Each of you should look not only to
your own interests, but also to the interests of others." This research project was
concerned with determining the value to Park Springs Bible Church (PSBC) of a specific
process for resolving interpersonal. Christian conflict that both well integrates with and
fleshes out Paul's skeletal framework.
Conflict Integrated
Though Christian conflict can be appropriately differentiated based upon its
primary contributing element (cause) and appropriate biblical means (process) for
remediation revealed and/or modeled in Scripture, such differentiation must not be
considered absolute and bounded. Conflict is by nature dynamic and complex, and,
therefore, all conflict is multidimensional. Christopher Moore agrees,
Most conflicts have multiple causes; usually it is a combination of
problems in the relations of the disputants that leads to a dispute. The
principal tasks of the mediator and the parties are to identify central causes
of the conflict and take action to alleviate them. (453)
Christian conflict is certainly multidimensional. All forms of conflict between Christians
involve some interpersonal contact. Furthermore, Satan surely must take delight and seek
involvement in any Christian conflict. When readers analyze the conflict between Paul
and Peter as described in Galatians 2:11-21, they discover that besides significant
theological disagreement, the biblical account also indicates that Paul believed Peter
displayed sinfiil behavior towards the Gentiles ("no/ acting [emphasis mine] in line with
the truth of the gospel").
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The multidimensional nature of conflict offers implications for conflict resolution.
Indeed, conflict could erupt over the determination into which category a given conflict
falls and which specific process to follow to remediate the conflict. In the aforementioned
conflict between Paul and Peter in Galatians 2:11-21 both theological and sinfiil problems
ensued. However, in remediating the conflict Paul primarily addressed the theological
issue ofjustification by faith alone and its implications for Christian fellowship (Gal.
2:15-21). Paul appealed to the authority of divine revelation (ofwhich he was a
mouthpiece) to support his argument. A correct understanding of the theological truth of
justification by faith alone provided the basis by which the sinful behavior of legalistic,
secondary separation could be ameliorated. The pattern for correction evidenced by the
apostle Paul in his dispute with Peter revealed that he (1) observed the presenting
problem, (2) noted that it was largely theological, and (3) therefore followed the
appropriate, biblical process for remediation of appealing to authority (in this case,
revelation). One could surmise that if further conflictual behavior continued (i.e.,
legalistic, secondary separation), and with the theological issue already addressed, Paul
would have viewed the ensuing conflict as largely sinful behavior and followed the
appropriate, biblical process for remediation set forth in Matthew 18:15-17.
The multidimensional nature of conflict implies that a careful examination of the
presenting problem(s) must take place in order to determine initial categorization, a
determination that substantially affects remediation (Leas and ICittlaus 32). The word
"largely" is employed in this dissertation with regard to the categorization of conflict to
underscore the reality that no category is absolute and bounded and that conflict between
Christians may contain elements of any or all four types ofChristian conflict.
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Nevertheless, Christian conflict often does fall within discemable categories. For
example, the initial and most pronounced element of a presenting problem might involve
the day-to-day interaction ofpeople in the Church, living and working together to
advance God's kingdom. In this case only practical and philosophical differences in style,
personality, interests, abilities, resources, and desires exist. The primary contributing
element to the conflict is largely interpersonal in nature and, therefore, the appropriate
process for remediation is that found in Philippians 2:4.
The dynamic and complex nature of conflict also implies that any successful
process for resolving what is largely interpersonal. Christian conflict must be sensitive
and responsive to other forms of conflict, such as sinful behavior, that might be an
underlying factor in the dispute and surface during remediation. The fact that Christians
share many of the same, important values helps provide a link whereby other forms of
conflict can be bridged and addressed as they are identified or arise. For example.
Christians share the biblical value of reflecting the glory ofChrist in their daily lives (2
Cor. 3:18). This shared value provides a link, giving the motivation and direction by
which other forms of conflict can be addressed and remedied. In fact, the process for
resolving interpersonal. Christian conflict utilized in this dissertation project contains
numerous options and opportunities for addressing other issues of sinful words or
behaviors or gross immaturity as they may arise (see Appendix R).
Congregational Context
As with any church, PSBC is susceptible to interpersonal. Christian conflict. An
examination of the PSBC's contextual factors helps us to better determine areas of the
church's life and ministry that might generate conflict.
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Demographic Context
PSBC is located in Arlington, Texas, a city of 301,700 people situated between
Dallas and Fort Worth (Arlington Texas Convention). The demographic information
within a "five-mile radius" ofPSBC is as follows:
� Zoning: Residences, retail outlets, and some light industry;
� Totalpopulation: 179,936;
� Ethnicity (Percentage): White (78.3), Hispanic (8.7), Black (8.1), other (4.9);
� Total households: 64,228;
� Average household size: 2.80;
� Median household income: $60,670;
� Mobility (Percentage): Newcomers (21.0), moved in last five years including
newcomers (57.7), in residence fifteen+ years (12.2);
� Marital status (Percentage): Married (62.5), divorced (10.7), single (21.9),
other (4.9); and,
� Age Range (Percentage): 0-17 (30.1), 18-34 (27.3), 35-54 (32.8), 55+ (9.7)
(Online Summary).
Ecclesiastical Context
PSBC was founded in 1979 as a not-denominationally-affiliated church. The
current average Sundaymorning worship attendance reaches 375 adults and children,
unevenly divided between two services, traditional and "blended" (traditional and
contemporary music). Since 1995 total attendance has generally increased except for
2001 (years based on fiscal 1 October through 30 September; see Figure 1.1).
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Figure 1.1
Total Average Attendance, Fiscal 1995-2001
PSBC has not yet "maxed-out" its current facilities but regularly exceeds 80
percent attendance in the blended service and is landlocked with less than 4.0 usable
acres of real estate.
Under the Headship ofChrist, PSBC is self-governing under the spiritual
oversight of a Board ofElders. PSBC also has a Board of Deacons and Women's
Ministry Team who provide support ministries for the church.
PSBC has an armual budget of $532,338 for 2002 and carries no capital
indebtedness. The church has closely approached or met its budget for the past six years
and experienced increased giving (see Figure 1.2).
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Year
Figure 1.2
Total Giving, Fiscal 1995-2001
Though giving has steadily increased since 1995 (except for fiscal 2000), the
trendline in Figure 1.3 reveals an overall downward slant, indicating that fewer people
are carrying more of the load financially.
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Doctrinal Context
PSBC is evangelical in its orthodoxy and grace based in its orthopraxy. Its
doctrinal statement reflects the biblical, historic Christian faith. The "Bible Church
Movement" originated in the 1920s as a reaction to theological liberalism permeating
many mainline denominational churches. As a result, Bible churches developed, by
Warren's definition, as "specialized" churches and had as their overriding and primary
emphasis the preaching and teaching of the Bible (127). During my tenure as senior
pastor, I have attempted to broaden the scope of PSBC's vision ofministry in order to
flilfill all the purposes God has for his Church.
Staffing Context
PSBC's full-time ministry staff currently includes three employees. I am PSBC's
third senior pastor, now completing my tenth year. In addition, PSBC employs a Pastor of
Student Ministries and a Pastor of Singles and Seniors. The church lost three staff
members (Pastors ofMusic, Small Groups, and a contemporary worship service) during
the summer and fall of 2001 .
PSBC's part-time ministry staff includes a Minister ofMusic, Drama directors (a
husband and wife team), and two interns. Its support staff includes a part-time office
manager and receptionist and a fiill-time secretary.
Contextual Implications for Conflict
The aforementioned contexts reveal several areas ofweakness or instability that
could result in interpersonal. Christian conflict and therefore underscore the need for a
biblical process to seek resolution. These areas ofweakness or instability can be further
described.
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Demographic context. These data reveal that abnost 60 percent of the people
living within a five-mile radius ofPSBC are less than thirty-five years of age. However,
the demographics ofPSBC do not reflect the community at large, with the average age of
PSBC attendees at approximately forty. Attempts to revise or devise programming that
will reach these young, likely postmodern residents of our community have met with
levels of opposition. Programming change is always difficult, and it has brought
interpersonal. Christian conflict into our church.
Ecclesiastical context. This context exposes several areas for realized or
potential interpersonal. Christian conflict at PSBC. First, with the blended service
running at or near capacity and with the traditional service only attracting about 1 5
percent of the total worshippers and on the decline, the traditional service will likely
require conversion to a blended format. This change may well generate conflict with the
seniors who attend it.
Other areas for conflict include the governance of PSBC that provides ample
opportunity for interpersonal. Christian conflict. It could arise within the boards and
between the boards. Giving patterns, unless reversed, may also produce interpersonal,
Christian conflict within the congregation as more people experience a cheaper or even
"fi-ee" ride and do not assume their full stewardship responsibilities.
Doctrinal context. Relatively few theological conflicts have arisen at PSBC.
Nevertheless, the fact that the congregation derives fi-om a great number of ecclesiastical
backgrounds means that interpersonal. Christian conflicts can arise due to style and form.
Those from low church backgrounds are often put offby the introduction of any high
church ritual.
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Staffing context. The loss of three staffmembers during the summer of 2001
(some under difficult circumstances) has also led to interpersonal, Christian conflict
within PSBC. The relationships established between these leaders and the people they
served are not easily ended. Confusion sometimes prevails. In addition, the hiring ofnew
staff can induce changes that further facilitate interpersonal. Christian conflict.
Summary of contextual implications for conflict. These contexts reveal
numerous areas in which realized and potential interpersonal. Christian conflict exists
among the attendees ofPSBC. An effective biblical and practical process that creates a
better environment for conflict resolution, demonstrating and exercising God-given
virtues, enhancing Christlike maturity, satisfying issues, and strengthening relationships
would be highly desirable.
Statement of the Problem
The Bible, Church history, and my own personal experience testify to the reality
of interpersonal conflict between Christians. Its existence is undeniable. The causes for
this kind of conflict vary greatly. Larry McSwain and William Treadwill identify four
types of conflict that can result in interpersonal church conflict: attitudinal conflict,
substantive conflict, emotional conflict, and communicative conflict (25-26). Attitudinal
conflict erupts as a result of the different feelings or perspectives that people have about
persons and issues. Substantive conflict flares when people disagree in their opinions
over facts, goals, ends, or means. Emotional conflict arises as the result ofpersonal value
being attached to either attitudinal or substantive conflict, and communicative conflict
results fi-om the inability ofpeople to have healthy, open conversation about the issues on
which they disagree.
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Another potent source of interpersonal, Christian conflict is intrapersonal stress.
McSwain and Treadwill call stress the "root of conflict" (51) and explain it as
the effects of external forces or stimuli (stressors) which upset the
physical, emotional, or spiritual balance within persons resulting in a
struggle to adapt (cope) to the changes of these forces or stimuli. (58)
Also conunenting on stress and conflict. Speed Leas writes,
Just as profound as the internal drives toward independence and
cooperation is the function of fear in a conflict situation. Fear is what you
experience emotionally when you perceive that you are being threatened
by danger or evil and you feel incompetent to manage it. Actually fear is
only a part of the total human response to a threat. The term that is usually
used to describe this general response is "stress." (Leadership 49)
Anxiety and stress can build internally from many different sources. Though for a
while it may be quiet conflict, internalized and realized only by the stressed individual,
"when stress becomes dysfiinctional for a person, it has effects upon other persons"
(McSwain and Treadwill 59). This intrapersonal stress not only can spill over into the
sufferer's human family but also into his or her church family and become interpersonal
stress. Concerned members may internalize the sufferer's stress or even disagree over
how the church should aid the sufferer. Stressed congregations are like stressed people.
They become more prone to conflict than healthy, satisfied people or institutions (Leas,
How to Deal 13).
Not only can stress be brought into the church, but also the church can create
stress for its members. McSwain and Treadwill mention four ways that churches cause
stress: (1) the unmet expectations and unfulfilled hopes that people often experience in
church life produce stress; (2) churches often put unrealistic demands on its attendees; (3)
people experience stress after sensing a failure in church management, including conflict
management; and, (4) stress results when the attendees find contradictions in the church
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with their own experience (64-72). These stressors can produce anxiety and interpersonal.
Christian conflict between attendees and leadership as well as conflict between attendees.
Interestingly, within churches where commitment to Christ and the Church is the deepest,
conflict most often occurs (36).
Conflict certainly may erupt from these sources, but the list is by no means
exhaustive. Leas is all too correct when he states, "People in congregations fight about
just about everything you can imagine" (Lay Person's Guide 2). Whatever the source,
once conflict erupts, the process of handling conflict begins. Conflict is not static but
dynamic and often escalating. From his extensive experience in church mediation. Leas
has identified five levels of conflict, each with ascending difficulty (Moving Your
Church 19-22). He has entitled the least level of conflict as "Level I: Problems to Solve"
(19). At this level discomfort is felt by the disputants, but anger is generally short-lived.
The disputants are problem oriented and not person oriented. They are collaborative and
tend to use clear and specific language oriented to the present.
Leas calls the second level of conflict "Level II: Disagreement" (Moving Your
Church 1 9). At this level the disputants are less concerned with problem solving and
more concerned with self-protection. Anxiety over self intensifies. Language is more
generalized; however, the disputants are not yet hostile, just cautious. Compromise is
often the strategy used for dealing with differences at this level.
Win/lose dynamics come into play at the third level of conflict that Leas has
named "Level III: Contesf (Moving Your Church 20). Now the disputants' objectives
have shifted from self-protection to winning. Issues are more complex, and "fixes" are
more complicated. Many disputants at this level are exhilarated by the contest of a
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worthy opponent. Others may take sides around the issues. To fiirther the cause, language
distortion may occur for effect.
At next level the conflict has become a real battle. Leas has entitled it "Level IV:
Fight/Fhght" (Moving Your Church 22). Winning is no longer satisfying. The goal has
now become to hurt or get rid of the opponent(s). Being right and punishing the other
person/people are themes that dominate the conflict. Language is hostile, and primitive
survival responses/reactions are prevalent. Factions solidify. Middle ground exists no
longer.
Leas has named the fifth and highest level of conflict as "Level V: Intractable
Situations" (Moving Your Church 22). At this level conflict becomes unmanageable. The
object of the disputants involves the destruction of each other. One side views the other
not only as dysfunctional within the organization but perhaps harmfiil to society. The
fight focuses on eternal and universal principles. Such could be the case when a church
dismisses a pastor and then seeks to prevent the pastor from filling another pulpit within
the pertinent ecclesiastical or geographical boundaries.
Of course, interpersonal. Christian conflict is best solved at Level I. The tragic
consequence of escalating, interpersonal, Christian conflict often is the debilitating effect
it can have on the people within a community of faith. Leas quotes a confused and
depressed attorney who said,
I thought the church was different fi-om other organizations�especially
with regard to conflict.... The church should be special; there should be
more forgiveness here; people ought to try harder to express love and care
for one another. It seems like we have failed at all that. (Lay Person's
Guide 1)
Finding a Christian Process
The goal of this research was not to find a way to end existing and potential
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interpersonal. Christian conflict at PSBC. Short of heaven, no such pill or process to
accomplish such a task will ever be found. Christians are fallen people, and their
sinfulness will continue to plague their interpersonal relationships and generate conflict
(McSwain and Treadwill 21). Indeed, on this side of heaven, conflict can be a useful
dynamic within the Church to help Christians find better ways of fulfilling the Great
Commission and building the kingdom ofGod. Leas calls it "a powerful concomitant of
growth and development for both organizations and individuals" (How to Deal 7).
When interpersonal. Christian conflict arises within the community of faith,
several means of remediation can be pursued (see Sande 212-14). The conflict can be
overlooked by one or both disputants (Prov. 19: 11). If the matter cannot or should not be
overlooked, the disputants can negotiate. Negotiation is generally a nonformal, resolution
process involving the two disputing parties (dyadic resolution). If negotiation fails or is
not desired, the disputants can seek mediation. Moore defines "mediation" as
the intervention into a dispute or negotiation by an acceptable, impartial,
and neutral third party who has no authoritative decision-making power to
assist disputing parties in voluntarily reaching their own mutually
acceptable settlement of issues in dispute. (445)
With the intervention of a neutral, third party (hence, triadic resolution) mediation
generally is a more formal process than negotiation. The mediation process for resolving
interpersonal. Christian conflict is biblically modeled in Philippians 4:2-3 in the dispute
between Euodia and Syntyche. Another tiiadic resolution process is arbitration. In this
process the disputants present their issues to a neutral arbitrator and, as is usually the
case, agree to abide by the arbitrator's decision. This process generally is modeled in
Scripture in 1 Corinthians 6:1-5. The final, formal process for resolving interpersonal,
Christian conflict, litigation, is highly discouraged in 1 Corinthians 6:6-8.
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This research project focused on the mediation process for resolving
interpersonal, Christian conflict at PSBC. The key to resolving such conflict and even
making conflict beneficial at PSBC is in utilizing a faith-based process that fleshes out
Paul's skeletal statement of remediation in Philippians 2:4 (Halverstadt 4). A conflict
resolution process may be considered faith based when it is harmonious with Christian
belief and practice and when it seeks to achieve two strategic biblical goals: peace
(enhancing agreement) and reconciliation (enhancing relationships). The purpose of this
research was to give to volunteer mediators twelve hours of training in "Interest-based
Resolution," a mediation process that is harmonious with and can be carefully integrated
with Christian belief and practice, and evaluate its impact in helping the mediators
resolve interpersonal. Christian conflict at PSBC.
Biblical and Theological Foundations
The goal of faith-based conflict resolution must be to aid in achieving peace and
reconciliation. These two objectives are biblically strategic for Christians and church
congregations. First, the conflict must be properly resolved with regard to the issues at
hand. When the issues are solved, an increased state ofpeace exists between the
disputants as well as in the church. Peace is Christ's goal for his Church and is a quality
that ultimately belongs to him. Paul emphasized the peace ofChrist in Ephesians 2:14-15:
For he himself is our peace, who has made the two one and has destroyed
the barrier, the dividing wall of hostility, by abolishing in his flesh the law
with its commandments and regulations. His purpose was to create in
himself one new man out of the two, thus making peace.
Jesus acknowledged that confronting his messianic claims would bring theological, even
interpersonal division to people and nations. Peace was therefore linked to satisfying this
issue. For those who trust in Christ, the issue is satisfied, and Christians experience
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spiritual peace with God and personal peace from God.
Christ also desires to bring peace to the community of faith so that interpersonal
peace prevails. McSwain and Treadwill call peace "a sense ofwell-being within and
between persons and nations and the ending ofhatred and enmity between enemies" (20).
The biblical concept of peace is subsumed in the Hebrew concept of DlSiii (shalom).
Francis Brown, S. R. Driver, and Charles Briggs explain Di^s) with the words
"completeness," "soundness," and "welfare" (1022). Such peace is facilitated within the
church when the interpersonal issues that often divide Christians find resolution. Peace is
facilitated through the process of achieving issue satisfaction.
As Chrisdans in interpersonal conflict are satisfying their issues, so also a loving.
Christian relationship between them must be maintained or enhanced. In 2 Corinthians
5:18, Paul emphasized the ministry of reconcihation for Christians: "All this is from God,
who reconciled us to himself through Christ and gave us the ministry of reconciliation."
The Greek word translated "reconciliation" is KaxaXlaYfit;. Its basic, most literal meaning
involves that of an exchange, such as the business ofmoneychangers, exchanging
equivalent values of coinage or goods. This idea of exchange took on a broader, more
figurative meaning to include the adjustment ofa difference, hence the idea of
reconciliation (Thayer 333). Because Christians are reconciled to God through faith in
Christ, Christ also calls upon them to be reconciled to one another. On occasion,
reconciliation may require forgiveness of personal injury or offense as an integral
component of the process. Leas calls reconciliation between Christians in conflict the
"meta-goal" (How to Deal 10). Reconcihation is essentially the goal of relationship
maintenance.
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Therefore, for a conflict resolution process to be considered Christian, it must
help facilitate the two divinely ordained objectives of peace (issue satisfaction) and
reconciliation (relationship maintenance).
hi addition, for any reconciliation process to be considered Christian, the process
must be amenable to hannonization with Christian belief and practice and thus be faith
based. Faith-based resolution depends on divine help and initiative to empower the
disputants in resolving the conflict and achieving reconciliation and peace. Indeed,
Christians believe that these objectives cannot be adequately accomplished without
divine help (Fl5Tin 16). Paul emphasized the critical importance of faith in the entirety of
the Christian experience in Romans 1:17 when he said, "The righteous will live by faith."
To be considered "Christian," any attempt to resolve interpersonal conflict between
believers must be based upon sincere faith in God to both empower and assist the
mediator and disputants towards a positive, productive outcome.
Further, if a reconcihation process is to be harmonious with Christian behef and
practice, it must facilitate the expression of Christian virtues, character, and conduct that
will enhance spiritual growth and maturity both in the disputants and in the church. Chief
among the desired spiritual virtues would be the fruit of the Spirit: love, joy, peace,
patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, and self-control (Gal. 5:22-23). A
conflict resolution process that is harmonious with Christian belief and practice also must
help facilitate pertinent Christian character qualities such as truthfulness and compassion.
Third, it must help provide an environment that assists in the expression ofChristian
conduct. For example, Paul cautioned Christians in Ephesians 4:29: "Do not let any
unwholesome talk come out of your mouths, but only what is helpful for building others
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up according to their needs, that it may benefit those who listen." A conflict resolution
process that assists in anger management, wholesome (even if intense) discussion, and
mutual respect helps provide an environment for Christian conflict resolution and the
attainment of reconciliation and peace.
Interest-based
Paul established a profound yet skeletal firamework by which Christians could
resolve their interpersonal conflicts in a Christ-honoring fashion in Philippians 2:4: "Each
of you should look not only to your own interests [emphasis mine], but also to the
interests [emphasis mine] of others." This statement establishes a universal benchmark
for any interpersonal. Christian conflict resolution process. It must be interest based.
Paul's admonition to look to interests affects two parties�one's own interests
and also to the interests of others. Webster first defines "interest" as that of a "right, title,
or legal share in something." He also compares an interest with the synonyms "welfare,
benefit, also self-interest" ("Interest"). Therefore, an "interest" is a person, place, or thing
to which an individual attaches some value or right. At times the values or rights of one
person come into conflict with the values and rights of another person, and interpersonal
conflict results.
In Paul's admonition ofPhilippians 2:4, a skeletal firamework for the process of
resolving these conflicts is suggested. It must be a process that takes into account the
interests of the disputants on both sides of the conflict. In this sense an "interest" is
differentiated from a "position" in conflict resolution. Webster's second definition for
"position" is "the stand taken on a question" ("Position"). In position-based conflict
resolution, the disputants each bring a hardened stance to the dispute. Emotional
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attachment to the stance is high, flexibility over the stance is low, and the opportunity for
creating an envirormient in which reconciliation and peace can be achieved is greatly
diminished. Paul's solution to interpersonal. Christian conflict resolution is to seek the
interests, the "whys" and "whats," behind the positions/stances and satisfy the interests of
both disputants. The Interest-based Resolution training that served as the experimental
component of this research is right down the alley with the sense ofPhilippians 2:4. It
provides a systematic process by which the relevant personal interests of the disputants
can be determined and satisfied. In addition, interest-based resolution is in harmony with
the overall theology of the New Testament, including Jesus' statement to "love your
neighbor as yourself (Matt. 22:39). To love one's neighbor as oneself necessitates that a
Christian look not only to his or her own interests but also to the interests of others.
Statement of Purpose and Research Questions
Given PSBC's limited exposure to conflict resolution training in general and
interest-based resolution in particular, the primary purpose of this research project was to
introduce twelve hours of Interest-based Resolution training to volunteer mediators and
evaluate its impact in helping them resolve interpersonal, Christian conflict.
Consequently, this research was a summative evaluative project allowing for site-specific
interpretability and designed to assess the merits of introducing Interest-based training to
volunteer mediators and aid in decision making as to the scope and permanence of such
training (McMillan and Schumacher 22; Gay and Airasian 8). The project was conceived
in hopes of creating a team of "peacemakers" who could beneficially assist PSBC's
congregation in resolving their interpersonal conflicts through a biblically-sound,
spiritually-enriching, and procedurally-effective process.
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L. R. Gay and Peter Airasian have written that "a hypothesis is a researcher's
tentative prediction of the results of the research findings" (71). For this project I
developed both substantive and statistical hypotheses (Wiersma 39). My substantive
hypothesis was directional and stated that twelve hours of Interest-based Resolution
training would provide sufficient instruction for volunteer mediators to improve their
knowledge, skillfulness, and confidence in mediating interpersonal. Christian conflict.
My statistical hypothesis was stated in nullform: The means of the subject-reported
changes in the knowledge, skillfulness, and confidence of the volunteer mediators in
mediating interpersonal. Christian conflict after receiving twelve hours of Interest-based
Resolution training equaled the means of the subject-reported knowledge, skillfulness,
and confidence of the volunteer mediators in mediating interpersonal. Christian conflict
before receiving twelve hours of Interest-based Resolution training at > 95 percent
confidence level.
The independent variable in this research project was the twelve hours of Interest-
based training and was operationally defined by its dependent variables. The primary
dependent variables in the project were the subject-reported changes in the knowledge,
skillfiilness, and confidence of volunteer mediators in mediating interpersonal. Christian
conflict at PSBC afl;er receiving twelve hours of instruction in Interest-based Resolution
training (research questions one and two).
Five, secondary dependent variables were also measured. The first two included
the subject-reported changes in the abilities of the volunteer mediators to attain peace and
reconciliation in mediating interpersonal. Christian conflict after receiving the Interest-
based Resolution training (research question three). My statistical hypothesis for these
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variables was stated in nullform: The means of the subject-reported changes in the
abilities of the volunteer mediators to obtain peace and reconciliation in mediating
interpersonal, Christian conflict after receiving twelve hours of Interest-based Resolution
training equaled the mean of the subject-reported changes in the abilities of the volunteer
mediators to obtain peace and reconciliation in mediating interpersonal. Christian conflict
before receiving twelve hours of Interest-based Resolution training at > 95 percent
confidence level.
The three, additional, secondary, dependent variables included the mediator-
reported impact of the content, completeness, and communication of the twelve-hour
Interest-based Resolution training seminar (research question four). Since this set of data
was derived from non-experimental, survey data, no statistical hypothesis was estabhshed
for it.
For the purposes of this study, a constitutive definition of interpersonal. Christian
conflict needed to be established. I have defined interpersonal. Christian conflict as
"conflict between Christians that largely involves the personal and practical outworking
ofChristian life and ministry and day-to-day interaction in living and working together to
advance God's kingdom."
Research Question #1
What subject-reported knowledge, skillfulness, and confidence in mediating
interpersonal. Christian conflict characterized the volunteer mediators before Interest-
based Resolution training?
Research Question #2
What degree of subject-reported changes in terms of knowledge, skillfulness, and
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confidence in mediating interpersonal, Christian conflict occurred for the volunteer
mediators after receiving twelve hours of Interest-based Resolution training?
Research Question #3
What degree of subject-reported changes in obtaining peace and reconcihation in
mediating interpersonal. Christian conflict was noted for the mediators after receiving
twelve hours of Interest-based Resolution training?
Research Question #4
What degree of self-reported benefit did the mediators note from the content,
completeness, and communication of the twelve-hour. Interest-based Resolution training?
Description and Methodology of the Project
This research project was ofpreexperimental, one group pretest-posttest design
with no control or comparison group (McMillan and Schumacher 324). Research projects
of this design are suggestive in nature but cannot make causal inferences because they do
not rule out all rival hypotheses (322). In an experimental design the researcher is able to
manipulate what the subjects will experience (34). In this project I introduced the
independent variable of twelve hours of Interest-based Resolution training given to ten
volunteer mediators (and one alternate) in two weekend seminars (three hours on each
Friday night and three hours on one Saturday aftemoon and one Sunday afternoon). The
training was delivered at PSBC, and I served as the trainer/coach.
The research plan for the project consisted of the following keyelements. Before
beginning the twelve hours of training, each of the ten volunteer mediators was given the
opportunity to mediate a role-played dispute using only his or her previously acquired
knowledge, skillfulness, and confidence in conflict resolution. The mediation event
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involved two disputants, each ofwhom had been prepared by learning only his or her role
in the dispute. The mediation events were limited to two hours maximum duration and
were videotaped. At the end of the mediation events, Likert-scaled item questionnaires
were administered to the subjects (mediators and disputants).
Twelve hours of instruction in interest-based resolution was then introduced to the
mediators. During the last training hour, the mediators were asked to complete another
Likert-scaled item questionnaire that assessed their self-reported perceptions of the
training with regard to its content, completeness, and communication. Following the
training period, the mediators were given a second opportunity to mediate a dispute that
was role-played, different in content from the first scenario but similar in nature and
difficulty. Each mediator was assigned a different pair of disputants than in the first
mediation event, randomly assigned in order to eliminate familiarity as an intervening
variable. After the second mediation event, the mediators and disputants completed a
Likert-scaled item questiormaire similar to that administered after the first mediation
event.
In addition, a training test was administered only to the mediators. This separate
Likert-scaled item questionnaire assessed the mediators' self-reported perceptions of the
content, completeness, and communication of the twelve hours of Interest-based
Resolution training.
Population and Subjects
The sample size (n) for this research project consisted of a group of thirty
volunteer subjects. The subjects comprised anon-random group, selected using
convenience sampling, being constituted ofpeople who responded to general solicitation.
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met the minimum criteria for their respective roles, and were available and willing to
participate in the research project (Gay and Airasian 137). The population for this study
consisted of the adult congregation of PSBC who were at least eighteen years of age.
Ten subjects volunteered to serve as mediators. They were required to mediate
two role-played disputes (mediation events) and undergo twelve hours of hrterest-based
Resolution training, a twenty-hour commitment. Volunteer mediators had to be at least
eighteen years of age and regularly attend PSBC (PSBC's standard for determining a
"regular attendee" is at least 75 percent average attendance at Sunday morning worship).
The other twenty subjects served as volunteer disputants, an eight-hour commitment. The
disputants were also required to be at least eighteen years of age and attend PSBC but
were not required to meet the "regular attendee" standard. I trained and coached the
volunteers with the assistance ofmy eight-member Research Reflection Team (RRT).
Primary and Secondary, Dependent Variables
The independent variable of this research project was the twelve hours of Interest-
based Resolution training presented to the volunteermediators during two weekend
seminars. The training material consisted of generalized theory, strategy, and skills-
building in interest-based resolution organized around a process I have entitled the
S.T.A.R. system (an acronym encapsulating a four-step mediation process). The S.T.A.R.
system is patterned after the interest-based resolution models ofRoger Fisher and
William Ury of the Harvard Negotiation Project in their seminal work, Getting to Yes:
Negotiating Agreement without Giving In, and ofRichard Blackburn of the Lombard
Mennonite Peace Center through his "Mediation Skills Training Institute" seminar. Mr.
Blackburn trained me in interest-based resolution through this seminar.
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The three, primary, dependent variables of this study were the subject-reported
changes in the knowledge, skillfulness, and confidence of the volunteer mediators in
mediating interpersonal. Christian conflict at PSBC after receiving twelve hours of
Interest-based Resolution training. The five, secondary, dependent variables of this study
included the subject-reported changes in the abilities of the mediators to help the
disputants attain peace (issue satisfaction) and reconciliation (relationship maintenance)
in resolving the conflict and the mediator-reported impact of the content, completeness,
and communication of the interest-based resolution training.
Intervening Variables
William Wiersma states that "intemal validity is the extent to which results can be
interpreted accurately" (4). Validity is the single most important aspect of any research
instrument and the findings that result from the acquired data (McMillan and Schumacher
237; LjTnan 28). Several general variables potentially could intervene and threaten the
intemal validity of this research design or help explain its outcomes. History is the most
serious threat to the one-group, pretest-posttest preexperimental design (McMillan and
Schumacher 324). In this study the historical threat was the instruction in mediating
interpersonal. Christian conflict that might be acquired by the volunteer mediators before
or during the project and outside of regulated instructional time.
Pretesting can also become a serious threat to research designs such as used in
this study. In this case the pretesting influence was the unwanted sensitization to interest-
based resolution theory and practice gained by the subjects after taking the first Likert-
scaled item questionnaire. This effect is commonly found in experiments measuring
achievement over a short time (McMillan and Schumacher 185-86).
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A third potential threat was that ofsubject effects, when subjects may have acted
differently due to the level of their interest and conunitment, due to the fact that they
were part of a formal research project (in this case, their pastor's), or due to the presence
of equipment, such as a video camera.
A fourth relevant threat, subject attrition, can impact short studies of the current
type when subjects prematurely drop out of the project. Other threats, such as statistical
regression, selection, and maturation were not particularly cogent to this research project
due to its nature and design.
Instrumentation and Data Collection
Questionnaires are a common technique for data collection (McMillan and
Schumacher 46). A researcher-designed, Likert-scaled item questionnaire was the
primary means used to measure the effects of the hiterest-based Resolution training on
the volunteer mediators. The pretraining questiormaire was administered to the subjects
(mediators and disputants) immediately following the first mediation event. The
mediators received no training of any kind in conflict resolution. This questionnaire
served as a pretest to provide a subject-reported baseline in knowledge, skillfulness,
confidence in conflict resolution of the volunteer mediators, as well as their ability to
help the disputants attain peace and reconciliation.
Following the twelve hours of instruction in interest-based resolution, the
volunteer mediators completed a training, Likert-scaled item questionnaire. This
questionnaire measured their perceptions of the content and completeness of the training
material and my communication of the material.
The administration of the post-training, Likert-scaled item questionnaire served to
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measure the subject-reported changes in knowledge, skillfulness, confidence in conflict
resolution in the volunteer mediators, as well as their ability to help the disputants attain
peace and reconciliation. The questionnaire was given to the subjects immediately
following the second and trained mediation event. It was identical to the first
administration, with one exception. At the end of the questionnaire, a series of blank lines
were provided with an invitation to the subjects to share their observations about the
differences in the knowledge, skillfulness, and confidence of the mediators in resolving
conflict (Gay and Airasian 283).
McMillan and Schumacher well summarize the importance of and logistics for
maintaining confidentiality:
Information obtained about the subjects must be held confidential unless
otherwise agreed on, in advance, through informed consent.... This means
that no one has access to individual data or the names of the participants
except the researcher(s) and that the subjects know before they participate
who will see the data. Confidentiality is ensured by making certain that the
data cannot be linked to individual subjects by name. This can be
accomplished in several ways, including (1) collecting the data
anonymously; (2) using a system to link names to data that can be
destroyed; (3) using a third party to link names to data and then giving the
results to the researcher without the names; (4) asking subjects to use
aliases or numbers; and (5) reporting only group, not individual results.
(195)
Confidentiality was carefiilly insured in this research project by attempting to meet all
these standards. No names were required on the questionnaires. The subjects were asked
only to give generic demographic data regarding their gender, age, and education and to
create a personal identification code (PIN) in order to link data. A third-party member of
the RRT compiled all data. This design helped insure unpartiality by giving the subjects
assurance of confidentiality and freedom to respond truthflilly. The subjects were also
given the opportunity to decide if they would allow their videotaped images to be held for
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use in future teaching scenarios or if they preferred to have their images destroyed after
six months.
The researcher-designed, Likert-scaled item questionnaire served as the primary
source of data collection for evaluating changes in the dependent variables. The RRT
assisted me in the development of the Likert-scaled item questionnaires, as well as
recruitment of volunteers and logistical organization and procurement.
Delimitations and Generalizability
The degree to which research results can be generalized to other populations
constitutes their external validity (Wiersma 6). Because this study employed convenience
sampling, its external validity is limited since its results depend on the unique
characteristics of the sample (McMillan and Schumacher 174). The research project was
hmited to the volunteer subjects firom the congregation ofPSBC; therefore, I can
generalize similar outcomes only if this project is replicated in a congregation with
characteristics similar to that ofPSBC.
The Interest-based Resolution training that served as the independent variable in
this research project was presented in seminar format. I have not made any attempts to
consider how or if any other training formats would aid in improving the knowledge,
skillfulness, and confidence in conflict resolution of the volunteer mediators.
Importance of the Study
The need for and importance of this research has been evident to me over the
course of twenty years ofpastoral ministry. Interpersonal, Christian conflict continues to
be the enemy's chiefweapon in his attempts to disunify and defeat the work ofChrist's
Church and the advancement of his kingdom. The apostle Paul noted the disunifying
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effects of interpersonal. Church conflict in 1 Corinthians 1:10-13:
I appeal to you, brothers, in the name of oux Lord Jesus Christ, that all of
you agree with one another so that there may be no divisions among you
and that you may be perfectly united in mind and thought. My brothers,
some from Chloe's household have informed me that there are quarrels
among you. What I mean is this: One of you says, "I follow Paul";
another, "I follow Apollos"; another, "I follow Cephas"; still another, "I
follow Christ." Is Christ divided? Was Paul crucified for you? Were you
baptized into the name ofPaul?
PSBC certainly does not suffer from the degree of damaging interpersonal. Christian
conflict evident in the early Corinthian church (though many other churches do).
Nevertheless, based on the aforementioned contextual considerations ofPSBC,
interpersonal. Christian conflict is inevitable; therefore, a biblical and practically-
beneficial, collaborative process that can produce reconciliation (relationship
maintenance) and peace (issue satisfaction) and provide positive, spiritual maturity from
interpersonal. Christian conflict is highly desirable. This premise is true not only for
PSBC but for all churches that wish to enhance the health and maturity of their body,
individually and corporately.
Overview of the Dissertation
Chapter 2 of this study establishes the biblical and scientific context for interest-
based resolution as revealed in the literature. Chapter 3 presents the research design
Chapter 4 reports the research findings, and Chapter 5 summarizes and interprets the
research findings. It also offers suggestions for fiirther research.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Precedents in the Literature
Conflict of some sort is nearly a daily experience for most people, as it has been
since the beginning ofhistory. The ancient biblical prophet wrote, "Why do you make me
look at injustice? Why do you tolerate wrong? Destruction and violence are before me;
there is strife, and conflict abounds" [emphasis mine] (Hab. 1:3). Over six hundred years
later, the apostle Paul testified to a similar life experience: "For when we came into
Macedonia, this body of ours had no rest, but we were harassed at every turn�conflicts
on the outside [emphasis mine], fears within" (2 Cor. 7:5). John Wesley experienced
much conflict throughout his life and ministry. He underscored this constant reality in his
writings when he said.
Ecclesiastical history does not, perhaps, present an instance of an equal
number ofMinisters brought into contact so close, and called so frequently
together, for the discussion of various subjects, among whom so much
general unanimity, both as to doctrines and points of discipline, has
prevailed, joined with so much real goodwill and friendship towards each
other, for so great a number of years. This is the more remarkable, as by
theirfrequent changesfrom station to station, opposite interests and
feelings are very often brought into conflict [emphasis mine]. (5: 538)
Conflict has been a part of day-to-day human experience throughout recorded
history. Whenever two people (or social entities) interact, whenever they perceive
incompatibility of goals and interference in achieving those goals, the potential for
conflict exists (Folger 5; Rahim 18), but conflict was not part of the original intention of
God in creation. His vision for the created world was a state ofpeace (oi^ffl), a conflict-
free existence (McSwain and Treadwill 20). Before the entrance of sin, no conflict of any
source existed in the universe, but the entrance of sin into creation brought with it the
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entrance of conflict. Again Wesley writes,
(5.) Sensuality: The woman looked upon the fi-uit with an irregular
appetite. Here the conflict between reason and sense began. To talk of
such a conflict in man before he fell is to represent him as in a degree
sinful and guilty even while iimocent. For conflict implies opposition; and
an opposition of appetite to reason is nothing else than a repugnance to the
law of God. But of this our first parents were no way guilty, till their
innocence was impaired; till they were led by the temptation of the devil
to desire the forbidden fhiit. (9: 417)
Since sin and its consequences have passed upon all people (Rom. 5:12), even upon
creation itself (Rom. 8:20-22), all people live and will continue to Hve until the
establishment ofGod's kingdom, in a conflicted envirormient.
The purpose of this research project was not to find an end to conflict; that will
only come with the kingdom. Indeed, conflict should not end until the kingdom because it
can be an important mechanism in human relations for producing grov^h and progress in
people and organizations (Leas, Discover Your Conflict 7; Sande 19-24). This is true for
God's Church. Rather, the purpose of this research was to find a biblical and practical
process for Christians to resolve their interpersonal conflicts, a process that will result in
peace (issue satisfaction) and reconciliation (relationship maintenance) and preserve
unity of spirit and purpose in the church. This study was narrowly focused on Interest-
based Resolution training as a strategic, structured process that could better help facilitate
these ends.
Delimiting the Problem of Conflict
Though conflict is often multidimensional, in Chapter 1 four general categories of
conflict that affect Christians and churches were differentiated. These categories consist
of conflict that is largely theological, sinful, supernatural, and interpersonal. This study
was narrowly focused on interpersonal. Christian conflict, that is constitutively defined as
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"conflict between people that essentially involves the personal and practical outworking
ofChristian life and ministry and day-to-day interaction in living and working together to
advance God's kingdom." However, for purposes of this study, interpersonal. Christian
conflict as defined does not include all interpersonal disagreements between believers.
For example, the following conversation between two worshippers, Tom and Jim, might
easily occur after any Sunday morning service:
Tom: "Did you like the preacher's message this morning?"
Jim: "Actually, 1 didn't like it as well as others he's preached. I had
trouble following the flow of thought."
Tom: "No kidding. I really liked what he had to say. It spoke directly to a
need inmy life."
An accurate analysis of the conversation between Tom and Jim would include the fact
that they experienced interpersonal disagreement or dispute over the success of the
Sunday morning sermon; however, whether their disagreement or dispute constituted
actual interpersonal conflict is not clear.
The Nature of Conflict
Differentiating between genuine conflict and other forms of interpersonal
discourse that contain elements ofdisagreement is essential. James Fairfield offers this
analysis of "unresolved conflicts" (19):
Difference of opinion "Spat" Confrontation
Heated debate or "Quarrel" Division
argument
Intense physical anger "Fight" Rejection
Hostility confirmed "War" Separation
Fairfield's minimum threshold for conflict is a difference of opinion that he characterizes
as a "spat." In the illustrative conversation between Tom and Jim above, a difference of
opinion certainly existed, but simple difference ofopinion did not constitute conflict or
even a spat according to Fairfield.
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In distinction to Fairfield, Chapter 1 noted that Leas identified five ascending
levels of conflict: "I. Problems to Solve," "11. Disagreement," "III. Contest," "IV.
Fight/Fhght," and "V. Intractable Situations" (Moving Your Church 19-22). The
terminology and categorical differentiation of conflict between Fairfield and Leas vary
significantly. Leas' minimum threshold for conflict is a "problem to solve." He
characterizes this level with words like "discomfort," "anger" (though short-lived) and
"problem-oriented" (Leas, Moving Your Church 19). Again, in the conversation between
Tom and Jim, no problem needed solving. Neither felt discomfort with the other or
developed an anger reaction.
In narrowing the focus of interpersonal, Christian conflict, one must recognize
that regular discourse exists among and between Christians that contains incipient
elements of conflict but does not meet the minimum threshold for conflict as identified by
Fairfield and Leas. Three potential components of conflict may be derived from the
Fairfield and Leas hierarchies and from Scripture that, when concomitant with
disagreement, create a minimum threshold of interpersonal conflict. These three
components are anxiety (stress), anger, and alienation.
The amount of anxiety and stress a person feels over a disagreement or difference
of opinion can have a catalytic effect in pushing the dispute over the threshold into
interpersonal conflict that may require mediation (Leas, How to Discover 13). This
anxiety and stress can be noted in Fairfield's descriptor "Confrontation." Formost
people, confrontation is a stressfiil endeavor. As was detailed in Chapter 1, this stiess is
often intrapersonal before it becomes interpersonal. The importance and value that a
person places on the focus of the disagreement frequently determines the degree of
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anxiety and stress felt by the disputant (McSwain and Treadwill 36).
The elevation ofpersonal anxiety and stress can precipitate an anger reaction. The
emotion of anger is multifaceted and complex. This research project does not posses the
scope to explore the characteristics and range of anger, but, for the purposes of this
research, the fact that anger can display two faces and conjure images of Jekyll and Hyde
must be acknowledged. On the one hand, anger can produce a powerful drive for positive
action and constructive change, especially in the face of injustice. This drive is evident in
Jesus' response to the moneychangers in the Temple area as he overturned their tables
and drove them from the area with a whip (John 2:13-17). Conversely, "anger can
produce personalities soured with hostility and destructive aggression" (Fairfield 165-66).
Paul clearly recognized the inherent capacity of anger to produce both of these
ends so that he instructed Christians to be careful with this emotion and avoid expressing
it in sinful ways (Eph. 4:26). When anger is aroused and injected into fiiendly
disagreement or difference of opinion, even if it is short-lived (as per Leas), conflict is
the usual result.
The intensification of anxiety (stress) and anger usually precipitates a third
concomitant of conflict�alienation. The arousal of anger and hostility (note Fairfield's
descriptors that indicate this intensification: "Heated," "Intense," and "Hostility") often
precipitates immediate interpersonal withdraw. This intense anger has the clear potential
to cause intractable separation and alienation and permanently harm relationships
between Christians.
Summary ofDelimitation ofConflict
Clearly, not all differences of opinion, disagreements, and disputes among
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Christians cross the threshold of interpersonal conflict established by Leas and Fairfield.
The kind of conflict most cogent to this research project, which measured the impact of
Interest-based Resolution training, was intensified disagreement and dispute that
inculcates at least some of the concomitants of anxiety (stress), anger, and alienation,
becomes confrontational, and thus crosses the threshold of conflict.
Styles of Conflict Resolution
When disagreements and disputes among Christians cross the threshold of
interpersonal conflict, the response to conflict becomes critical and can often create
problems among Christians (Fairfield 20). Social scientists have observed five common
modalities for handling conflict that most people utilize at one time or another:
Five Conflict-handling Modes for Interpersonal Conflict
During the 1960-70s, a five-category schema for classifying interpersonal conflict
was developed by social scientists. It was first introduced by Robert Blake and Jane
Mouton and later revised by Keimeth Thomas and Ralph Kihnann. The five categories of
the schema are competing, collaborating, compromising, avoiding, and accommodating
(Thomas and Kilmann 309). The schema is represented on two axes. One is
assertiveness. This axis represents disputants attempts to satisfy their issues and concerns
and well represents the biblical concept of "peace" (issue satisfaction) identified in this
research project. The other axis is cooperation. This axis represents disputants attempts to
satisfy the other person's issues and concerns and well represents the biblical concept of
"reconcihation" (relationship maintenance), also identified in this research project (310).
These two axes and the five common modes of interpersonal conflict can be graphically
represented (see Figure 2.1).
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Figure 2.1
Five Modes ofConflict Resolution
Of these five resolution styles, avoiding is unassertive and uncooperative;
competing is assertive and uncooperative; accommodating is unassertive and cooperative;
compromising is intermediate in both cooperativeness and assertiveness; and,
collaboration is both assertive and cooperative. This five-mode schema of conflict
resolution styles has been adopted by numerous writers in the field of conflict resolution
(Fairfield 21-29, 229-33; Sande 17-18; Blackburn B�1-3). Leas adopts the same theory
but redefines some categories so as to come up with six modes of conflict resolution
instead of five: persuade, compel, avoid, collaborate, negotiate, and support (Discover
Your Conflict 1-23). Upon examination, his redefinition of the five original categories
seems unnecessary and redundant.
People ufilize all five styles of conflict resolution at one time or another given
certain circumstances. When stopped on the street by a thief who demands, "Your money
or your life," avoidance is the best conflict resolution style. In addition, the Bible
suggests that avoidance is not only an acceptable but also the best conflict resolution style
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when confronted with a minor offense (Sande 63). Proverbs 19:11 teaches, "A man's
wisdom gives him patience; it is to his glory to overlook an offense." When issues are
held strongly, other styles, such as compromise, can be reasonable alternatives to find
what Roger Fisher and William Ury call BATNA, the "Best Alternative to a Negotiated
Agreement" (104).
However, when conflict (1) carmot be successfully or properly overlooked, or (2)
should not be overlooked, the most effective mode of conflict resolution as graphically
represented in Figure 2. 1 is collaboration. This style is both assertive and cooperative; it
seeks both issue satisfaction (peace) and relationship maintenance (reconciliation). About
this style Thomas and Kilmann note that
collaborating involves an attempt to work with the other person to find
some solution which fiilly satisfies the concerns ofboth persons. It means
digging into an issue to identify the underlying concerns of the two
individuals and to find an alternative which meets both sets of concerns.
Collaborating between two persons might take the form of exploring a
disagreement to learn from each other's insights, concluding to resolve
some condition which would otherwise have them competing for
resources, or confronting and trying to find a creative solution to an
interpersonal problem. (12)
Basically, collaboration is the attempt to work through the emotions that escalate conflict
and divide people and churches and to move towards rational decision making in a way
that addresses all of the concerns of the disputants (Flynn 142).
The inherent obstacle of collaboration is the need of the disputants to be willing to
play by the rules, and only when all parties to the dispute are willing to play by the rules
should this strategy be used (Leas, Discover Your Conflict 17). When the use of
collaboration is appropriate, it engenders mutual problem-solving strategies and increases
the likelihood that real success will be achieved in conflict resolution. Leas lists four
likely outcomes from uUlizing a collaborative style: (1) people will have high motivation
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to comply with their joint decisions; (2) the quality of decisions is usually significantly
increased; (3) people's problem-solving abilities are usually strengthened; and, (4) all the
parties to the original conflict usually walk away from it with a sense of satisfaction and
success: "We did it!" (Discover Your Conflict 1 8).
Collaboration is the basis for the formation of interest-based bargaining. Interest-
based bargaining goes bymany other names including "consensus bargaining,"
"problem-solving bargaining," "win-win," "mutual gains," "collaborative bargaining,"
and "principled negotiations" (Interest Based Bargaining 1).
"Interest-based" Resolution
People often see only two, traditional ways of resolving a conflict, what are
referred to as "soft" and "hard" negotiation styles by Fisher and Ury (xii). In "soft"
negotiation the disputant is highly focused on relationship maintenance and too readily
makes a concession in order to reach an agreement and achieve reconciliation
(accommodating). In "hard" negotiation the disputant is highly focused on issue
satisfaction and often sees the negotiation as a contest ofwills (competing). He or she
will hold out until winning the dispute, frequently at the cost of the relationship.
A third approach to conflict resolution was pioneered by the Harvard Negotiation
Project, created in 1979 under the umbrella of the Program on Negotiation (Program on
Negotiation 1). The Program on Negotiation is an interdisciplinary consortium from
Harvard, M.I.T., Tufts University, the Simmons Graduate School ofManagement, and
other Boston-area schools. It is the oldest and largest university-based negotiation
research center in the United States ("Talking toward Peace" 1). Under director Roger
Fisher, the Harvard Negotiation Project developed a theory and sfrategy of conflict
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resolution that they called "principled negotiation," an interest-based approach to
resolving conflict (Program on Negotiation 1). Principled negotiation is a process by
which issues are resolved on their merits rather than through some sort of "hard"
negotiation process in which each side lays down a position as to what it will and will not
do (Fisher and Ury xii). The strategy was popularized in 1981 in Fisher's and Ury's best-
selling book, Getting to Yes: Negotiating Agreement without Giving In. Principled
negotiation is a collaborative process that seeks mutual gains for all disputants by being
hard on the issues and soft on people. In contrast, traditional, position-based bargaining is
a hard, competitive process that is "often about relative power and the willingness to use
it against each other, sometimes at the expense of a better agreement or even the
relationship, in order to 'win'" (Interest-based Bargaining: A Different Way 1).
The merits of this interest-based bargaining have become so pronounced that in
the 1990s then President Clinton, through Executive Order, directed federal agencies to
learn and utilize interest-based bargaining (Vamak 7). The popularity of interest-based
bargaining was also evident in a 1998 report by the Federal Mediation and Conciliation
Service stating that interest-based bargaining has been one of theirmost requested
training programs for years (Interest-based Bargaining: A Different Way 1). In utilizing
this interest-based process in the Church, I have replaced the term "bargaining" with
"resolution" for two reasons. First, the term "resolution" better reflects the desire for
genuine collaboration since the terms "collaboration" and "resolving" are often used
synonymously in the literature. Leas notes that the words "bargain" and "negotiate"
"refer to a strategy that is very similar to collaboration except that the expectations of the
parties are lower as they enter the conflict arena" (Discover Your Conflict 18). In
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addition, the term "resolution" better encapsulates the biblical goals of peace and
reconcihation than does "bargaining."
hi addition to the Harvard Negotiation Project, Richard Blackburn, director of the
Lombard Mennonite Peace Center in Lombard, Illinois, has applied interest-based
bargaining theory to a faith-based context. He has, for many years, regularly presented
this material to clergy, laity, and religious groups or institutions through the "Mediation
Skills Training Institute" and other similar seminars.
"Position-based" Versus "Interest-based" Resolution
Interest-based resolution stands in contrast to position-based resolution. Position-
based resolution (or bargaining) is the traditional style of conflict resolution and
collective bargaining (Interest-based Bargaining: A Different Way 1). A "position" is
something upon which the disputant has decided. Positions are statements or demands
that emerge as intractable solutions. Interests, on the other hand, incorporate such things
as the needs, wants, concerns, and hopes resident in the positions (Blackburn D�19).
Fisher and Ury call these interests the "silent movers behind the hubbub ofpositions"
(42). Interests are the factors that motivated the disputant to decide. Joseph Folger states,
"The old adage 'most conflicts are actually communication problems' is not really viable.
The vast majority of conflicts would not exist without some real difference of interest"
[emphasis mine] (6). Interest-based resolution seeks to discover and then differentiate the
interests of the disputants. In fact, differentiating and resolving the disputants' conflicts
of interest are at the heart of interest-based resolution. About differentiation Folger
writes, "In (differentiation) parties raise the conflict issues and spend sufficient time and
energy clarifying positions, pursuing the reasons behind those positions, and
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acknowledging the severity of their differences" (18).
Five, distinguishing characteristics mark interest-based resolution. These marks
are (1) employing a principled negotiating style, (2) separating the issues fi-om the
people, (3) focusing on interests and ignoring positions, (4) inventing options for mutual
gain, and (5) using objective criteria. These five, distinguishing characteristics of interest-
based resolution create a flexible resolution process. Again Folger vmtes, "In productive
conflicts, parties take flexible approaches and believe a mutually acceptable solution can
be developed. Destructive conflicts are characterized by inflexible behavior and attempts
to defeat the other party" (14-15). While flexibility is mherent in interest-based
resolution, generally inflexibility is inherent in position-based resolution.
In addition, imposing differences in positions ofpower between the disputants
often characterizes position-based resolution, a factor that is always a significant threat to
constructive conflict resolution and seriously inhibits reaching a mutually satisfying
solution (Folger 138). However, in interest-based resolution the negotiations are
principled in that differentiated interests are mutually satisfied based on objective criteria
so that positions ofpower becomes less of a threat.
Fisher and Ury provide a helpfill comparison that well summarizes the differences
between position-based (both "hard" and "soft") and interest-based resolution (13; see
Table 2.1).
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Table 2.1
Position-based Versus Interest-based Resolution
PROBLEM : SOLUTION
Positional Bargaining: Which Game Should I Change the Game�
You Play? \ Negotiate on the Merits
SOFT HARD 1 PRINCIPLED
Participants are
j [Interest-based]
Participants are � Participants are problem-
friends. adversaries. � solvers.
The goal is agreement. The goal is victory. � The goal is a wise outcome
� reached efficiently and
Make concessions to
� amicably.
Demand conces : Separate the people from
cultivate the sions as a condi I the problem.
relationship. tion of the
Be soft on the people and
relationship.
Be hard on the ; Be sofl on the people, hard
and the problem. problem and the : on the problem.
people.
Trust others. Distrust others. Proceed independent of
trust.
Change your position Dig into your Focus on interests, not
easily. position. positions.
Make offers. Make threats. Explore interests.
Disclose your bottom Mislead as to your . Avoid having a bottom
line. line. ; line.
Accept one-sided losses Demand one-sided ; Invent options for mutual
to reach settlement. gains as the price. : gain.
Search for the single Search for the single i Devolop multiple options
answer: the one they answer: the one i to choose from: decide
accept. you accept. : later.
Insist on agreement. Insist on your posi- : Insist on using objective
tion. : criteria.
Try to avoid a contest Try to win a contest ; Try to reach a result based
ofwill. ofwill. : on standards independent of
will.
Yield to pressure. Apply pressure. : Reason and be open to
reasons; yield to principles.
not pressure.
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Indications for Using Interest-based Resolution
Interest-based resolution is very often the appropriate and indicated choice for
resolving interpersonal. Christian conflict. However, it is most effective when certain
components necessary to the process are generally present. They are
1. Evidence ofwillingness to cooperate;
2. Sufficient time to complete the resolution process;
3. Willingness of the parties to share relevant information;
4. Willingness to forego position and influence as the method for wirming; and,
5. Understanding by the disputants of the process (Interest-based Bargaining: A
Different Way 1).
As a collaborative process, interest-based resolution can easily fail without these
cooperative elements being brought to the table.
Contraindications for Using Interest-based Resolution
The use of a mediator is not always appropriate. Mediation is contraindicated
under the following circumstances (summarized from Blackburn):
1 . To substitute for therapy or counseling;
2. To coerce, repress, or revolt; or,
3. To replace the proper exercise of authority or reconfigure it within certain
cultures (D�27-28).
These circumstances necessitate other forms of remediation. When confronted with one
of these circumstances, a wise mediator would seek to direct the disputant to appropriate
sources ofhelp and not enter into a process of interest-based resolution.
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Faith-based Distinctives for Interest-based Resolution
Since its development and popularization by Fisher and Ury, interest-based
resolution has had significant impact on the world ofmediation. However, to be an
effective tool for use within PSBC and the Church in general, it must be amenable to and
integratable with Christian faith and practice. Fairfield comments, "You don't have to
beheve in God to learn the skihs ofconflict resolution, but it helps" (240). Blackburn has
successfully accomplished this integration in his Mediation Skills Training Institute. To
achieve the profitable integration of secular, interest-based bargaining with Christian
faith and practice, five Christian virtues must be examined for the role they play in a
faith-based process.
Faith. This virtue is the sine qui non of the Christian life and experience. It is
both the entry-level virtue by which Christians find salvation and enter the Christian life
and the means by which the Christian life is lived. Paul expressed the over-arching,
operating principle of the Christian life when he wrote in Galatians 2:20: "The hfe I live
in the body I live by faith." Wesley also emphasized this overarching principle of faith
when he says,
12. Take then the whole of rehgion together, just as God has revealed it in
his word; and be uniformly zealous for every part of it, according to its
deeree of excellence, grounding all your zeal on the one foundation.
"Jesus Christ and him crucified"; holding fast this one principle, "The hfe
I now live, I live byfaith [emphasis mine] in the Son ofGod, who loved
ME, and gave himself for ME." (7: 66)
Faith is crucial to the Christian conflict resolution. Christians involved in conflict
must choose to trust God for a successfial resolufion (Sande 54). Faith affects the
Christian conflict resolution process in at least four ways. First, it provides the disputants
with a significant common bond. As Christians, both disputants are members of the
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family ofGod and have entered that family the same way�^by faith through grace. Clear
understanding of this truth should give each disputant a sense of gratitude, humility, and
obligation to preserve the family name. Second, faith looks to God as the source ofhelp
to both reach agreement and to keep the agreement. It understands that without divine
help gaining and maintaining interpersonal peace will be impossible (Flynn 16).
Third, the conflict resolution process often generates or includes destructive fears
and anxieties from the disputants' fears of confrontation to their deep-seated anxieties
that may have driven the conflict and that lay behind the interests (Fairfield 209). Faith is
the biblical antidote to such fears (as characterized in Ps. 56:4) that allows the Christian
to cast all fears upon the Lord and trust him for both courage and protection. Fourth, faith
facilitates a greater willingness towards openness and honesty. It gives the Christian
confidence that the Lord will help to tell the story accurately and completely and to make
the issues and interests clear without the need for exaggeration, generalization, or fear of
reprisal. In fact, Jesus promised that in certain forms of conflict, such as defending
oneselfbefore hostile, legal authority, God would actually provide the correct words and
presentation (Matt. 10:18-20). Faith is an integral component of any Christian, conflict
resolution process and must be consciously integrated into interest-based resolution
training and process.
Truthfulness. Truth is a vital component to any biblically based. Christian
resolution process. Jesus said, "Then you will know the truth, and the truth will set you
free" (John 8:32). Freedom means deliverance, and without a commitment to truth,
finding real deliverance, freedom from the interpersonal conflicts that so often entangle
Christians, will be impossible.
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Any successful Christian resolution process must be fiill of truth (truthful) in
several respects. First, the process must be built upon a truthfiil, reliable basis. The truth
of God's Word must serve as a non-negotiable foundation upon which to build a
successful resolution process. Attaining peace (issue satisfaction) and reconciliation
(relationship maintenance) would not be possible for Christians without the common
worldview established in Scripture. In 1998 Cris Currie completed a doctoral study on the
attempted use of interest-based resolution by the federal government with the Branch
Dividians during the 1993 standoff at Waco, Texas. Currie discovered that "standard
interest-based processes of dispute resolution failed because the parties could not manage
their worldview differences" (1), Identifying interests serves no purpose if one of the
parties is unable to understand or appreciate them. The anticipated advantage of using
interest-based resolution at PSBC is that most disputants would be approaching the
process from a similar bibhcal worldview.
In addition, building a conflict resolution process upon the unchanging truths of
God's Word helps keep disputing Christians from resolving their conflicts at any price.
As noted above, one common response that people have to conflict is to "accommodate"
or "yield" to the other party. Accommodation is cooperative but unassertive behavior
(Thomas and Kilmann 12). This response is generallymotivated by a high desire for
relationship maintenance. While concern for the relationship is noble and can reflect
genuine self-sacrifice, accommodation often comes at a price, the expense ofpersonal
goals of one of the disputing parties (Fairfield 34). Disputants who regularly
accommodate in a dispute can sublimate their issues at an unconscious level until the
constant sublimation spills over and leads either to an explosive, angry outburst or unfil
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the anger is turned inward and depression results. Constant accommodation (yielding)
also can generate ftnstration in the other disputant and makes a collaborative resolution
process unworkable.
God's Word serves as a corrective to constant accormnodation. Paul writes,
"histead, speaking the truth in love, we will in all things grow up into him who is the
Head, that is, Christ" (Eph. 4:15). Paul's challenges Christians not only to tell the truth
(necessary to attain peace, that is, issue satisfaction) but also to tell the truth with a loving
spirit (necessary to attain reconciliation, that is, relationship maintenance). These two
elements, truth and love, correct constant accommodation and make collaboration
possible.
Not onlymust truth serve as the basis for building a resolution process, but also
communication throughout the entire resolution process must be characterized by truth.
Building a resolution process upon the truth of God's Word provides the disputants with
absolute standards for moral and ethical behavior. For example, Paul writes, "Do not let
any unwholesome talk come out of your mouths, but only what is helpful for building
others up according to their needs, that it may benefit those who listen" (Eph. 4:29).
Paul's instruction countermands the use of harsh or hurtful language by Christians and
establishes a God-given guideline by which the resolution process should be conducted.
In addition, when communication is guided by the unchanging truths of God's
Word, Christian disputants are prohibited from using deceptive language and tactics in
order to "win" the conflict. In the Pentateuch are written these words: "Do not steal. Do
not he. Do not deceive one another" (Lev. 19:1 1). God's Word prohibits his people from
falsifying the truth. Very often lying is a willful and complete fabrication of the truth.
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Deception is another form of lying, one that is subtler. To deceive means leaving out just
enough of the truth so as to create a false impression. As an example, in the twentieth
chapter ofGenesis, Abraham sought to deceive King Abimelech, king ofGerar, by telling
him that Sarah, Abraham's beautiful wife, was his sister. As a consequence, Abimelech
appropriated Sarah for his harem. Without the intervention ofGod, she might have been
defiled. In Genesis 20:12 we learn that Sarah was indeed the half sister of Abraham.
Terah was their common father, but they had separate mothers. Abraham's statement to
Abimelech was deceptive. He left out just enough of the truth (that she was also his
wife!) so as to create a false impression. As noted above, the willingness of the disputing
parties to share relevant information is necessary for the successful use of interest-based
conflict resolution. The truth of God's Word prohibits lying and the more subtle tactic of
deception from sabotaging the Christian resolution process and encourages disputing
Christians to share honestly their perspectives and interests.
Any Christian resolufion process must be built upon the foundafion ofGod's
Word so that it is truthful. The Scriptures provide both boundaries and guidance for
Christian mediators and disputants so that the result of the resolution process is not only
the successful end to the conflict, but also that the end of the conflict is achieved in a way
that honors God and benefits his Church.
Prayer. As a third, vital component of any Christian conflict resolution scenario,
prayer affords the disputants the opportunity to invite God into the conflict resolution
process. Prayer is especially important to the interest-based resolution process since its
more extensive time requirement may necessitate a greater commitment to patience and
perseverance during the process. Jesus advised his followers to continue in prayer and not
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to give up (Luke 18: 1). Blackburn advises that prayer (and perhaps a short devotion) be
part of the mediator's opening statement during the introduction stage of the interest-
based resolution process (D�10). Subjects appropriate for prayer include divine aid,
Christian deportment, wisdom, and God's glory in and through the process.
Love. This fourth distinctive ofChristian conflict resolution is the one that Jesus
designated as the greatest ofChristian virtues (1 Cor. 13:13). Paul hnked love to spiritual
maturity as well as the conflict resolution process when he exhorted Christians to "speak
the truth with love" (Eph. 4:15). To do so tempers the truth with the language ofmutual
respect, care, and compassion. Wesley beheved that love filled Chrisfians with a
benevolent attitude towards all people. He writes,
And this love sweetly constrains him to love every child ofman with the
love which is here spoken of; not with a love of esteem or of complacence;
for this can have no place with regard to those who are (ifnot his personal
enemies, yet) enemies to God and their own souls; but with a love of
benevolence, �of tender good-will to all the souls that God has made. (7:
47)
This benevolent love can greatly contribute to the conflict resolution process. Fairfield
writes, "Whatever our conflicts may be, there is the hope of love�not sentimental and
syrupy cliches, but tough-minded, responsible, forgiven and forgiving love�to reach
across our difference toward reconciliation" (99). In addition, Wesley notes that love
helps Christians develop the Christian character quality of lowliness and meekness that
help Christians develop the mind ofChrist (7: 432).
The character quality of love is especially important to Christian conflict
resolution since Paul's exhortation to interest-based resolution in Philippians 2:4 falls
within the context of the Kenosis passage and Christ's example to Christians ofbibhcal
humility (Phil. 2:5-1 1). Thus, Christian, interest-based resolution cannot adequately
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proceed without a commitment to and expression of love. Christian love leads the
disputants to the full expression of Christ's character during the reconcihation process,
making the disputants more open to the interests of the other party out of a God-given
sense of care and compassion.
Forgiveness. Forgiveness is, of course, at the center of redemption history as
revealed in the Bible. Taking the cup at the Last Supper, the night before he died on the
cross, Jesus said, "This is my blood of the covenant, which is poured out for many for the
forgiveness of sins" (Matt. 26:28). Not only did Christ provide forgiveness for all those
who will believe in him, he also clearly revealed that Christians are to regularly
dem,onstrate forgiveness in their daily lives (Matt. 1 8:21 -22). Jesus emphasized the
importance of forgiveness by elevating this virtue above Christian giving (Matt. 5:23-24).
He also said that Christians could not expect God's forgiveness for their trespasses
(perhaps committed during a conflict event) unless they were willing to forgive those
who trespassed against them (Matt. 6:14-15).
The Interest-based Resolution training that served as the independent variable in
this research project primarily does not present a redemptive but rather collaborative
model. This model was presented for use in conflict that is largely interpersonal in nature,
that is, conflict between Christians that involves the personal and practical outworking of
Christian life and ministry and day-to-day interaction in living and working together to
advance God's kingdom. Interpersonal conflict involves differences between Christians
over the right or wrong ways to fulfill their ministries, such as practical and philosophical
differences in style, personality, interests, abilities, resources, and desires. This kind of
conflict does not involve Christian behavior that is largely sinful, behavior that is clearly
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wrong morally, ethically, or spiritually.
However, forgiveness might be necessary to achieve one of the two biblically
defined goals ofChristian conflict resolution in this research: reconciliation (relationship
maintenance). One condition necessary to achieve reconciliation requires that any hurts
or personal offenses be confronted and healed (Sande 157). On the one hand, behavior
that presents itself as largely sinfiil must be addressed following the model that Jesus
estabhshed in Matthew 18:15-17. Wesley clearly understood that the Matthean model
was purposed to address behavior that is largely sinful in nature. He writes,
I. 1 . Therefore, if thou seest with thine own eyes a brother, a fellow-
Christian, commit undeniable sin [emphasis mine], or hearest it with thine
own ears, so that it is impossible for thee to doubt the fact, then thy part is
plain: Take the very first opportunity of going, to him; and, if thou canst
have access, "tell him of his fault between thee and him alone."
II. 1. But what, "ifhe will not hear?" What, if he hear to no purpose, and
go on still in the evil [emphasis mine] of his way? And what are we to do
then? Our Lord has given us a clear and full direction. Then "take with
thee one or two more:" This is the second step.
III. 1 . That we may be thoroughly instructed in this weighty affair, our
Lord has given us a sfiU farther direction. "If he will not hear them," then,
and not till then, "tell it to the Church." This is the third step. 3. When you
have done this, you have delivered your own soul. "If he will not hear the
Church," if he persist in his sin [emphasis mine], "let him be to thee as an
heathen man and a publican." (6: 116-17, 119-21, 122)
Seeking forgiveness for sinfiil behavior is not the primary goal of interest-based
resolution. Rather, the primary goal is collaboration and cooperation in resolving
practical differences in ministry based upon a presenting problem that appears to be
largely interpersonal in nature and not largely sinfiil. No doubt conflict might
conceivably arise over the categorical determination of the presenting problem, be it
largely interpersonal or sinful. However, the wise mediator must listen carefiilly to the
facts as they are presented and make a thoughtfiil, initial determination as to the general
nature of the dispute and the appropriate, biblical remediative process to follow. If the
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presenting problem is largely interpersonal in nature, then the appropriate remediative
process will be interest-based resolution. If the presenting problem is largely sinful in
nature, then a more confrontational approach following Matthew 18 will be the
recommended course. However, after Matthew 18 has been followed and the smful
behavior has been addressed successftilly, implementing interest-based resolution may
still become practical and necessary. The interest-based resolution process might be
appropriate to address issues that are largely interpersonal nature and that may have
preceded the sinful behavior.
On the other hand, even when interest-based resolution is the appropriate
remediative model for conflict that is largely interpersonal, the likelihood still exists that
during the process sinfril patterns ofbehavior may surface. These sinful pattems might
involve (1) hurt or damaged feelings that were generated earlier by the sinfiil behavior of
one of the disputants and since have been hoarded by the other disputant and left
unspoken; (2) hurt or damaged feelings that are generated during the interest-based
resolution process by the use of sinftil language or an angry outburst that degrades or
falsely accuses; or, (3) less obvious pattems of sinful behavior or spiritual immaturity
(such as carelessness, thoughtlessness, or disinterest) that become apparent and need to
be addressed. An interest-based resolution model that is to be regarded as both faith
based and effective must include processes for addressing sinful pattems ofbehavior that
come to light during the resolution process.
Integral to these processes, especially when the sinful behavior has generated hurt
or damaged feelings, is the virtue of forgiveness. Again Augsburger writes, "With
forgiveness, we are set free to meet genuinely, to interact authentically, to risk being fully
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present with each other in integrity" (Forgive 6). Forgiveness is at the heart of the biblical
history of redemption. Unlike the instantaneous, judicial forgiveness of sins that every
person experiences from God when he or she trusts Christ as Savior, human forgiveness
generally involves a process. Augsburger notes, "Forgiveness ... is often reduced to a
single act of accepting another.. . . Forgiveness is a journey ofmany steps" (30). To
facilitate the process of forgiveness for sinful behavior as the need for it arises during
interest-based resolution, healing strategies are provided so that hurt or damaged feelings
can be explored and given the opportunity to be forgiven. The process of complete
forgiveness may extend beyond the resolution process. In fact, action items that help
facilitate complete healing may become a part of the final, negotiated agreement.
In addition, during the interest-based resolution process, other less obvious
pattems of sinful behavior or spiritual immaturity (such as carelessness, thoughtlessness,
or disinterest) may surface via one of the disputants or by being recognized by the
mediator. The Interest-based Resolution fraining presented in this research project
facilitates the opportunity for the mediator to call an individual conference with the
offending disputant. This conference can be used by the mediator to address privately the
necessary issues with the offending disputant and suggest potential remedies, such as
seeking forgiveness from the other disputant and/or meeting with the pastor for additional
spiritual instmction.
The utilization of an interest-based resolution process without adequately
integrating appropriate Christian faith and practice will not result in achieving the biblical
goals of peace (issue satisfaction) and reconciliation (relationship maintenance).
Successful Christian conflict resolution inherently involves an appeal to God-given
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power and graces, and the same must be infiised into the process. The mediator's role is
to help insure an appeal and commitment to this power and the aforementioned graces.
Role-Playing
This research project employs role-playing as an essential element of interest-
based resolution training and in establishing scenarios for measuring the impact of the
training on the mediators. I concluded that seeking out subjects for this project who were
in the midst of real, interpersonal conflict would be risking real-life failure both for the
mediator and especially for the disputants. Therefore, role-playing was chosen as the best
vehicle for conducting the research.
The value of role-playing as an educational tool, especially for conflict resolution
training, has come to the forefront since the early 1980s (Morton 2). Role-playing has
been especially successfiil as a training aid in school systems. In the late 1990s Triune
Arts, Inc., a not-for-profit charity in Toronto, Canada, distributed free copies to schools
and other groups of its conflict resolution training series, "Resolving Conflict
Creatively," which teaches skills in both negotiation (dyadic conflict resolution) and
mediation (triadic conflict resolution). This program included a role-playing component.
Applicant groups (including schools) throughout the province of Ontario participated in a
followup evaluative survey conducted by Francis G. Hare, Ph.D., director of the School
ofChild and Youth Care, Ryerson Polytechnic University, Toronto. Resuhs of the study
were published in the Evaluation Report on Resolving Conflict Creatively in Ontario
(Hare). Nearly two-thirds (64 percent) of the respondents surveyed reported that the role-
playing technique was demonstrated well (10). In addition, among the qualitative data
gathered, respondents made the following remarks in response to the question: "What do
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you see as the greatest strength of this resource [role-playing]?":
Role-playing real life situations to help the viewer understand the
difference between negotiation, mediation, etc.
The role-play situations were quite realistic.
Role-playing and working through the dynamics ofnegotiation,
expressing feelings and issues.
Role-playing demonstrates how the technique works. (Hare 21-22, 33)
A multitude of schools systems now employ conflict resolution curriculiuns that readily
incorporate role-playing as part of the training component (Stark County 1-2; Scranton 1-
3; Stanford 1). Amazingly, London Guildhall University has employed role-playing even
in accounting classes! They conducted a survey of its value and concluded "generally, the
findings indicate that students felt the exercise was very usefiil in bringing the subject to
life and in stimulating interest in the subject" (Atrill, Mclaney, and Gibbs 3). The great
value of role-pla3nng is learning how to handle a situation with honesty, skillfulness, and
personal integrity (Tucker-Ladd 1).
Theoretical Framework ofMeasurement
This research project primarily was designed to measure changes in the
knowledge, skillfulness, and confidence of the volunteer mediators in mediating
interpersonal Christian conflict after receiving twelve hours of Interest-based Resolution
training. Three vital components of the training process were chosen to measure change:
knowledge, skillfiilness, and confidence. Regarduig knowledge, Webster defines this
component as follows: "1: understanding gained by actual experience; 2: range of
information; 3: clear perception of truth; and, 4: something learned and kept in the mind"
("Knowledge"). Knowledge encapsulated the cognitive component of the training
process.
The second category ofmeasurement was the skillfulness of the mediators to
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utilize effectively the newly acquired information. About skill Webster states "1 : ability
to use one's knowledge effectively in doing something; and, 2: developed or acquired
ability" ("Skill"). Skillfulness relates to actual performance. More than just cognitive
awareness was necessary for the Interest-based Resolution training to enhance
interpersonal conflict resolution at PSBC.
Third, the category of confidence was determined by the RRT and me to be an
essential element of effective conflict resolution. Conflict itself is often an anxiety-
producing event for most people, even for mediators. A person's confidence in his or her
ability to address interpersonal conflict and provide a beneficial catalyst to the resolution
process is essential for effective mediation. Webster offers the following definition of
confidence: "1: trust, rehance; 2: self-assurance, boldness; 3: a state of trust or intimacy;
and, 4: secref ("Confidence"). Confidence addresses a person's feelings of self-
assurance and his or her ability to bring a non-anxious presence to the conflict resolution
arena.
My directional, substantive hypothesis was that twelve hours of Interest-based
Resolution training would provide sufficient instruction for volunteermediators to
improve their knowledge, skillfulness, and confidence in mediating interpersonal
Christian conflict. The three elements of knowledge, skillfulness, and confidence served
as the primary, dependent variables.
Clay Tucker-Ladd underscored the value ofmeasuring knowledge, skillfulness,
and confidence as important variables and to do so with the aid of role-playmg. He has
determined that role-playing can be employed as an effective teaching and training tool:
� To figure out exactly what to say�when meeting a special person, when
interviewing for a job, when asking parents for permission to do
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something, when asking the boss for a raise, etc.
� To gain general social skills�^how to initiate conversations at a party,
how to tell interesting stories, how to terminate conversations, how to
express opinions about social issues, etc.
� To build self-confidence while interacting, reduce anxiety, etc. (Tucker-
Ladd 1)
These three purposes can be summarized (in order) as knowledge, skillfulness, and
confidence; therefore, I determined role-playing to be a highly appropriate teaching and
training tool for the project to help communicate these three elements.
This research project also attempted to measure additional, secondary dependent
variables. Two of these were the subject-reported changes in the abilities of the volunteer
mediators to help the disputants attain peace (issue satisfaction) and reconciliation
(relationship maintenance) in conflict resolution after receiving twelve hours of Interest-
based Resolution training.
Three additional secondary, dependent variables were measured in this research
project. These variables consisted of the mediator-reported benefit of the content,
completeness, and communication of the twelve-hour. Interest-based Resolution training.
With regard to content, the mediator trainees were asked to evaluate the thoroughness of
the material and its capability to build skills in interest-based resolution. With regard to
completeness, the mediators were asked to evaluate whether they thought twelve hours of
framing in interest-based resolution provided an adequate foundation to beneficially use
the interest-based resolution material and function in the role of a mediator. In addition,
the volunteer mediators were asked to evaluate my communication of the interest-based
material and the critical skills they would need to develop as mediators, especially
through the use of role-playing.
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Precedents for the Role ofMediator
Whereas negotiation generally involves only the disputing parties seeking to reach
mutual agreement (a dyadic process), mediation adds the additional element of a neutral,
not-emotionally-involved person who seeks to aid communication and understanding (a
triadic process) (Sande 21 1-12). Bibhcal precedent for the role of a mediator in
interpersonal Christian conflict is observed in Philippians 4:2-3:
I plead with Euodia and I plead with Syntyche to agree with each other in
the Lord. Yes, and I ask you, loyal yokefellow, help these women who
have contended at my side in the cause of the gospel, along with Clement
and the rest ofmy fellow workers, whose names are in the book of hfe.
The Greek words translated "loyal yokefellow" are yvr\0Le ouCuye. Concerning these
words, A. T. Robertson writes,
All sorts of suggestions have been made here, one that it was Lydia who is
termed Paul's wife by the word ouCuye. Unfortunately for that view yvr\ai�
is masculine vocative singular. Some have suggested it as a proper name
though it is not found in the inscriptions, but the word does occur as an
appellative in one. Lightfoot even proposes Epaphroditus, the bearer of the
Epistle, certainly a curious turn to take to address him. After all it matters
little that we do not know who the peacemaker was.
The identity of this "loyal yokefellow" notwithstanding, Paul recognized that the
intervention of an objective and not-emotionally-involved third party (mediator) could
facilitate the resolution of the conflict between these two women.
Blackburn cautions against the use ofmediation unless trained mediators are
available (D�28). While the availability of trained mediators is highly desirable, Paul
did not specifically stipulate that the "loyal yokefellow" in Philippians 4:3 be trained. The
ability and/or level of training of the "loyal yokefellow" in mediation is not discussed by
Paul, even though he might have been gifted or trained in mediation. Despite the lack of
biblical data on the qualifications of the "loyal yokefellow" to engage in triadic
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mediation, my substantive hypothesis was that twelve-hours of Interest-based Resolution
training would improve the abilities of the volunteer-mediators to help disputants discuss
their differences and reach agreement than would be the case with no training.
Mediation offers numerous benefits. It can prevent exploitation, provide
flexibility, reduce costs, facilitate understanding, and maintain dignity. All of these
factors help the Christian disputants better achieve the biblical goals of peace (issue
satisfaction) and reconciliation (relationship maintenance). However, mediation is a
voluntary process, and it will not work without the cooperation of all parties. Despite the
training and skill of the mediator, commitment to the process is essential for mediation to
produce positive and lasting results.
The Importance of the Study
Mediation in general and interest-based resolution in particular have found
increasing currency in secular labor relations over the last thirty years. Traditional
position-based resolution practices have often produced deadlock and antagonism.
Interest-based resolution, on the other hand, has provided a strategic, structured process
for understanding mutual interests and exploring options for resolution with the
disputants.
Salvation and sanctification do not exclude the possibility of interpersonal conflict
arising within the Church of Jesus Christ. As a result, a structured process that can
significantly improve the chances of Christian disputants achieving the biblical goals of
peace and reconciliation is greatly to be desired. Interest-based resolution provides a
strategic, structured process of triadic mediation that is amenable to and integratable with
Christian faith and practice. It fleshes out Paul's skeletal framework for Christian conflict
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resolution established in Philippians 2:4. The goal of this research project was to measure
the impact that hiterest-based Resolution training might have in improving interpersonal
conflict resolution at PSBC. Significant, statistical improvement would suggest that the
training process should be continued and even broadened. Because this research
employed a preexperimental, one pretest-posttest design, without control or comparison
groups, generalization to other populations is tentative, and the results must be considered
suggestive, not causative. Other churches may wish to test the training materials within
their individual congregations to see if the results can be replicated.
Summary of the Chapter
Most Christians realize that interpersonal Christian conflict is an all-too-common
experience, as it has been for the people ofGod since the beginning of history. The
purpose of this research project was to find a biblical and practical process to help
Christians resolve their interpersonal conflicts, one that will result in greater peace (issue
satisfaction) and reconciliation (relationship maintenance) and help preserve the unity of
spirit and purpose in the Church. This study was narrowly focused on the impact that
twelve hours of Interest-based Resolution training might have on the ability of volunteer
mediators to resolve interpersonal Christian conflict at PSBC.
Interpersonal Christian conflict as defined in this study does not include all
interpersonal disagreements between behevers. Differentiation between genuine conflict
and other forms of interpersonal discourse that may contain elements of disagreement is
essential. Three potential components of conflict, when concomitant with disagreement,
create a minimum tlireshold of interpersonal conflict. These three components are anxiety
(stress), anger, and alienation. The kind of conflict most cogent to this research project
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was intensified disagreement and dispute that inculcates at least some of the concomitants
of anxiety (stress), anger, and alienation, becomes confrontational, and thus crosses the
threshold of interpersonal conflict.
Social scientists have observed five common modalities for handling conflict:
avoiding, competing, accommodating, compromising, and collaboration. People utilize
all five styles of conflict resolution at one time or another given certain circumstances.
When conflict (1) cannot be successfully or properly overlooked or (2) should not be
overlooked, the most effective mode of conflict resolution is collaboration. Collaboration
is the attempt to work through the emotions that escalate conflict and divide people and
churches and to move towards rational decision making in a way that addresses all of the
concerns (interests) of the disputants.
People have often seen only two, traditional ways of resolving a conflict. These
ways are "soft" or "hard," position-based, negotiation styles. Under director Richard
Fisher, the Harvard Negotiation Project pioneered a third approach to conflict resolution
in 1979 called "principled negotiation." Principled negotiation is a collaborative process
that seeks mutual gains for all disputants by being "hard" only on the issues and "soft" on
people. Richard Blackburn, director of the Lombard Mermonite Peace Center in
Lombard, Illinois, has applied interest-based bargaining theory to a faith-based context.
To achieve the successfiil integration of secular interest-based bargaining with
Cliristian faith and practice, five Christian virtues must be included due to the important
role they play. These virtues are faith, truthfiilness, prayer, love, and forgiveness.
This research project employed the generous use of role-playing both in interest-
based resolution training and in establishing scenarios for measuring the impact of the
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training on the mediators. Role-playing has been shown to be an effective teaching tool.
It was also effective in helping measure the changes in the three primary and five
secondary dependent variables of this study.
This research project was designed to measure the changes in the knowledge,
skillfulness, and confidence of the volunteer mediators in mediating interpersonal.
Christian conflict after receiving twelve hours of Interest-based Resolution training. The
twelve hours of training served as the independent variable. Three strategic and vital
components of the training process were chosen to measure these changes: knowledge,
skillfulness, and confidence. These components served as the primary, dependent
variables. My directional, substantive hypothesis was that twelve hours of Interest-based
Resolution training would provide sufficient instruction for volunteer mediators to
improve their knowledge, skillfulness, and confidence in mediating interpersonal.
Christian conflict.
The biblical precedent for the role of a mediator in interpersonal Christian conflict
clearly can be observed in Philippians 4:2-3. Employment of a strategic, structured
process that is both amenable to and integratable with Christian faith and practice and
that could help lay mediators at PSBC better resolve interpersonal Christian conflicts is
highly desirable.
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CHAPTER 3
DESIGN OF THE STUDY
The resolution of interpersonal, Christian conflict in the Church is often, ifnot
usually, approached in a sincere but unstructured, often unbiblical way. Peace is often
sought hastily and, on occasion, at any price by weU-meaning interventionists. The result
can be that the issues/interests driving the disputants into conflict are not satisfactorily
addressed, any hurts and wounds not carefiilly healed, and any resulting peace and
reconciliation is, at best, tentative.
A biblical and spiritually beneficial process for resolving interpersonal. Christian
conflict creates an environment whereby significant peace and reconciliation can be
attained. Paul established the skeletal framework for such a process in Philippians 2:4:
"Each of you should look not only to your own interests [emphasis mine], but also to the
interests [emphasis mine] of others." Interest-based resolution is an interpersonal conflict
resolution process that can be utilized in harmony with Christian belief and practice. It
provides the needed process to hang on Paul's skeletal approach, thereby providing the
Church with a process methodology that can create the environment for significant
conflict resolution.
This research was a summative evaluative project, one that allows for site-specific
interpretability of the merits and worth of a specific program or project (McMillian and
Schumacher 22, 544). The project was designed to evaluate changes in the abilities of
volunteer mediators at PSBC to resolve interpersonal. Christian conflict after receiving
twelve hours of training in interest-based resolution. This training served as the project's
independent variable and was presented in two weekend seminars.
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Research Questions
Three primary, dependent variables were measured in the project. They were the
subject-reported changes in the knowledge, skillfulness, and confidence in conflict
resolution of the volunteer mediators as a result of twelve hours of Interest-based
Resolution training. My statistical hypothesis encapsulating these two research questions
was stated in the null form: The means of the subject-reported changes in the knowledge,
skillfulness, and confidence of the volunteer mediators in mediating interpersonal.
Christian conflict after receiving twelve hours of Interest-based Resolution training
equaled the means of the subject-reported knowledge, skillfiilness, and confidence of the
volunteer mediators in mediating interpersonal. Christian conflict before receiving twelve
hours of Interest-based Resolution training at > 95 percent confidence level.
In addition, the research evaluated five, secondary, dependent variables. The first
two of these secondary, dependent variables involved the subject-reported changes in the
abilities of the mediators to attain peace (issue satisfaction) and reconciliation
(relationship maintenance) after receiving the twelve-hour. Interest-based Resolution
training. My statistical hypothesis for this research questions was stated in the null form:
The mean of the subject-reported changes in the abihties of the volunteer mediators to
obtain peace in mediating interpersonal. Christian conflict after receiving twelve hours of
Interest-based Resolution training equaled the mean of the subject-reported changes in
the abilities of the volunteer mediators to obtain peace in mediating interpersonal.
Christian conflict before receiving twelve hours of Interest-based Resolution training at
> 95 percent confidence level.
The last three, secondary dependent variables encompassed the mediator-reported
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perceptions of the content, completeness, and communication of the training material
used in the twelve-hour, Interest-based Resolution training. Since this set of data was
derived from non-experimental, survey data, no statistical hypothesis was established for
it. The four research questions that guided this study were respective of these three
primary and five secondary, dependent variables.
The subject-reported perceptions of the knowledge, skillfulness, and confidence
in conflict resolution of the volunteer mediatorsprior to receiving twelve hours of
instruction in Interest-based Resolution training constituted the first research question.
These subject-reported perceptions established the statistical baseline for the three
primary, dependent variables. The subject-reported changes in the knowledge,
skillfulness, and confidence in conflict resolution of the volunteer mediators after
receiving the Interest-based Resolution training formed the second research question. The
subject-reported perceptions of the impact of twelve-hours of Interest-based Resolution
training on the mediators' abilities to help the disputants successfiiUy attain peace (issue
satisfaction) and reconciliation (relationship maintenance) in resolving the conflict
comprised the tliird research question. Finally, the fourth research question concerned the
volunteer mediator-reported perceptions of the efficacy of the twelve-hour. Interest-based
Resolution curriculum with regard to its content, completeness, and the trainer/coach's
communication of the material.
Research Question #1
What subject-reported knowledge, skillfulness, and confidence in conflict
resolution characterized the mediators before Interest-based Resolution training?
The answer to this question established a baseline of competency for the volunteer
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mediators in resolving conflict in a role-played, mediation event before twelve-hours of
Interest-based Resolution training was administered. Thirty questions (ten questions per
primary, dependent variable) on the pre- and post-training, Likert-scaled item
questionnaires were developed to measure each of the three scale factors of knowledge,
skillfulness, and confidence (see Appendixes A and C). The research project assumed
that all volunteer mediators gained some generalized background and skill in
interpersonal conflict resolution firom previous education, life experience, and spiritual
growth.
Research Question #2
What degree of subject-reported change in terms of knowledge, skillfulness, and
confidence in conflict resolution occurred for the mediators after receiving Interest-based
Resolution training?
My directional, substantive hypothesis for this research project was that exposure
to twelve hours of Interest-based Resolution training (the independent variable) would
have a positive impact on the ability of lay mediators to help resolve interpersonal.
Christian conflict at PSBC. My statistical hypothesis was stated in nullform. It was that
the means of the subject-reported changes in the knowledge, skillfiilness, and confidence
of the volunteer mediators in mediating interpersonal. Christian conflict after receiving
twelve hours of Interest-based Resolution training equaled the means of the subject-
reported knowledge, skillfulness, and confidence of the volunteer mediators in mediating
interpersonal. Christian conflict before receiving twelve hours of Interest-based
Resolution training.
A post-training, Likert-scaled item questionnaire (essentially identical to the
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pretraining questionnaire) measured the subject-reported degree of change in the
knowledge, skillfulness, and confidence of the mediators in the second mediation event
(see Appendixes B and D). This questionnaire was administered after the volunteer
mediators received the twelve-hours of interest-based training. These results were
statistically compared to the baseline resuhs of the pretraining questiormaire.
Research Question #3
What degree of subject-reported benefit in obtaining peace and reconciliation in
conflict resolution was noted for the mediators after they received hiterest-based
Resolution training?
Of secondary interest to this research project were the surveyed opinions of the
subjects as to whether they thought that the Interest-based Resolution training benefited
the volunteer mediators in helping the disputants attain the biblical goals of peace (issue
satisfaction) and reconciliation (relationship maintenance) through interest-based
resolution. Twenty questions (ten questions per secondary, dependent variable) were
added to the pre- and post-training questionnaire. These questions measure the impact of
the twelve hours of training on the ability of the volunteermediators to help the
disputants attain these two goals ofpeace and reconciliation (see Appendixes A, B, C,
and D).
Research Question #4
What degree of self-reported benefit did the mediators note from the content,
completeness, and communication of the twelve-hour Interest-based Resolution training?
Twelve hours of Interest-based Resolution training was the independent variable
in this research project. Therefore, evaluating the volunteer mediators' perceptions of the
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efficacy of the twelve hours of training became important. A thirty-question (ten
questions per secondary, dependent variable), Likert-scaled item, training questionnaire
was developed to assess the perceptions of the volunteer mediators with regard to the
sufficiency of the content, completeness, and my communication of the training material
(see Appendix E). These three factors served as additional, secondary dependent
variables.
Population and Sample
The population for this study consisted of the adult congregation ofPSBC
eighteen years of age and older. The sample size (�) for this research project consisted of
a group of thirty volunteer subjects. The sample comprised a nonrandom group, selected
using convenience sampling, being constituted by people who responded to general
solicitation, met the minimum criteria for their respective roles, and were available and
willing to participate in the research project (see Appendixes G, H, and I). Of these thirty
subjects, ten served as volunteer mediators and twenty as volunteer disputants. The
volunteer mediators were required to regularly attend PSBC (attend 75 percent of the
Sunday morning worship services). Volunteer disputants were simply required to attend
PSBC. All volunteers were randomly recruited from the congregation through a pastor's
letter (see Appendix G) and Sunday morning bulletin inserts (see Appendix H). The
bulletin insert recruitment form allowed the volunteers to mark their preference for being
a mediator or disputant. Every attempt was made to achieve a 50 percent female, 50
percent male composition in the sample to minimize gender bias. All subjects (mediators
and disputants) were administered the same pre- and post-training questioimaires. Only
the ten volunteer mediators were administered the training questionnaire during the last
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hour of the twelve-hour training module.
As noted in Chapter 1, subject attrition was a serious threat to the intemal validity
of this research. Therefore, to help insure that all thirty subjects remained faithful in their
commitments to fully participate in the research project, each subject was asked to sign a
Covenant ofCooperation before being accepted into the research project (see Appendix
L).
Methodology
This research project was based on a preexperimental, one group pretest-posttest
design with no control or comparison group. A training evaluation was administered only
to the ten volunteer mediators. The research project was implemented at PSBC over four
weekends in April and May 2002. On the first Sunday aftemoon of the project, at 2:30
p.m., the mediators and disputants assembled together for a plenary session. Nametags
were distributed to the mediators bearing only their first name and their randomly
assigned room for the first mediation event (see Appendix J). The nametags given to the
disputants bore their actual first name and either "Smith" or "Jones" as a last name
(depending on which side of the dispute they had been randomly assigned to role-play)
and a room number based on the randomly assigned pairings for the first mediation event.
I extended greetings, statements of appreciation for participation, general instmctions
regarding the mediation event, and future scheduling and future requirements to all
subjects (see Appendix K). 1 asked all subjects not to discuss the mediation events or
training with any other person until the project appreciation barbecue held at the end of
the research project.
Following the plenary session, the ten mediators were removed to a separate room
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for a very brief familiarization with the mediation event by the trainer/coach (see
Appendix K). No specific training or guidance in conflict resolution was given to the
mediators at this time except the encouragement to "do your best." The mediators were
told the fictitious last names of the two parties in dispute so they could make personal
introductions at their mediation event room. The mediators were then dismissed to their
assigned to rooms for the first mediation event (see Appendix J).
Concurrently, the remaining group of twenty disputants was divided by the two
last names (Smith and Jones) written on their name tags and dismissed to two separate
rooms to be briefed for the first mediation event by RRT members (see Appendix K). The
disputants were given generalized information about the nature of the mediation event
and the role-play scenarios for their side of the conflict (see Appendix M). The scenarios
were developed in gender-neutral, generalized format so that both male and female
disputants could equally, emotionally identifywith and act out the characters. The
disputants were not given any mstructions about how to role-play their scenario, but they
were given several minutes to discuss the scenario among themselves. The disputants
were then dismissed to their assigned rooms to begin the mediation event (see Appendix
J).
At 3:30 p.m. the mediators and the disputants met at their assigned rooms and
began the first mediation event. The event was videotaped. The mediator was allowed up
to a two-hour maximum time period for resolving the conflict.
The mediators and disputants retumed to the main assembly room after
completing the first mediation event. While there, each subject completed a fifty-
question, pretraining questionnaire (see Appendixes A and C). After returning the
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questionnaire, each subject was thanked, given a slip of paper with pertinent information
regarding his or her next scheduled activity, and dismissed (see Appendix N).
On the following Friday evening from 7-10:00 p.m., the ten mediators gathered at
PSBC to begin their twelve hours of Interest-based Resolution training (see Appendixes
R, S, and T). During the training the mediators were free to make reference to their first
mediation event as the basis for questions or clarification. On Sunday aftemoon from
2:30-5:50 p.m., the mediators reconvened at PSBC for additional training. The same
schedule was maintained for mediator training on the following weekend. The twelve-
hours of training that served as the independent variable for this research project was then
completed. During the last hour of the training, the mediators were asked to complete a
thirty-question, training questionnaire regarding their perceptions of the efficacy of the
content, completeness, and communication of the training they had just received (see
Appendix E).
On the fourth Sunday aftemoon of the research project both mediators and
disputants reconvened at PSBC at 2:30 p.m. for the second mediation event. The same
procedures generally were followed in the plenary session as in the first mediation event
(see Appendix O). The primary difference in procedure from the first mediation event
was that scenario names for the disputants became "Clarke" and "Davis" (see Appendix
Q), and the first thirtyminutes of introductory information was not duolicated. Mediators
and disputants again were randomly assigned to each other to avoid the threat of
familiarity to intemal validity (see Appendix J). As per the first mediation event, the
mediators were given up to two hours to complete the resolution process. When the
mediators and disputants completed their second mediation event, they retumed to the
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assembly room to complete the post-training questiormaire. This questionnaire was
essentially identical to the first. The only exception was that a final page was added to
allow the subjects to contribute anecdotal information regarding their perceptions of any
change in the knowledge, skillfulness, and confidence of the volunteer mediators in
resolving conflict (see Appendixes B and D). When the surveys were completed, the
subjects were heartily thanked for their faithful participation and dismissed fi-om the
project.
Independent and Dependent Variables
The independent variable of this research project was the twelve hours of Interest-
based Resolution training given to the mediators and its impact on enhancing their ability
to resolve interpersonal. Christian conflict at PSBC. The researcher-adapted S.T.A.R.
system of interest-based resolution served as the curriculum for this research project (see
Appendixes R, S, and T). The curriculum was patterned after the interest-based resolution
models ofRoger Fisher and William Ury of the Harvard Negotiation Project in their
seminal work. Getting to Yes: Negotiating Agreement without Giving In. and ofRichard
Blackburn of the Lombard Mennonite Peace Center through his Mediation Skills
Training Institute (see Appendixes S and T). The four, primary components of the
S.T.A.R. system are (1) Set the tone, (2) Tell the stories, (3) Adjust the interests, and, (4)
Resolve the conflict.
This research project measured three primary, dependent variables that were the
changes in knowledge, skillfulness, and confidence in the volunteermediators in
resolving interpersonal. Christian conflict at PSBC after receiving twelve hours of
Interest-based Resolution training. The degree of change was measured by the pre- and
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post-training questionnaire and answered research questions 1 and 2.
Two secondary, dependent variables were also measured through the pre- and
post-training questionnaire that answered research question 3. These variables involved
the subject-reported perceptions of the mediators' abilities to attain the goals ofpeace
(issue satisfaction) and reconciliation (relationship maintenance).
Three additional, secondary, dependent variables were measured through a
training questionnaire that only was completed by the ten volunteer mediators. This
questionnaire measured the mediator-reported perceptions of the content and
completeness of the Interest-based Resolution training material, as well as my ability to
clearly communicate the material and help the mediators build requisite mediation skills.
Instrumentation
A Likert scale is a selected-response format with a number ofpoints (generally
five) that provide ordinal scale measurement (Wiersma 171). Two researcher-designed,
Likert-scaled item questionnaires were the primary instruments used to measure the
impact of the Interest-based Resolution training. Though most often used with attitude
inventories, they are appropriate to measure subject perceptions in various contexts (307).
Validity
The Likert-scaled item questionnaires used in this project were researcher
designed. Two indications ofvalidity were utihzed. The first was face validity. Though
least important of the validity indexes, the RRT and I tried to make sure that all the test
questions appeared appropriate for the scale that they were designed to measure (Lyman
28). In addition, content validity, a logical analysis of the questions and their
representativeness to the actual scales being measured, was undertaken. For a researcher-
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designed instrument, this was the most important form of validation (Wiersma 300-301).
To achieve the highest level of this nonstatistical form ofvalidity, a careful process of
question development was followed. After the primary and secondary dependent
variables were identified, three members of the RRT (one member holding a master's
degree in conflict resolution) and I initially generated a large pool of questions for each
scale. The pool questions were then modified or replaced by me and resubmitted to the
three members of the RRT for their evaluation. They resubmitted their emendations to me
from which two questionnaires were created. One questionnaire served as a pre- and post-
training inventory to be completed by all subjects and the other questionnaire served as a
training inventory to be completed only by the mediators. The two questionnaires were
then resubmitted to the three RRT members for final review.
Fifty quesfions comprised the pre- and post-training questionnaire. These fifty
questions measured the three, primary, dependent training variables�^knowledge,
skillfulness, and confidence�and two, secondary, dependent variables�peace and
reconciliafion. Ten questions were finahzed for each one of these five scales.
The thirty question, training questionnaire, that was administered only to the
mediators, measured three more secondary, dependent variables�content, completeness,
and communication of the training material. Again, ten questions were fmalized for each
one of these three scales.
Questionnaire Pilot Run
After fmalization of the two questionnaires by the RRT and me, and before they
were actually administered to the research project subjects, the clarity and
comprehensibility of all eighty Likert-scaled item questions were tested in a pilot run
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with four additional volunteers from PSBC. These volunteers were not subjects in the
research project, but they were familiar with the variables under study (Wiersma 171).
Their suggestions further helped me refine the questions for actual administrafion.
These multiple avenues for development and refinement of the two questionnaires
helped insure the best possible level of content validity for the project. In addition, during
statistical analysis of the compiled data, a Cronbach alpha procedure was run to measure
the intemal consistency of the questions and determine a reliability coefficient of the
scales (Wiersma 298).
Data Collection
The researcher-designed questionnaires served as the primary source of data
collection for all variables. However, videotapes were made ofboth mediation events and
were available to the RRT and me for review and correlafion with data from the
questionnaires.
Confidentiality and Anonymity
Confidentiality and anonymity are important safeguards for any survey, and their
provision is an ethical consideration that every researcher must consider (Fink and
Kosecoff 51). In order to insure confidentiality and anonymity on the questionnaires,
several procedures were followed. First, I informed all subjects at the first Sunday
plenary session that careful steps were being taken to insure confidentiality and
anonymity on their responses to the questionnaires and explained those steps to the
subjects.
Second, no names or recognizable identifying numbers were placed on the
questioimaires. Instead, each subject was asked to create a personal identification code
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(PIN) that he or she would use on all questionnaires. The subjects combined the first
letter of their mothers' maiden names with the last four digits of their Social Security
numbers to create the personal codes. The advantage to having the personal codes on the
questionnaires was that comparisons could be made between pre- and post-training
answers. In addition to the personal identification code, the subjects were asked to
indicate their gender and age group. The mediators were also asked to put their personal
identification codes on the training questionnaires.
The subjects were instructed in the plenary session that "no attempt would be
made to match questioimaires to respondents." This condition remained firm throughout
the project with one minor exception. Following data collection, the statistician requested
pairings of the disputants for analysis. In order to secure this information, one of the RRT
members called several of the disputants in order to match PIN numbers with pairings.
The RRT member did not attempt to match PIN numbers with answers, and only the PIN
number pairings were communicated to the statistician. In addition, the RRT member did
not give me the pairings ofPIN numbers with subject names so that the confidentiality of
the subjects and their answers was maintained.
Third, each subject was given a plain, manila envelope when handed his or her
questionnaire. After completing the questionnaire, the subject placed it into the envelope
and retumed it to the monitor. This procedure contributed to the overall confident sense
of anonymity for the subjects.
Fourth, each subject was given the opportunity to sign a waiver allowing the
researcher to keep all videotapes of the two mediation events and the twelve hours of
interest-based training for future study and/or training purposes (see Appendix P). Those
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subjects who declined to give permission were guaranteed that the videotapes of their
mediation events would be destroyed after six months.
Questionnaire Administration
The RRT, additional volunteers, and I administered the pre- and post-training
questioimaires to the subjects as they retumed to the main assembly room after
completing the mediation events. Care was taken to prevent the introduction of
threatening variables into the data collection process. First, a computer random number
generator randomly ordered the arrangement of the questions on the questioimaires (see
Appendix F). Second, the respondents were asked to refrain from talking in the testing
room until all subjects had finished and retumed their surveys. Third, as noted above, the
subjects placed their completed questionnaires into plain manila envelopes to prevent any
visual identification by those administering the survey.
The RRT and I administered the training questiormaire to the ten volunteer
mediators during the final hour of their twelve-hour training. The mediators were asked
to refrain from talking while the surveys were completed, and they placed the completed
questionnaires into plain, manila envelopes to prevent any visual identification by those
administering the survey.
Data Analysis
Along with my advisor. Dr. Stuart Palmer, Dr. Jim Norton, Ph.D., served as a
consulting statistician for this research project. The primary, statistical procedure utilized
by Dr. Norton in analyzing the data gathered through the pre- and post-training
questionnaires was the r-test procedure using confidence intervals. In addition. Dr.
Norton used the means procedure to compare individual test questions on the pre- and
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post-training questionnaires and on the training questionnaire. Finally, the Cronbach
alpha and Guttman split-half test procedures were employed to determine reliability
coefficients.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY
Richard Fisher and William Ury, through the Harvard Negotiation Project, have
successftilly demonstrated academically and practically the intrinsic benefit of interest-
based resolution (bargaining). Its usefulness and even superiority to position-based
resolution (bargaining) have come to the forefront in conflict resolution circles and
literature in the past several decades, and demonstrating such w^as not the focus of this
research project. In addition, Richard Blackburn, through the Lombard Mennonite Peace
Center and the Mediation Skills Training Institute has successfully demonstrated the
adaptability and usefulness of interest-based resolution to many faith-based environments
and trained many clergy and lay leaders as mediators. The general adaptability and
usefiilness of interest-based resolution in a faith-based environment was not the focus of
this study.
Rather, the focus of this research project was discovering whether twelve hours of
training in interest-based resolution (utihzing the faith-based S.T.A.R. system) would
sufficiently increase the knowledge, skillfiilness, and confidence of volunteer mediators
to allow them to use effectively this process in resolving interpersonal. Christian conflict
at PSBC. Four research questions guided this study and helped maintain this focus.
Profile of the Subjects
Thirty adults (age eighteen and over) from PSBC comprised the subjects for this
study. Ten subjects volunteered to serve as mediators, and twenty subjects volunteered to
serve as disputants in the two role-playedmediation events. The demographics of the
mediator subjects by gender were identical on both the pre- andpost-training
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administrations of the Likert-scaled item questionnaires (see Table 4.1).
Table 4.1
Mediator Demographics by Gender on Pre- and Post-Training Likert Questioimaires
Mediators = Male
n (%) = 5 (50)
Age: ! 17-34 35-54 55-74 75+
n(%) 0(0) 4(80) 1(20) 0(0)
Education: : High School Some College College Grad. Post Grad.
n (%) 0(0) 2(40) 1(20) 2(40)
Mediators = Female
n (%) = 5 (50)
Age: 17-34 35-54 55-74 75+
n (%) 0(0) 4(80) 1(20) 0(0)
Education: 1 High School Some College College Grad. Post Grad.
n (%) 0(0) 1(20) 4(80) 0(0)
The demographics of the disputant subjects on thepretraining administration of
the Likert-scaled item questionnaire must be viewed by gender and also by role (see
Table 4.2).
Table 4.2
Disputant Demographics by Gender on Pre-Training Likert Questionnaire
Disputants = Male, Role = Smith
n (%) = 5 (50)
Age: 17-34 35-54 55-74 75+
n (%) 1 (20) 1 3 (60) i 1(20) 0(0)
Table 4.2, continued
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Education: High School Some College College Grad. Post Grad.
n (%) 0(0) 1(20) 3(60) 1(20)
Disputants = Male, Role = Jones
n (%) =5 (50)
Age: 17-34 35-54 55-74 75+
n (%) 2(40) 2(40) 1(20) 0(0)
Education: High School Some College College Grad. Post Grad.
n (%) 0(0) 4(80) 1(20) 2(40)
Disputants = Female, Role = Smith
n (%) =5 (50)
Age: 17-34 35-54 55-74 75+
n (%) 2(40) 2(40) 1(20) 0(0)
Education: High School Some College College Grad. Post Grad.
n (%) 2 (40) 1(20) 2(40) 0(0)
Disputants = Female, Role = Jones
n (%) = 5 (50)
Age: 17-34 35-54 55-74 75+
n (%) 0(0) 4(80) 1(20) 0(0)
Education: High School Some College College Grad. Post Grad.
n (%) 0(0) 1(20) 4(80) 0(0)
Similarly, the demographics of the disputant subjects on thepost-training
administration of the Likert-scaled item questiormaire must be viewed by gender and role
(see Table 4.3).
Table 4.3
Disputant Demographics by Gender on Post-Training Likert Questionnaire
Disputants = Male, Role = Clark
n (%) = 6 (60)
Age: 17-34 35-54 55-74 75+
n (%) 2 (33.33) 2(33.33) 2 (33.33) 0(0)
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Table 4.3, continued
Education: High School Some College College Grad. i Post Grad.
n (%) 0(0) 4 (66.68) 1 (16.66) 1 (16.66)
Disputants = Male, Role = Davis
n (%) - 4 (40)
Age: 17-34 35-54 55-74 75+
n (%) 2(50) 2(50) 0(0) 0(0)
Education: High School Some College College Grad. 1 Post Grad.
n (%) 0(0) 2(50) 2(50) 0(0)
Disputants = Female, Role = Clark
� (o/o) = 4 (40)
Age: 17-34 35-54 55-74 75+
n (%) 2(50) 2(50) 0(0) 0(0)
Education: High School Some College College Grad. Post Grad.
n (%) 1(25) 0(0) 3 (75) 0(0)
Disputants = Female, Role = Davis
n (%) = 6 (60)
Age: 17-34 35-54 55-74 75+
�(%) 0(0) 4 (66.67) 2 (33.33) 0(0)
Education: High School Some College College Grad. i Post Grad.
n (%) 1 (16.66) 1 (16.66) 4 (66.68) 0(0)
These data reveal that the mediator and disputant subjects were quite evenly distributed
among the two subject groups based on gender, age, and education, despite the fact that
convenience sampling was used. Computer generated randomization further helped
insure an even distribution among the disputant subjects based on role.
Reliability
Two researcher-designed, Likert-scaled item questionnaires were used in this
research project. One questionnaire was used as a pre- and post-training evaluation and
the other as a training evaluation. Thirty subjects rated each questionnaire item on a five-
point Likert scale. The five rating options were 5�Stongly Agree, 4�^Agree, 3�Neither
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agree nor disagree, 2�^Disagree, and 1�Stongly Disagree. Negatively worded items
were reverse scored to correspond with the positively worded items in the appropriate
scale.
Pre- and Post-Training Questionnaire
This questiormaire contained fifty questions and was administered in nearly
identical fashion as both a pretraining and post-training evaluation. The only difference
between the two questionnaires was that a final page was attached to the post-training
questionnaire to allow for anecdotal information from the subjects. The pre- and post-
training questionnaires were divided into two forms. Forms T and R. Form T was given
to disputants (see Appendixes A and B) and Form R to mediators (see Appendixes C and
D). The questions on the two forms were identical with the exception that the questions
were worded either from the perspective of the disputant or mediator.
The fifty questions on the pre- and post-training questionnaires were used to
measure three primary and two of the secondary, dependent variables. The three primary,
dependent variables were subject-reported perceptions of the knowledge, skillfulness, and
confidence of the volunteer mediators in resolving interpersonal, Christian conflict, both
before and after they received twelve hours Interest-based Resolution training. The RRT
and I developed these scales based on a synthesis of the research reported in Chapter 2.
Questions 1-10 measured knowledge, 11-20 skillfulness, and 21-30 confidence.
Questions 31-40 measured the secondary, dependent variable of peace, and questions 41-
50 measured the secondary, dependent variable of reconciliation.
Cronbach alpha (a) reliability analysis was done on the pre- and post-training
Likert questiormaire scales. Multiple administrations of a test necessitate the use of
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Cronbach o; reliability analysis. The value of this statistical procedure is that it
measures how well a set of items (or variables) measures a single
unidimensional latent construct.. . . Cronbach's alpha is not a statistical
test�it is a coefficient of reliability (or consistency). (ATS Stat 1)
The Cronbach a coefficients of reliability were computed for the three primary and two
of the five secondary, dependent scales both on the pre- and post-training administrations
(see Table 4.4).
Table 4.4
Cronbach Alpha (a) Coefficients for the Pre- and Post-Training Likert Questionnaires
Disputants
Scale: Pretraining a Post-training a
Knowledge .926 .909
Skillfulness .879 .884
Confidence .875 .873
Peace .861 .810
Reconciliation .945 .812
Mediators
Scale: Pretraining a i Post-training a
Knowledge .937 .723
Skillfulness .871 .604
Confidence .894 .769
Peace .960 .673
Reconciliation .942 .873
Howard Lyman has well formulated the nature of reliability, stating that
Rehability refers to the reproduce-ability of a set of test results. A test
with high reliability is one that will yield very much the same relative
scores for a group ofpeople under differing conditions or situations. (32)
A reliability coefficient measures the relative size of a score, not necessarily the exact
same scores. A reliability coefficient for social science instruments is generally accepted
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at > .65 (McMillian and Schumacher 243). The Cronbach a coefficients for the three
primary dependent variables of knowledge, skillfulness, and confidence were above this
baseline on all mediator and disputant pre- and post-training administrations with the
exception of skillfulness (.604) on the mediator post-training administration. This
skillfulness scale score also suffered the largest negative, incremental change (A) (a
decrease of .267 [30.65 percent]) of all mediator and disputant reliability scores in pre- to
post-training administrations.
Disputant Cronbach a coefficients experienced little A from pre- to post-training
administrations indicating very good test-retest reliability with a mean (/x) decrease of
only .005 (.5 percent). Mediator Cronbach a coefficients were not as high as for the
disputants fi-om pre- to post-training administrations. Their pre- to post-training
evaluation revealed a /x decrease of .202 (22.5 percent) for the three scales. However,
with the exception of the skillfulness post-training score, the mediator a coefficients were
all above the .65 baseline indicating relatively good test-retest reliability. Even the
mediator post-training Cronbach a coefficient of .604 for the skillfiilness scale was within
.046 of attaining the > .65 baseline.
A brief review ofTable 4.4 reveals that while the skillfulness scale a coefficient
for the mediators decreased by .267, it increased for the disputants by .005. Two
questions on the skillfulness scale are suspect and may account for this scale's lower test-
retest reliability for the mediators:
1) Question 16:
(Form R�mediator): I had a set of "tools" to use to help resolve their conflict.
(Form T�disputant): The mediator had a set of "tools
"
to use to help resolve our
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conflict.
On the pretraining administration the mediators' ju on this question was 2.9 compared to
the disputants' /x of 3.75 (a A of .85 [22.67 percent]). The A is even greater when the
sample size is reduced from ten to nine due to the loss of one mediator who failed to
continue from the pre- to post-fraining adminisfration (the ^ decreases from 2.9 to 2.78 [a
A of .97 or 25.87 percent]). On the posttest administration, the |j. on this question for the
ten mediators was 4.6, the same jU for the disputants.
2) Question 17:
(Form R�mediator): Ipossess certain skills in conflict resolution that have required
training.
(Form T-�disputant): The mediator possessed certain skills in conflict resolution that
probably required some training.
On the pretraining administration, the mediators' /x on this question was 2.6 compared to
the disputants' /x of 3.95 (a A of 1 .35 [34.17 percent]). Again, the A is greater when the
sample size is reduced from ten to nine due to the loss of one mediator who failed to
continue from the pre- to posttest administration, (the p decreases from 2.9 to 2.67 [a A of
1 .28 or 32.41 percent]). On the posttest administration, the mediators' /x on this question
was 4.3 (a A ofjust .1 when compared to the disputants' \i of 4.4).
Several suggestions may be offered to explain the A between the u scores of the
mediators and disputants on questions sixteen and seventeen from the pretraining
administration of the Likert questionnaire. This A had a major impact on the lower test-
retest reliability of the skillfiilness scale. First, the two quesfions may have been
inadequately worded in order to acquire successftilly the perceptions ofboth mediators
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and disputants. Second, the mediators may have been more discriminating of their "tools"
and "skills" in resolving conflict than were the disputants, thus resulting in their reporting
lower scores on the pretraining administration. However, after receiving training, the
mediators' [i scores were approximately the same as the disputants, perhaps reflecting
their reported perception ofhaving acquired greater "tools" and "skills" in resolving
conflict.
An anecdotal comment made by mediator R3278 on the post-training
questionnaire may reflect a tendency by the mediators to be more discriminate of their
"skillfulness" on both the pre- and post-training administrations; "I am much more
skillful processing certain tools to help in the process. Hope to become more skillflil with
the causes and symptoms." This mediator noted the acquisition of "certain tools" for
resolving conflict by the time of the post-training administration. The mediators may
have been more discriminate of their lack of "certain tools" in resolving conflict on the
pretraining administration than were the disputants. More informed and thoughtfiil
discrimination by the mediators in answering all questions may reflect in part on their
overall lower Cronbach a coefficients for the post-training scale scores, especially since
the disputant's a. coefficients remained consistent.
Training Questionnaire
The thirty questions on the training questionnaire were used to measure three
additional secondary, dependent variables (see Appendix E). These variables were the
mediator-reported perceptions of the content, completeness, and communication of the
twelve hours of Interest-based Resolution training. Again, the RRT and I developed these
scales. Questions 1-10 measured content, 1 1-20 completeness, and 21-30 communication.
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The training questionnaire was administered only to the mediators after they completed
the twelve hours of Interest-based Resolution training but before they participated in the
second mediation event.
Because the training questiormaire involved a single administration, the Guttman
split-half test was used to measure reliability. On this test scores are divided into two
equal parts and tallied independently. If the test is reliable, the scores on the two halves
will have a high positive correlation (Wiersma 298). Scores for the final three secondary,
dependent variables are shown below (see Table 4.5).
Table 4.5
Guttman Split-Half Scores for Content, Completeness, and Communication
Variable a for part 1 a for part 2 Guttman coefficient
Content .914 .701 .892
Completeness .537 .332 .924
Commimication .701 .783 .625
Reliability for content and completeness is high at .892 and .924 respectively. At .625 the
reliability coefficient for communicationmisses the > .65 threshold by only .025 so that
the significance of the coefficient is just marginally diminished.
Descriptive Data
The parametric analyses done on data collected through the pre- and post-training
administrations of the Likert-scaled item questionnaire involved the use ofMests. Gay
and Airasian well summarize the f-test: "The strategy ofMest is to compare the actual
mean difference observed (X]-X2) to the difference expected by chance. The /-test
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involves forming the ratio of these two values" (484). The results of the ^-tests addressed
research questions 1 and 2.
Research Questions 1 and 2
My first two research questions explored the degree of subject-reported changes
in knowledge, skillfiihiess, and confidence of volunteer mediators in resolving
interpersonal, Christian conflict after receiving twelve hours of Interest-based Resolution
training.
The r-tests performed on the data collected through the pre- and post-training
administrations of the Likert-scaled item questionnaire sought to determine if the pull
h>'pothesis could be rejected at > 95 percent confidence level (CL). The disputant data
was based on ten pairings (n = 10) firom the first and second mediation events. The scores
for the disputants in each pairing were averaged together. All disputant data was
included, even if a disputant failed to answer one or more questions in a given category
since averaging protected data credibility. However, due to the loss of a mediator (PIN
M4714) from the first to second mediation event and resulting need to utilize an alternate
mediator (PIN PI277), two sets of data were reported. The first set included data from the
non-continuing mediator. The second set excluded the data from both the non-continuing
and alternate mediators. In addition, since mediator data was not averaged, as was done
with the paired scores of the disputants, data from a mediator who failed to answer one or
more questions in a given category was not utilized. This procedure protected data
credibility but also affected the number (�) of subjects.
Knowledge. T-test data representing the number (n), mean (/i), standard deviation
(s), incremental change (A), Variance (based on equality of variance folded/-test).
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absolute r-value, and probability (p > til) are as follows. The probability data were halved
since this was a unidirectional, one-tailed study. First listed are the disputant data for the
primary dependent variable, knowledge (see Table 4.6).
Table 4.6
Disputant f-test Results for Knowledge
Disputants
� = 10 (pairings)
Pretraining Post-training
p s p. s A Variance /-value p>//2
4.01 .533 4.285 .404 .72 ! Equal 1.3 .105
The disputants reported a .72 /i increase in the knowledge of the mediators in resolving
conflict from pre- to post-training. However, with p at 89 percent (the complement of p >
tl2 expressed as a percentage), the null hypothesis cannot be rejected at > 95 percent CL.
The mediator data for the primary, dependent variable of knowledge were as
follows (see Table 4.7).
Table 4.7
Mediator /-test Results for Knowledge
Mediators
PINM4714 Included
Prefraining
n 11 s n
Post-training
p s A Variance /-value p>//2
10 3.35 I .725 8 3.975 .292 1 .625 j Unequal 2.49 .014
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Table 4.7, continued
Mediators
PINs M4714 andPI277 Excluded
n
Pretraining
fi s
Post-training
n \x s A Variance /-value p>//2
9 3.3 1 .75 1 7 3.971 0.315 .671 Unequal 2.43 .017
All mediators reported a .625 ju, increase in their know^ledge in resolving conflict from
pre- to post-fraining. With PINs M4714 and P1277 excluded, the /x increase is at .671.
Both statistics are significant, and with probabilities at 99 and 98 percent respectively, the
null hypothesis can be rejected at > 95 percent CL in both cases.
Skillfulness. The disputant data for the primary, dependent variable of
skillfiilness were as fohows (see Table 4.8).
Table 4.8
Disputant Mest Results for Skillfulness
Disputants
n = \0 (pairings)
Pretraining Post-training
p. s p s A Variance /-value p>//2
4.02 .368 4.305 i .394 1 .285 Equal 1.67 .056
The disputants self-reported a .285 /x increase in the skillfulness of the mediators in
resolving conflict from pre- to post-training. This number is significant; however, with p
at 94 percent, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected at > 95 percent CL.
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The mediator data for the primary, dependent variable of skillfulness were as
follows (see Table 4.9).
Table 4.9
Mediator /-test Results for Skillfiilness
Mediators
PINM4714 Included
n
Pretraining
li, s n
Post-training
p s A Variance /-value p>//2
9 3.5 .684 10 4.17 .309 .67 Unequal 2.7 .011
Mediators
PINs M47I4 and PI277 Excluded
n
Pretraining
jX s n
Post-training
p s A Variance /-value p>//2
8 3.413 .675 9 4.189 .322 .776 Unequal 2.97 .008
All mediators self-reported a .67 /x increase in their skillfiihiess in resolving conflict firom
pre- to post-training. With PINs M4714 and P1277 excluded, the /x increase is at .776.
Both statistics are significant. With probabilities at 99 percent respectively, the null
hypothesis can be rejected at > 95 percent CL in both cases. However, the Cronbach a
coefficient for this variable in the post-training administration was .604, slightly below
the desired > .65 threshold.
Confidence. The disputant data for the primary, dependent variable of skillfiilness
were as follows (see Table 4.10).
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Table 4.10
Disputant Mest Results for Confidence
Disputants
� = 10 (pairings)
Pretraining Post-training
s \^ s A Variance /-value p > t/2
4.035 0.474 4.05 0.436 .015 Equal .07 1 .471
The disputants self-reported a .015 /x increase in the confidence of the mediators in
resolving conflict from pre- to post-training. This increase is not significant. In addition,
with p at 53 percent, the null h>pothesis cannot be rejected at > 95 percent CL.
The mediator data for the primary, dependent variable of skillfulness were as
follows (see Table 4.1 1).
Table 4.11
Mediator /-test Results for Confidence
Mediators
PINM4714 Included
n
Pretraining
fl s n
Post-training
p s A Variance /-value p>//2
10 3.85 .696 10 3.84 .46 .01 Equal -.04 .516
Mediators
PINs M4714 andPI277 Excluded
n
Pretraining
u s n
Post-training
p s A Variance /-value p>//2
9 3.8 .719 9 3.856 .485 .056 Equal .19 .425
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All mediators self-reported a .01 /x increase in their confidence in resolving conflict from
pre- to post-training. With PINs M4714 and P1277 excluded, the /x increase was at .056.
Neither increase was significant. In addition, with probabilities at 48 percent and 57
percent respectively, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected at > 95 percent CL in either
case.
Summary of knowledge, skillfulness, and confidence data. These were the
three primary, dependent variables in this research project. The following table
summarizes whether or not the null hypothesis can be rejected for each variable at > 95
percent CL (see Table 4.12).
Table 4.12
Non-Rejection/Rejection ofNull Hypothesis for Primary, Dependent Variables
Variable Non-rejection (NR) or Rejection (R)
ofNull Hypothesis at > 95 percent CL
Disputants Mediators
Knowledge NR R
Skillfulness NR R*
Confidence NR NR
*Cronbach a coefficient = .604
Research Question 3
My third research question explored the degree of subject-reported changes in
mediators' abilities to obtain peace and reconciliation in mediating interpersonal,
Christian conflict after receiving twelve hours of Interest-based Resolution training. T-
test data for these two dependent variables are listed below.
Peace. First listed are the disputant data for the secondary, dependent variable,
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peace (see Table 4.13).
Table 4.13
Disputant /-test Results for Peace
Disputants
� = 10 (pairings)
Pretraining Post-training
p s p s A Variance /-value p>//2
4.12 1 .460 1 4.445 1 .328 .325 Equal 1.82 .043
The disputants self-reported a .328 /x increase in the abilities of the mediators to obtain
peace in resolving conflict from pre- to post-training. This increase is significant;
however, with p at 96 percent, the null hypothesis can be rejected at > 95 percent CL.
The mediator data for the secondary, dependent variable of peace were as follows
(see Table 4.14).
Table 4.14
Mediator /-test Results for Peace
Mediators
PINM4714 Included
Pretraining
n pi s
Post-training
� p s A Variance /-value p>//2
10 3.97 0.795 10 4.36 j .276 .39 1 Unequal 1.47 .085
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Table 4.14, continued
Mediators
PINs M4714 andPI277 Excluded
n
Pretraining
IX s
Post-training
n 11 s A Variance /-value p>t/2
9 3.933 .834 i 9 1 4.4 .260 .467 Unequal 1.6 .071
All mediators self-reported a .39 increase in the abilities of the volunteer mediators to
obtain peace in resolving conflict from pre- to post-training. With PINs M4714 and
PI 277 excluded, the n increase was at .467. Both increases were significant. In addition,
with probabilities at 91 percent and 93 percent respectively, the null hypothesis cannot be
rejected at > 95 percent CL in both cases.
Reconciliation. Next are listed the disputant data for the secondary, dependent
variable, reconciliation (see Table 4.15).
Table 4.15
Disputant /-test Results for Reconciliation
Disputants
n = 10 (pairings)
Pretraining
p s
Post-training
p s A Variance /-value p>//2
4.01 .87 1 4.54 1 .270 .535 1 Unequal 1.86 .046
The disputants self-reported a .270 [i increase in the abilities of the mediators to obtain
reconciliation in resolving conflict firom pre- to post-training. This increase is significant.
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With p at 95 percent, the null hypothesis can be rejected at > 95 percent CL.
The mediator data for the secondary, dependent variable of reconciliation were as
follows (see Table 4.16).
Table 4.16
Mediator /-test Results for Reconciliation
Mediators
PINM4714 Included
n
Pretraining
11 s n
Post-training
p s A Variance /-value p>//2
10 3.94 .703 10 4.52 .399 .58 i Equal 2.27 .018
Mediators
PINs M4714 and P1277 Excluded
n
Pretraining
/i s n
Post-training
p s A Variance /-value p>//2
9 3.911 .739 9 4.556 .407 .644 Equal 2.29 .018
All mediators self-reported a .58 increase in the abilities of the volunteer mediators to
obtain reconciliation in resolving conflict from pre- to post-training. With PINs M4714
and PI277 excluded, the fi increase was at .644. Both increases were significant. In
addition, with probabilities at 98 percent for both sets of data, the null hypothesis can be
rejected at > 95 percent CL in both cases.
Summary of peace and reconcihation data. These were the first of the two
secondary, dependent variables in this research project. The following table summarizes
whether or not the null hypothesis can be rejected for each variable at > 95 percent CL
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(see Table 4.17).
Table 4.17
Non-Rejection/Rejection ofNull Hypothesis for Peace and Reconciliation
Variable Non-rejection (NR) or Rejection (R)
ofNull Hypothesis at >^95 percent CL
Disputants Mediators
Peace R NR
Reconciliation R R
Research Question 4
My fourth research question explored the degree of self-reported benefit the
mediators noted from the content, completeness, and communication of the twelve-hour.
Interest-based Resolution training. Survey data representing the number (�), mean (/x),
standard deviation (s), minimum and maximum means, and percent of range penefration
(the degree ofpenetration into the spread of a data set from the lowest to highest scores
expressed as a percentage) are as follows.
Content. First listed is the mediator data for the secondary, dependent variable,
content (see Table 4.18).
Table 4.18
Mediator Mean Results for Content
n M s Minimum Maximum % ofRange
Penetration
10 3.41 .185 3.10 3.70 60.3
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The mediators reported a /i of 3.41 in their perceptions of the impact of the content of the
twelve-hour, Interest-based Resolution training. This would give the variable, content,
60.3 percent range penetration on the Likert scale of one to five.
Completeness. Listed next is the mediator data for the secondary, dependent
variable, completeness (see Table 4.19).
Table 4.19
Mediator Mean Results for Completeness
n /A s Minimum Maximum % ofRange
Penetration
10 3.80 .291 3.40 4.30 70.25
The mediators reported a /x of 3.80 in their perceptions of the impact of the completeness
of the twelve-hour. Interest-based Resolution training. This would give the variable,
completeness, 70.25 percent range penetration on the Likert scale of one to five.
Communication. The last set ofmediator data is for the secondary, dependent
variable, communication (see Table 4.20).
Table 4.20
Mediator Mean Results for Communication
n s Minimum Maximum % ofRange
Penetration
10 3.68 .215 3.40 3.90 67
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The mediators reported a /i of 3.68 in their perceptions of the impact ofmy
communication of the twelve-hour, Interest-based Resolution training. This would give
the variable, communication, a range penetration of 67 percent on the Likert scale of one
to five.
Summary of content, completeness, and communication data. These were the
final three secondary, dependent variables in this research project. The following table
summarizes the mean and percent of range penetration for each variable (see Table 4.21).
Table 4.21
Mean and Percent ofRange Penetration for Content, Completeness, and Communication
Variable % ofRange
Penetration
Content 1 3.41 60.3
Completeness i 3.80 ! 70.25
Communication 1 3.68 67.0
Intervening Variables
Two types of intervening variables are pertinent to this research project. First are
those general intervenuig variables that can impact any study of one-group, pretest-
posttest, preexperimental design. Second are those variables that are specific to this
research project.
General Intervening Variables
As indicated in Chapter 1, the general intervening variables that might have
threatened the intemal validity of this research design or helped explain its outcomes
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were history, pretesting, subject effects, and subject attrition. History was the most
serious threat to this one-group, pretest-posttest, preexperimental design. However, the
threat was minimized in this research project because the time duration of the study was
short (Wiersma 103).
Pretesting can also become a serious threat to research experiments measuring
achievement over a short time with a pre- and posttest design. The threat was addressed
in this study by computer-generated randomization of the questions so as to avoid
response sets or over familiarity with the dependent variables.
A third potential threat was that of subject effects, when subjects may have acted
differently due to the level of their interest and commitment, or the fact that they were
part of a formal research project, or due to the presence of equipment. To avoid this
threat, thorough preparation was given to the subjects through generalized information
regarding procedures and expectations.
The fourth critical threat was that of subject attrition. This threat can impact short
studies of the current type when subjects prematurely drop out of the project. To
minimize this threat, we asked all subjects to sign a "Covenant ofCooperation" in order
to increase motivation and responsibility and decrease the threat ofwithdrawal (see
Appendix L). Nevertheless, this threat was initiated with the untimely departure of one
volunteermediator due to an out-of-state death in the family. This mediator was not able
to continue in the project past the first mediation event and pretraining questiormaire
evaluation. In response to this loss, a disputant fi-om the first mediation event volunteered
to move into the role ofmediator, took the twelve hours of Interest-based Resolution
training (the first session via videotape), fimctioned as a mediator in the second mediation
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event, and was evaluated on the post-training questionnaire. Additionally, one disputant
who participated in the first mediation event failed to appear for the second mediation
event and an ahemate disputant had to be utilized. Thus, a total of two, new, volunteer
disputants had to be recruited for the second mediation event. No anecdotal remarks from
the two replacement disputants were incorporated into this dissertation.
As a result of subject attrition, mediator-reported data was presented in two ways
in this research project (see above). Based on the empirical results of this study, the data
remained generally consistent between the two methods of reporting mediator data (with
PIN M4714 included and with PINs M4714 and P1277 excluded). Therefore, the general
intervening variable of the subject attrition did not appear to account for or help to
explain the observed changes in either the primary or secondary, dependent variables of
this project. Additionally, no anecdotal remarks from the noncontinuing and alternate
mediators were incorporated into this dissertation.
Specific Intervening Variables
Through the pretraining questionnaire, information was collected on four specific,
intervening variables that might have impacted the study. These specific variables were
gender, age, education, and role. The /x scores for the knowledge, skillfiilness, and
confidence scales on pre- and post-training administrations of the Likert questionnaire
were averaged for each specific intervening variable and analyzed for its potential impact
on the study.
Gender. Among the disputants, the [i for the females was 9.78 percent higher
than for the males from pre- to post-training administrations. Conversely, the ju for the
male mediators was 16.86 percent higher than the /x for the female mediators fi-om pre- to
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post-training administrations. Therefore, gender did not significantly impact this study as
an intervening variable.
Age. For the disputants, only an increase of 6.84 percent separated the lowest
from highest //. for the three age groups represented: ages 18-34, 35-54 (highest ju of
4.22), and 55-74 (lowest jx of 3.95). The /x for mediators was 3.78 for both age groups
represented: ages 35-54 and 55-74. Therefore, age did not significantly impact this study
as an intervening variable.
Education. Among the disputants, an increase of 1 1.17 percent separated the
lowest (some college) from the highest (high school) n scores. All four educational
groupings were represented. For the mediators, an increase of 17.82 percent separated the
lowest from highest jx scores for the three educational groups represented: Some college
(highest fx of 4.03), college graduate (lowest /x of 3.56), and post-graduate. Therefore,
education did not significantly impact this study as an intervening variable.
Role. The twenty disputant subjects were divided up according to role for the two
role-played, mediation events. In the first mediation event, the roles were Smith versus
Jones. The /x for the Jones disputants was 3.99 and 4.05 for the Smith disputants, an
increase of only 1.5 percent. In the second mediation event the roles were Clark versus
Davis. The [x for the Clark disputants was 4.3 and 4.13 for the Davis disputants, an
increase ofjust 4.1 1 percent. Therefore, role did not significantly impact this study as an
intervening variable.
Summary of Significant Findings
1 . The null hypothesis can be rejected at > 95 percent CL for the primary,
dependent variable, knowledge, based on mediator data. In addition, disputant data for
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rejecting the null hypothesis also was quite high for this variable (89 percent CL). This
data strongly suggests that twelve hours of Interest-based Resolution training increased
the mediators' knowledge in resolving interpersonal, Christian conflict at PSBC.
2. The null hypothesis can be rejected at > 95 percent CL for the primary,
dependent variable, skillfulness, based on mediator data. However, this data is established
on a Cronbach a of .604, slightly under the generally accepted >.65 threshold for the
social sciences. In addition, disputant data for rejecting the null hypothesis also was very
high for this variable (94 percent CL) with a Cronbach a of .88. This data suggests that
twelve hours of Interest-based Resolution training increased the mediators' skillfiilness in
resolving interpersonal. Christian conflict at PSBC.
3. The null hypothesis cannot be rejected at > 95 percent CL for the primary,
dependent variable, confidence, based on both mediator and disputant data. This strongly
suggests that twelve hours of Interest-based Resolution training did not increase the
mediators' confidence in resolving interpersonal. Christian conflict at PSBC.
4. The null hypothesis can be rejected at > 95 percent CL for the secondary,
dependent variable, peace, based on disputant data. In addition, mediator data for
rejecting the null hypothesis also was very high for this variable (91 percent CL for all
mediators and 93 percent CL for mediator data with PINs M4714 and PI 277 excluded).
This strongly suggests that twelve hours of Interest-based Resolution training increased
the mediators' abilities to attain peace in resolving interpersonal. Christian conflict at
PSBC.
5. The null hypothesis can be rejected at > 95 percent CL for the secondary,
dependent variable, reconciliation, based on both mediator and disputant data. This
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strongly suggests that twelve hours of Interest-based Resolution training increased the
mediators' abilities to attain reconciliation in resolving interpersonal, Christian conflict at
PSBC.
6. For the secondary, dependent variable, content, the data for the volunteer
mediators suggests that the content of the twelve hours of Interest-based Resolution
training tended to benefit them in resolving interpersonal, Christian conflict at PSBC.
This was indicated by a /x of 3.41 on the Likert scale of one to five, yielding a percentage
of range penetration at 60.3.
7. For the secondary, dependent variable, completeness, the data for the volunteer
mediators suggests that the completeness of the twelve hours of Interest-based Resolution
training tended to benefit them in resolving interpersonal, Christian conflict at PSBC.
This was indicated by a /i of 3.80 on the Likert scale of one to five, yielding a percentage
of range penetration at 70.25.
8. For the secondary, dependent variable, communication, the data for the
volunteer mediators suggests that my communication of the twelve hours of Interest-
based Resolution training tended to benefit them in resolving interpersonal. Christian
conflict at PSBC. This was indicated by a /x of 3.41 on the Likert scale of one to five,
yielding a percentage of range penetration at 67.
I had hoped for higher percentages in range penetration in the secondary
dependent variables of content, completeness, and communication. However, the
percentages acquired suggest that the mediators did benefit from the training material and
that their development was moving in a direction that I had predicted.
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Basis of the Project
The Bible and thousands of years ofbiblical history well testify to the reality of
conflict with and among the people ofGod. My twenty years of experience as a pastor in
dealing with conflict between Christians add personal testimony that fiirther substantiates
this reality, as well as the need for a biblically-based, remediative process. Conflict
affects churches and individual Christians in a variety ofways. John Wesley's writings
reveal that he experienced much conflict throughout his ministry (see Chapter 2).
Although most conflict involves a constellation of factors, nevertheless, it can be
biblically as well as practically differentiated by its primary contributing element.
Sometimes Christian conflict is largely theological, like that experienced by the
Refonners over the issue of justification by faith. Sometimes Christian conflict is largely
supernatural, like that experienced by Jesus near the town ofGerasenes when he cast into
a herd ofpigs a group of demons named Legion who had possessed a man (Mark 5:1-17).
Sometimes Christian conflict is largely sinful, such as the unwillingness of one Christian
to forgive another for an offense, even though the offended Christian knows it is the right
thing to do.
Then at times Christian conflict is largely interpersonal. Such conflict involves the
day-to-day interaction ofChristians living and working together to advance God's
kingdom. Practical and philosophical differences in style, personality, interests, abilities,
resources, and desires can cause conflict between people of faith. Though interpersonal.
Christian conflict sometimes leads to unchristian behavior, or is occasionally the
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presenting problem ofhurts harbored from conflict in the past, it is most often, as
experience has taught me, an honest difference in the philosophy and practice ofministry.
The primary contributing element in any Christian conflict also has bearing on the
means of remediation. Through the Bible God has given the Church processes for
addressing the differing kinds ofChristian conflict. Conflict that is largely theological is
to be addressed at an authoritative level, from the authority of Scripture and the
appropriate church or denominational leadership. Conflict that is largely supernatural is
to be addressed through the use ofGod-given, spiritual power. Conflict that is largely
sinfiil is to be addressed through the sequential steps established by Jesus in Matthew
eighteen.
When the biblical data on addressing interpersonal. Christian conflict is sought,
the most pertinent information found will be that given by the apostle Paul in Phihppians
2: 4: "Each of you should look not only to your own interests [emphasis mine], but also
to the interests [emphasis mine] of others." Paul's words provide a profound yet skeletal
methodology for addressing interpersonal. Christian conflict. His methodology involves
addressing the "interests" of the disputing parties. In the 1970s and early 1980s, a
negotiating process was developed through the Harvard Negotiation Project by Richard
Fisher and William Ury, commonly called Interest-based Bargaining, to address the
specific "interests" of a conflict (see Chapter 2). These interests are the "whats" and
"whys" behind the often-intractable "positions" of disputing parties.
In addition to the apostle Paul's skeletal statement in Philippians 2:4 regarding the
remediation of interpersonal. Christian conflict, he underscored the value of inviting a
relatively unbiased Christian as a third party to mediate difficult interpersonal, Christian
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conflict. This methodology was established in Philippians 4:2-3 through Paul's call to his
"loyal yokefellow" to come alongside two disputing women, Euodia and Syntyche, and
help these coworkers with Paul to resolve their differences. Ken Sande has noted that
mediation adds the additional element of a neutral, not-emotionally-involved person who
seeks to aid communication and understanding (see Chapter 2). Richard Blackburn,
director of the Lombard Mermonite Peace Center, has integrated successfully the ideas of
"interest-based" resolution and mediation into a faith-based process taught nationally in
his Mediation Skills Training Institute.
This research project was based upon the remediation process for interpersonal.
Christian conflict established in Scripture and the work of pioneers in interest-based
resolution, especially that ofRichard Blackburn, as described in Chapter 2. The project
was designed to test the impact of twelve hours of Interest-based Resolution training,
namely the researcher-adapted S.T.A.R. system, on ten volunteermediators in resolving
interpersonal. Christian conflict at PSBC. The twelve hours of Interest-based Resolution
training served as the independent variable.
Three primary, dependent variables were studied in this project. They were the
knowledge, skillfulness, and confidence of the volunteermediators in resolving
interpersonal. Christian conflict at PSBC. A preexperimental, one group, pretest-posttest
design with no control or comparison group was implemented to measure the subject-
reported degree of change in these three, primary, dependent variables. The degree of
change was measured through the use of a researcher-designed, Likert-scaled item
questionnaire designed as a pre- and post-training evaluation. The questiormaire was
administered following two role-played, mediation events that bounded the twelve hours
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of Interest-based Resolution training given to the volunteer mediators. The resulting data
from the pre- and post-training administrations of the Likert questionnaire answered
research questions 1 and 2.
In addition, five secondary, dependent variables were studied in this research
project. These included the abilities of the volunteer mediators to attain peace (issue
satisfaction) and reconciliation (relationship maintenance) in resolving interpersonal.
Christian conflict at PSBC. These two secondary, dependent variables were measured by
the pre- and post-training administrations of the questionnaire also used to measure the
primary, dependent variables. The resulting data answered research question 3.
A second, researcher-designed, Likert-scaled item questionnaire was generated to
measure three additional, secondary, dependent variables. These were the mediator-
reported benefits of the content, completeness, and communication of the twelve hours of
Interest-based Resolution training. The questionnaire used to measure these three
additional, secondary, dependent variables was administered during the last hour of the
twelve hours of Interest-based Resolution training. The resulting data answered research
question 4.
These three primary and five secondary, dependent variables formed the core of
this research project. The resulting data provided helpful information regarding the
degree of impact that twelve hours of Interest-based Resolution fraining could have on
volunteer mediators in helping them resolve interpersonal. Christian conflict at PSBC.
Major Findings
The principal means used to measure the three primary and five secondary
variables in this study was data collected from researcher-designed questioimaires. In
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addition, anecdotal comments were solicited from both mediator and disputant subjects
through the post-training questiormaire with regard to changes in the mediators'
knowledge, skillfulness, and confidence. The major findings from these data are stated
below.
The Three Primary, Dependent Variables
The mediator-reported data suggested (with > 95 percent confidence) that twelve
hours of Interest-based Resolution training increased their knowledge in resolving
interpersonal. Christian conflict at PSBC. Anecdotal remarks from the mediators fiirther
testified to this fact. Mediator B4490 wrote, "I have gained valuable knowledge on a
protocol to problem resolution. It is going to be helpful in any conflict resolution
situation." In addition, mediator D2212 stated.
Lots more knowledge�and really an excellent process. I understand more
about the parts of a conflict and how to get to each part. I understand more
about the elements of a resolution and how to be clear in resolving the
issues and maintaining the relationship.
Disputant-reported data also suggested (with slightly a lower confidence level at 89
percent) that the mediators had acquired knowledge in resolving interpersonal. Christian
conflict at PSBC. Most disputant, anecdotal remarks supported the data, such as disputant
F3030: "I think the second mediator possessed a higher level of knowledge. She seemed
more prepared to me." A few disputant remarks were mixed slightly in assessing the
mediator's knowledge. This is evident in the comments of disputant K0720,
Both mediators [from the first and second mediation events] appeared to
have knowledge of conflict resolution; the second mediator kept the
conflict more objective by writing the issues, points of agreement, etc. on
the paper provided for this purpose (on the easel).
Mediator-reported data also suggested (with > 95 percent confidence) that twelve
hours of Interest-based Resolution training increased their skillfulness in resolving
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interpersonal. Christian conflict at PSBC. The rehability of this data was shghtly less
than would be desired with a Cronbach o; coefficient of .604. Mediator anecdotal remarks
also emphasized this gain, such as AO166: "I really had no skill in the first event. But
with training I've developed a certain amount of skill and procedure which was
invaluable during the second event." Only one mediator, D2212, wrote about the inability
to acquire much skillfulness from the twelve hours of training:
I don't feel very skilled yet in the knowledge I gained through the training.
I felt more skillful in the first one because what I was doing wasn't exactly
mediation. ... I was gently and with good intentions, interfering (!) (which
I am more skilled at doing).
Disputant-reported data also suggested (with confidence at 94 percent) that the mediators
had increased their skillfulness in resolving interpersonal, Christian conflict at PSBC
following the twelve hours of training. The anecdotal remarks of disputant M7175
underscored the gains: "The second mediation was lead by a more skilled person. There
was communication, listening, repeating of concems, and leadership to a compromise."
As with the mediators, one disputant, G3710, disagreed, "The first mediator was a little
smoother in style."
The last of the three primary, dependent, variables was confidence. Mediator-
reported data suggested (with > 95 percent confidence) that their confidence to resolve
interpersonal. Christian conflict at PSBC did not increase significantly after twelve hours
of Interest-based Resolution training. Interestingly, this empirical data was contrary to the
anecdotal remarks offered by the mediators. Eight of them commented that they had
gained confidence through the twelve hours of training, such as mediator G3395 who
wrote, "I feel very confident that I can help resolve interpersonal conflicts with the
training." One mediator, D2212, indicated marginal improvement in confidence: "I feel
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more confident now even though I am not yet very skilled at this process." Only one
mediator, D5850, indicated few gains in confidence firom the twelve hours of training: "I
felt more comfortable having a schedule, but on a scale of 1 to 10, my confidence to
mediate the situation was about a 4."
The reason for the contradiction between the empirical data and anecdotal
remarks of the mediators is uncertain. The ten questions designed to evaluate the degree
of change in the confidence of the mediators may not have been worded adequately to
clearly assess all possible changes. Most of the ten statements used to assess this category
were stated in an absolute sense so that the degree of agreement or disagreement by the
respondent had to be absolute. For example, statement twenty-one read, "I felt confident
inmy ability to work through their conflict." A less absolute rendering of the statement
might have been, "I felt more confident in my ability to work through their conflict." This
statement would have allowed the subject to indicate agreement with incremental positive
change in confidence.
The disputant anecdotal remarks about the mediators' degree of change in
confidence were more varied than the mediators' remarks. However, several people
expressed clear opinions that the training had produced confidence in their mediators.
Disputant D4237 wrote, "The confidence of the second mediator far surpassed that of the
first. He seemed to be very comfortable throughout the entire mediation process." Also,
disputant N7758 stated, "Second mediator was very confident and conducted the
mediation easily. First mediator seemed unsure and sometimes uneasy."
The value of knowledge, skillfiilness, and confidence as variables and the ability
to measure them using role-playing have been underscored by Clay Tucker-Ladd (see
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Chapter 2). In summarizing the results for the three primary, dependent variables, the
data support the value of twelve hours of Interest-based Resolution training in increasing
the knowledge and skillfulness of volunteer mediators in resolving interpersonal.
Christian conflict at PSBC. No doubt additional training would further increase the
mediators' knowledge and skillfulness, but the data reveal that twelve hours of Interest-
based Resolution training provided foundational knowledge and skills for lay people to
begin the work ofpeacemaking at PSBC.
However, the empirical data also reveal that twelve hours of Interest-based
Resolution training did not substantially increase the confidence of volunteer mediators
in resolving interpersonal. Christian conflict at PSBC. These data are generally
contradictory of the anecdotal remarks offered by the mediators. Nevertheless, the weight
of the Likert-scaled item questionnaire data should give some caution to utilizing lay
persons in the role ofpeacemakers at PSBC after twelve hours of Interest-based
Resolution training. Increased confidence helps mediators bring a non-anxious presence
to conflict resolution, a highly valuable contribution and component to effective
mediation. Lack of confidence can increase the anxiety level of the mediator and
diminish his or her ability to help the disputants successfully resolve their conflict. In an
anecdotal remark, disputant S5821 seemed to sense this lack of confidence, "The
mediator had to check her notes and backtrack a little in whatever steps she learned, but
she seemed sure we would work out a solution and do it without anyone feeling like a
'loser.'"
Mediators might be able to compensate for a perceived lack of confidence in
implementing the interest-based process through increased dependence on God. Wesley
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emphasized the overarching principle of faith in the Christian life (see Chapter 2).
Disputant B6627 supports this idea in this anecdotal remark:
I believe that both mediators wanted to help and believed that they "had
the right stuff to help. It seemed like both mediators knew that if the
problems were to be resolved, it would only be through leaning on God's
wisdom and power.
Every Christian peacemaker needs to depend mightily on God's presence and active
participation in anymediation event in order to attain a successful resolution. However,
God also declares in Scripture that all Christians are to become well prepared for service.
Paul emphasizes good preparation three times in his second letter to Timothy (2 Tim.
2:15, 21; 4:2). So also, Peter emphasizes the need for good preparation (in Christian
witness) (1 Pet. 3:15). Christian servants (including peacemakers) who are well prepared
spiritually, cognitively, and practically for the work God has called them to do are
eminently useful in the Lord's hands. Paul clearly states this to Timothy: "If a man
cleanses himself from the latter [in context, cleansing oneself from wickedness, hence an
act ofpreparation], he will be an instrument for noble purposes, made holy, useful to the
Master and prepared to do any good work" (2 Tim. 2:21).
The empirical data collected in this project does suggest that twelve hours of
Interest-based Resolution training can provide an adequate, foundational platform in
knowledge and skillfulness for laymediators to successftilly resolve interpersonal.
Christian conflict. However, the data also suggest that additional fraining is necessary to
provide lay mediators with the necessary confidence to bring a non-anxious presence to
the resolution process.
The Five Secondary, Dependent Variables
Two of the five secondary, dependent variables were concerned with the subject-
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reported changes in the abilities of the volunteer mediators to attain the bibhcal goals of
peace and reconciliation in resolving interpersonal, Christian conflict at PSBC.
Disputant-reported data suggested (with > 95 percent confidence) that the twelve hours
of Interest-based Resolution training increased the abilities of the mediators to attain
peace in resolving interpersonal. Christian conflict at PSBC. Mediator-reported data also
suggested that the twelve hours of training increased the mediators' abilities to attain
peace. This data attained 91 percent confidence for all mediators and 93 percent
confidence when the data from one mediator who did not continue from the first to
second mediation event and fi-om the altemate mediator in the second mediation event
were excluded. In addition, both mediator and disputant-reported data suggested (with >
95 percent confidence) that the twelve hours of Interest-based Resolution training
increased the abilities of the mediators to attain reconciliation in resolving interpersonal.
Christian conflict at PSBC.
The remaining three secondary, dependent variables in this study were measured
by a second, researcher-designed, Likert-scaled item questionnaire. Since this
questiormaire was only administered one time and only to the mediators, it fimctioned as
a survey instrument. The variables measured by the second Likert questiormaire involved
the content, completeness, and communication of the twelve hours of Interest-based
Resolution training. Mediator-reported data suggested that the content of the twelve hours
of Interest-based Resolution training tended to benefit them in resolving interpersonal.
Christian conflict at PSBC. This was indicated by a /u. of 3.41 on the Likert scale of one to
five, yielding a percentage of range penetration at 60.3.
In addition, mediator-reported data suggested that the completeness of the twelve
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hours of Interest-based Resolution training tended to benefit them in resolving
interpersonal. Christian conflict at PSBC. This was indicated by a /x of 3.80 on the Likert
scale of one to five, yielding a percentage of range penetration at 70.25.
Finally, mediator-reported data suggested that the communication of the twelve
hours of Interest-based Resolution training tended to benefit them in resolving
interpersonal. Christian conflict at PSBC. This was indicated by a jii of 3.68 on the Likert
scale ofone to five, yielding a percentage of range penetration at 67.
With regard to the five secondary, dependent variables, the data collected in this
study suggest that twelve hours of Interest-based Resolution training increased the
abilities of the volunteer mediators to attain the two biblical goals ofpeace (issue
satisfaction) and reconciliation (relationship maintenance) in resolving interpersonal.
Christian conflict at PSBC. Without a doubt, the attainment of these two goals in any
conflict situation at PSBC would lower the anxiety, anger, and alienation felt by the
disputants (and others triangulated into the conflict) and enhance the overall unity,
spirituality, and purity of church life.
The data also suggest that the mediators believed the content, completeness, and
communication of the twelve hours of Interest-based Resolution training tended to
benefit their ability to resolve interpersonal. Christian conflict at PSBC. The range of
means (from 3.41 to 3.8) and percentages of range penetration (from 60.3 to 70.25) on
the training questionnaire indicated modest, positive gains. However, an inference that
can be dravra from these scores is that some revision and/or expansion of the traimng
curriculum would very likely increase the mediators' positive gains and the resulting
mean scores and percentages of range penetration.
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Conclusions on the Dependent Variables
The data collected on the three primary and five secondary, dependent variables
in this research suggest that the twelve hours of Interest-based Resolution training
provided some positive increases in the abilities of the volunteer mediators to resolve
interpersonal. Christian conflict. The training beneficially taught the mediators how to
use collaborative, interest-based strategies from a faith-based perspective that flesh out
Paul's profound yet skeletal methodology revealed in Philippians 2:4. The training not
only educated these volunteer mediators in Christian conflict resolution but also
motivated them to want to serve their church as peacemakers and acquire more training in
peacemaking. At the conclusion of the instructional module, most mediators voice a
desire for further training. This desire was also intimated in the anecdotal remarks of
mediator R3278, "I am much more skillful processing certain tools to help in the process.
Hope to become more skillful with the causes and symptoms."
In order to develop a successfiil peacemaking ministry at PSBC, additional
Interest-based Resolution training not only is desired by the mediators but also is
indicated by the empirical data. Additional training in interest-based resolutionwill
certainly strengthen the mediators' knowledge and skillfiilness. Also, it will allow the
mediators to develop further experiential confidence necessary to become, in the words
of the apostle Paul, "useful to the Master and prepared to do any good work" (2 Tim.
2:21).
Intervening Variables
Of the four general and four specific intervening variables pertinent to the current
study, only one, the general intervening variable ofsubject attrition became a potential
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threat. This threat was initiated by the untimely departure after the first mediation event
of one volunteer mediator due to an out-of-state death in the family. A disputant from the
first mediation event volunteered to replace this mediator. In addition, one disputant who
participated in the first mediation event failed to appear for the second mediation event.
As a consequence of this subject attrition, two new, volunteer disputants had to be
recruited for the second mediation event.
As a result of subject attrition, mediator-reported data was presented in two ways
in this research project. The first set included data from the noncontinuing mediator (PIN
M47I4). In the second set, the data from both the noncontinuing and the altemate
mediators (PINs M4714 and PI 277 respectively) were excluded. Additionally, no
anecdotal remarks from the two replacement disputants or the noncontinuing and
altemate mediators were incorporated into this dissertation. Based on analysis of the
empirical data obtained, the general intervening variable of the subject attrition did not
appear to significantly account for or help to explain the observed changes in either the
primary or secondary, dependent variables of this project.
Unexpected Conclusions
This study was designed to measure the impact of twelve hours of Interest-based
Resolution training on volunteer mediators to resolve interpersonal. Christian conflict at
PSBC. The training served as the independent variable, and, therefore, the length of
training weighed most heavily as a component in the research design. Twelve hours was
chosen according to the usual design of semester-based, church study classes that meet
for one hour per week for twelve weeks. Because of the need for extended time
boundaries for role-playing in Interest-based Resolution training, I decided that a one-
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hour-per-week instructional format would not be as effective as the weekend seminar
format used in this project. Still, I adopted the twelve-hour time parameter due to the fact
that it was common, workable, and well accepted by laity.
Since higher level mediation training often involves much larger blocks of time
(Richard Blackburn's Mediation Skills Training Institute is a forty-hour seminar),
anticipating the ftiU impact that twelve hours of training would have on the volunteer
mediators posed some difficulty. I hypothesized that the knowledge and skillfulness of
the mediators would be increased, and that any increases in confidence would be
marginal since the mediators would have limited opportunities to practice this newly
acquired resolution process. However, I did not predict that both the mediators and
disputants would report such substantial positive changes in the abilities of the mediators
to attain the two biblical goals ofpeace and reconciliation in resolving conflict. (Even
though the null hypothesis for peace could not be rejected at > 95 percent confidence
level, still it could be rejected at 91 percent confidence level for all mediators and 93
percent confidence level with mediator PINs M4714 and P1277 excluded. Undoubtedly,
these are high confidence levels outside of theoretical constraints.) This positive change
from twelve hours of Interest-based Resolution training was quite gratifying and suggests
that trained peacemakers have immense potential to help resolve conflict at PSBC.
Limitations of the Study
The generalizability of this study was limited in several ways. First, this study
was ofpreexperimental design without the use of a control or comparison group.
Therefore, any conclusions are suggestive only and not causative. The preexperimental,
research design was adopted based on the number of subjects needed for the project and
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the limited population from which to draw (PSBC). Second, the data suggests that some
of the questions used on the pre- and post-training, Likert-scaled item questioimaires
were nuanced in an absolute sense and that statements allowing for more incremental
change may have better assessed changes in the primary and secondary, dependent
variables. This was particularly true with the ten questions created to assess changes in
the confidence of the volunteer mediators. Third, this study was drawn from a limited
population (PSBC) using convenience and not random sampling.
Practical Applications
The data from this study strongly suggest that the further development of a group
of lay peacemakers would greatly benefit the congregation ofPSBC. As previously
discussed in Chapter 1, PSBC faces numerous challenges that have the potential to create
interpersonal. Christian conflict between attendees. These challenges include
demographic, ecclesiastical, and staffing issues. In addition, PSBC is close to entering
into a new building program. The financing and construction of a new facility costing
over one million dollars is fraught with potential for interpersonal. Christian conflict. A
team of lay peacemakers who are spirituallymature, sufficiently trained in interest-based
resolution strategies, dependent on God's enabling, and available to the congregation to
mediate these conflicts as they arise could help PSBC avoid much of the negative,
debilitating consequences associated with interpersonal. Christian conflict. In addition, a
team of trained, lay peacemakers could extricate the pastor, or other formal church
leaders, from entanglement in mediating these conflicts and actually provide more
effective mediation (see Leas and Kittlaus 63-64). Amajority of the volunteer mediators
engaged in this research project have expressed a desire to undergo additional interest-
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based training and enter into the ministry ofpeacemaking for the sake of Christ and
enrichment ofPSBC.
The data from this project also suggest that other like-minded churches might
profit from the implementing interest-based training and developing a team of lay
peacemakers. Since the data from this project are suggestive only, no assurances of even
limited success can be made. However, with spirituallymature people, proper interest-
based training, and faith in God's enabling, a team of lay peacemakers who seek to flesh
out Paul's inspired and skeletal process in Philippians 2:4 for resolving interpersonal.
Christian conflict certainly will enhance the unity and purity ofmany churches.
The "Skill" Versus "Art" of Mediation
As noted above, developing a team of lay peacemakers to facilitate the resolution
of interpersonal. Christian conflict at PSBC should prove highly beneficial to enhancing
the spirituality and unity of our faith community. However, the goal of developing this
team is not to create a pool of "professional" mediators. Professional mediation is a
significant pursuit requiring extensive, formal educational and practical preparation.
Entire degree programs are given over to the study and practice ofmediation.
Professional mediation at its highest and most sophisticated level is perhaps best
considered an "art." Webster defines an "art" as "1: skill acquired by experience or
study" ("Art"). Professional mediators can mediate conflict artfiilly only after spending
years acquiring the knowledge and experience to do so. No such lofty attainment is
plaimed for or expected ofPSBC's peacemakers. Rather, training peacemakers at PSBC
is designed to invest in volunteer laypersons a basic knowledge of and skills in interest-
based resolution. This training will allow peacemakers to employ essential "skills" of
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interest-based resolution and, in dependence on the Holy Spirit, help make them more
effective in mediating many interpersonal. Christian conflicts at PSBC. Unquestionably,
conflicts will arise at PSBC that, due to their serious and/or multidimensional nature, may
be beyond the skill level or appropriate purview of a lay peacemaker. Other sources of
intervention, including the involvement ofpastoral or counseling staff, may be needed to
help effect peace and reconciliation in certain situations. Nevertheless, lay peacemakers
who posses a basic "skill" set in interest-based resolution can be a significant resource for
helping resolve interpersonal. Christian conflict at PSBC.
Contribution to Research Methodology
The essential contribution to research methodology from this study was actually
testing the impact of interest-based training on an evangelical faith community and
measuring the results. Although the research design of this project was not optimum due
to environmental factors and, therefore, disallowed causative conclusions, nevertheless,
the interest-based resolution process was implemented within this faith community and
the results carefully measured. The empirical data is highly suggestive and may stimulate
study and testing in other faith-based communities.
Also benefiting research methodology were (1) the differentiation ofChristian
conflict and (2) the establishment of specific criteria for measurement (the dependent
variables) that are connected both to the literature and the biblically-based community
and empirically reveal change for the mediators in resolving interpersonal. Christian
conflict. While these differentiated categories of conflict and criteria for measurement
might be changed in terminology or category for other environments or studies, they
provide a basis of comparison for testing the interest-based resolution process in other
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faith-based conmiunities.
The third benefit to research methodology was the creation of two Likert-scaled
item questionnaires for measuring (1) the subject-reported changes in the abilities of the
mediators to resolve interpersonal, Christian conflict after receiving hiterest-based
Resolution training and (2) the mediators' self-reported perceptions of the interest-based
training curriculum. Although these questionnaires were not flawless, they provide
rigorously developed evaluations that can serve as starting points for the development of
even more refined testing instruments.
Recommendations for Further Study
The interest-based resolution process provides a methodology for adding "flesh"
to Paul's skeletal statement for resolving interpersonal. Christian conflict in Philippians
2:4. This process effectively looks out "to the interests of others" (the disputing parties)
and is highly amenable to the integrafion ofChristian faith and practice. It also follows
the model ofmediation estabhshed by Paul in Philippians 4:2-3. Despite the immense
value of interest-based resolution, only Paul's scriptural statement in Philippians 2:4 is
inspired and unchanging. The interest-based resolution process is open to change and
improvement. Further studies of Interest-based Resolution training and its impact on lay
mediators to resolve interpersonal conflict in faith-based communities, especially with
regard to the minimum amount of training sufficient to increase confidence along with
knowledge and skillfulness, would be of great value.
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APPENDIX A
Pre-Training Likert-Scaled Item Questionnaire for Disputants
OPINION SURVEY #1 (Non-randomized)
�PARTICIPANT-T� (Disputant)
We want to thank you for volunteering your time and effort to participate as a disputant
in this research project. As a participant your opinion is very important. This survey has
no "right or wrong" answers. We are looking for your honest opinion. Your answers are
confidential and will not be shared with anyone. No one will know that these are your
answers.
A. To begin, we would like to ask you to provide us with the following general
background information for research purposes. Please circle the appropriate
answer:
Are you: Male Female
Age group: 18-34 35-54 55-74 75+
Education: High School Some college College grad. Post-grad.
B. Second, we would like you to compose a personal identification number (PIN) that
will be known only to you. This number allows us to do additional research but
disallows us from being able to connect a number with you personally. To
compose your PIN:
1 . Write the first letter of your mother's maiden name:
2. Write the last four digits in your Social Security number:
3. Your PIN begins with the letter followed by the four digits:
Your PIN is:
C. Please read each item carefully and indicate the extent of your agreement or
disagreement by circling the number that best represents your opinion. Please
respond with your first reaction toward the question.
Example:
Opinion Scale:
5 Strongly Agree
4 Agree
3 Neither agree nor disagree
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree
a. I attend church as often as I can (circle one number). 1 2 3 � 5
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Note: Please answer all questions thinking about the conflict event that you have
just completed. Some questions may seem similar in nature.
Opinion Scale:
5 Strongly Agree
4 Agree
3 Neither agree nor disagree
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree
1. The mediator was knowledgeable about mediating our 1 2 3 4 5
conflict.
2. The mediator knew how to help me reach an 1 2 3 4 5
agreement.
3. The mediator knew the best way to handle the conflict. 1 2 3 4 5
4. The mediator had a plan to follow when mediating the 1 2 3 4 5
conflict.
5. The mediator knew how to help me make compromises 1 2 3 4 5
in order to reach an agreement.
6. The mediator was trained in how to help resolve 1 2 3 4 5
conflict.
7. The mediator understoodmy interests in the conflict. 1 2 3 4 5
8. The mediator knew what steps to take to resolve the 1 2 3 4 5
conflict.
9. 1 think the mediator was knowledgeable enough about 1 2 3 4 5
conflict resolution to regularly help people with
their conflicts.
10. The mediator knew how to help us deal with our 1 2 3 4 5
emotions when they ran high.
1 1 . The mediator followed a plan to help us resolve the 1 2 3 4 5
disagreement.
12. The mediator demonstrated skill in the way he/she 1 2 3 4 5
helped resolve the conflict.
13. The mediator was able to draw out my interests in the 1 2 3 4 5
conflict.
14. The mediator maintained a good working relationship 1 2 3 4 5
with both disputants.
15. 1 felt comfortable sharing my interests with the 1 2 3 4 5
mediator.
1 6. The mediator had a set of "tools" to use to help resolve 1 2 3 4 5
our conflict.
17. The mediator possessed certain skills in conflict 1 2 3 4 5
resolution that probably required some training.
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Opinion Scale:
5 Strongly Agree
4 Agree
3 Neither agree nor disagree
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree
1 8. When the conflict became emotional, the mediator
refocused us onto the issues at hand.
19. When the conflict became emotional, the mediator
helped us explore the causes of the emotions.
20. 1 think the mediator was equally helpful to both
disputants throughout the process.
21. The mediator was confident in his/her ability to work
through our conflict.
22. The mediator was comfortable mediating our conflict.
23. The mediator enjoyed helping us seek resolution.
24. Resolving our conflict came easily for the mediator.
25. The mediator was confident of his/her ability to resolve
our conflict.
26. The mediator quickly took steps to help us overcome
difficult hurdles.
27. When I asked the mediator for help, he/she was glad to
offer it.
28. When the conflict became emotional, the mediator was
uncomfortable.
29. When the conflict become emotional, the mediator
embraced the opportunity to explore underlying
causes.
30. The mediator was a willing helper in resolving our
conflict.
3 1 . All ofmy issues were addressed in the conflict.
32. 1 was pleased with the outcome of the conflict.
33. All ofmy issues were resolved to my satisfaction.
34. 1 think the mediator did a good job getting the issues on
the table.
35. Having a mediator worked well to help uncover the
issues related to the conflict.
36. The mediator understood my issues in the conflict.
37. The mediator helped us to consider not only the facts
but also our feelings.
38. The mediator remained neutral throughout the dispute.
39. 1 thought that the mediator addressed the other
disputant's issues.
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
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Opinion Scale:
5 Strongly Agree
4 Agree
3 Neither agree nor disagree
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree
40. 1 thought the mediator was fair with both disputants
throughout the process.
41 . Due to the resolution process, I feel I could work with
the other disputant in the future.
42. 1 think my relationship with the other disputant is
stronger after working through the conflict.
43. 1 still have a positive relationship with the other
disputant.
44. 1 believe that having the mediator helped me maintain
my relationship with the other disputant.
45. The mediator helped the disputants maintain their
personal relationship.
46. When conflicts are resolved hke this one was,
relationships between the disputants are
strengthened.
47. The mediator helped me to understand better the other
party's point of view.
"48. The mediator ensured that both disputants left on
friendly terms.
49. The mediator helped keep the relationships intact.
50. The mediator ensured that each party was allowed to
voice their feelings to the other in a helpful way.
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
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APPENDIX B
Post-Training Likert-Scaled Item Questionnaire for Disputants
OPINION SURVEY #2 (Non-randomized)
�FORM-T� (Disputant)
We want to thank you again for volunteering your time and effort as a participant in this
research project. As a participant your opinion is very important. This survey has no
"right or wrong" answers. We are looking for your honest opinion. Your answers are
confidential and will not be shared with anyone. No one will know that these are your
answers.
A. Please write on the line below the same personal identification number (PEST) that you
composed on the first opinion survey and is knovra only to you. If you forgot your
PIN, you can recompose it as follows:
1 . Write the first letter of your mother's maiden name:
2. Write the last four digits in your Social Security number:
3. Your PIN begins with the letter followed by the four digits:
My PIN is:
B. Please read each item carefiilly and indicate the extent of your agreement or
disagreement by circling the number that best represents your opinion. Please
respond with your first reachon toward the question.
Example:
Opinion Scale:
5 Strongly Agree
4 Agree
3 Neither agree nor disagree
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree
a. I attend church as often as I can (circle one number). 1 2 3 � 5
Please note: An additionalpage is attached to the end of this surveyfor you to state any
thoughts, feelings, or reflections that you would like to express about yourparticipation
in the two conflict resolution events.
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Note: Please answer all questions thinking about the conflict event that you have
just completed. Some questions may seem similar in nature.
Opinion Scale:
5 Strongly Agree
4 Agree
3 Neither agree nor disagree
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree
1. The mediator was knowledgeable about mediating our
conflict.
2. The mediator knew how to help me reach an
agreement.
3. The mediator knew the best way to handle the conflict.
4. The mediator had a plan to follow when mediating the
conflict.
5. The mediator knew how to help me make compromises
in order to reach an agreement.
6. The mediator was trained in how to help resolve
conflict.
7. The mediator understood my interests in the conflict.
8. The mediator knew what steps to take to resolve the
conflict.
9. 1 think the mediator was knowledgeable enough about
conflict resolution to regularly help people with
their conflicts.
10. The mediator knew how to help us deal with our
emotions when they ran high.
1 1 . The mediator followed a plan to help us resolve the
disagreement.
12. The mediator demonstrated skill in the way he/she
helped resolve the conflict.
13. The mediator was able to draw out my interests in the
conflict.
14. The mediator maintained a good working relationship
with both disputants.
15.1 felt comfortable sharing my interests with the
mediator.
16. The mediator had a set of "tools" to use to help resolve
our conflict.
17. The mediator possessed certain skills in conflict
resolution that probably required some training.
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3 4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
Opinion Scale:
5
4
3
2
1
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
18. When the conflict became emotional, the mediator
refocused us onto the issues at hand.
19. When the conflict became emotional, the mediator
helped us explore the causes of the emotions.
20. 1 think the mediator was equally helpflil to both
disputants throughout the process.
21 . The mediator was confident in his/her abihty to work
through our conflict.
22. The mediator was comfortable mediating our conflict.
23. The mediator enjoyed helping us seek resolution.
24. Resolving our conflict came easily for the mediator.
25. The mediator was confident of his/her ability to resolve
our conflict.
26. The mediator quickly took steps to help us overcome
difficult hurdles.
27. When I asked the mediator for help, he/she was glad to
offer it.
28. When the conflict became emotional, the mediator was
uncomfortable.
29. When the conflict become emotional, the mediator
embraced the opportunity to explore underlying
causes.
30. The mediator was awilling helper in resolving our
conflict.
3 1 . All ofmy issues were addressed in the conflict.
32. 1 was pleased with the outcome of the conflict.
33. All ofmy issues were resolved to my satisfaction.
34. 1 think the mediator did a good job getting the issues on
the table.
35. Having a mediator worked well to help uncover the
issues related to the conflict.
36. The mediator understood my issues in the conflict.
37. The mediator helped us to consider not only the facts
but also our feelings.
38. The mediator remained neutral throughout the dispute.
39. 1 thought that the mediator addressed the other
disputant's issues.
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
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Opinion Scale:
5 Strongly Agree
4 Agree
3 Neither agree nor disagree
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree
40. 1 thought the mediator was fair with both disputants
throughout the process.
41. Due to the resolution process, I feel I could work with
the other disputant in the hiture.
42. 1 think my relationship with the other disputant is
stronger after working through the conflict.
43. 1 still have a positive relationship with the other
disputant.
44. 1 believe that having the mediator helped me maintain
my relationship with the other disputant.
45. The mediator helped the disputants maintain their
personal relationship.
46. When conflicts are resolved like this one was,
relationships between the disputants are
strengthened.
47. The mediator helped me to understand better the other
party's point of view.
48. The mediator ensured that both disputants left on
friendly terms.
49. The mediator helped keep the relationships intact.
50. The mediator ensured that each party was allowed to
voice their feelings to the other in a helpfiil way.
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
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A. As you consider any differences between the first and second mediation events, please
state your observations about the mediator's knowledge of how to resolve conflict:
B. As you consider any differences between the first and second mediation events, please
state your observations about the mediator's skillfulness to resolve conflict:
C. As you consider any differences between the first and second mediation events, please
state your observations about the mediator's confidence to resolve conflict:
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APPENDIX C
Pre-Training Likert-Scaled Item Questionnaire for Mediators
OPINION SURVEY #1 (Non-randomized)
�FORM-R� (Mediator)
We want to thank you for volunteering your time and effort to participate as a mediator in
this research project. As a participant your opinion is very important. This survey has no
"right or wrong" answers. We are looking for your honest opinion. Your answers are
confidential and will not be shared with anyone. No one will know that these are your
answers.
A. To begin, we would like to ask you to provide us with the following general
background information for research purposes. Please circle the appropriate
answer:
Are you: Male Female
Age group: 18-34 35-54 55-74 75+
Education: High School Some college College grad. Post-grad.
B. Second, we would like you to compose a personal identification number (PIN) that
will be known only to you. This number allows us to do additional research but
disallows us from being able to connect a number with you personally. To
compose your PIN:
1. Write the first letter of yourmother's maiden name:
2. Write the last four digits in your Social Security number:
3. Your PIN begins with the letter followed by the four digits:
Your PIN is:
C. Please read each item carefully and indicate the extent of your agreement or
disagreement by circling the number that best represents your opinion. Please
respond with your first reaction toward the question.
Example:
Opinion Scale:
5 Strongly Agree
4 Agree
3 Neither agree nor disagree
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree
a. I attend church as often as I can (circle one number). 1 2 3 � 5
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Note: Please answer all questions thinking about the conflict event that you have
just completed. Some questions may seem similar in nature.
Opinion Scale:
5 Strongly Agree
4 Agree
3 Neither agree nor disagree
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree
1 . 1 was knowledgeable about mediating the conflict.
2. 1 knew how to help the disputants reach an agreement.
3. 1 knew the best way to handle the conflict.
4. 1 had a plan to follow to mediate the conflict.
5. 1 knew how to help the disputants make compromises
in order to reach an agreement.
6. 1 demonstrated training in how to help resolve conflict.
7. 1 understood the disputants' interests in the conflict.
8. 1 knew what steps to take to resolve the conflict.
9. 1 am knowledgeable enough about conflict resolution to
regularly help people with their conflicts.
10. 1 knew how to help the disputants deal with their
emotions when they ran high.
11.1 followed a plan to help the disputants resolve their
disagreement.
12. 1 demonstrated skill in the way I helped resolve the
conflict.
13. 1 was able to draw out the disputants' interests in the
conflict.
14. 1 maintained a good working relationship with both
disputants.
15. The disputants felt comfortable sharing their interests
with me.
16. 1 had a set of "tools" to use to help resolve their
conflict.
17. 1 possess certain skills in conflict resolution that have
required training.
18. When the conflict became emotional, I refocused the
disputants onto the issues at hand.
19. When the conflict became emotional, I helped the
disputants explore the causes of the emotions.
20. 1 was equally helpful to both disputants throughout the
process.
2 3
2 3
2 3
2 3
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3
2 3
2 3
2 3
2 3
2 3
2 3
2 3
2 3
2 3
2 3
2 3
2 3
2 3
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
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Opinion Scale:
5 Strongly Agree
4 Agree
3 Neither agree nor disagree
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree
21. I felt confident in my ability to work through their 1 2 3 4 5
conflict.
22. 1 felt comfortable mediating the conflict. 1 2 3 4 5
23. I enjoyed helping the disputants seek resolution. 1 2 3 4 5
24. Helping the disputants resolve their conflict came easily 1 2 3 4 5
for me.
25. 1 felt confident ofmy ability to resolve the conflict. 1 2 3 4 5
26. I quickly took steps to help them overcome difficult 1 2 3 4 5
hurdles.
27. When I was asked for help, I was glad to offer it. 1 2 3 4 5
28. When the conflict became emotional, I felt 1 2 3 4 5
uncomfortable.
29. When the conflict become emotional, I embraced the 1 2 3 4 5
opportunity to explore underlying causes.
30. 1 was a willing helper in resolving their conflict. 1 2 3 4 5
31. 1 addressed all of the disputants' issues in the conflict. 1 2 3 4 5
32. I felt the disputants were pleased with the outcome of 1 2 3 4 5
the conflict.
33. I helped resolve all of the disputants' issues to their 1 2 3 4 5
satisfaction.
34. 1 did a good job getting the issues on the table. 1 2 3 4 5
35. Having a mediator worked well to help uncover the 1 2 3 4 5
issues related to the conflict.
36. 1 understood the disputants' issues in the conflict. 1 2 3 4 5
37. 1 helped the disputants to consider not only the facts but 1 2 3 4 5
also their feelings.
38. 1 remained neutral throughout the dispute. 1 2 3 4 5
39. I thought that I addressed the issues of both disputants. 1 2 3 4 5
40. I thought I was fair with both disputants throughout the 1 2 3 4 5
process.
41. Due to the resolution process, I felt the disputants could 1 2 3 4 5
work with each other in the future.
42. I think the relationship of the disputants is stronger after 1 2 3 4 5
working through the conflict.
43. I think the disputants still have a positive relationship 1 2 3 4 5
with one another.
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Opinion Scafe:
5 Strongly Agree
4 Agree
3 Neither agree nor disagree
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree
44. 1 believe that having a mediator helped the disputants 1 2 3 4 5
maintain their relationship with each other.
45. 1 helped the disputants maintain their personal 1 2 3 4 5
relationship.
46. When conflicts are resolved like this one was, 1 2 3 4 5
relationships between the disputants are
strengthened.
47. 1 helped the disputants to understand better the other 1 2 3 4 5
party's point of view.
48. 1 ensured that both disputants left on friendly terms. 1 2 3 4 5
49. 1 helped keep the relationships intact. 1 2 3 4 5
50. 1 ensured that each party was allowed to voice his/her 1 2 3 4 5
feelings to the other in a helpful way.
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APPENDIX D
Post-Training Likert-Scaled Item Questionnaire for Mediators
OPINION SURVEY #2 (Non-randomized)
�FORM-R� (Mediator)
We want to thank you again for volunteering your time and effort to participate as a
mediator in this research project. As a participant your opinion is very important. This
survey has no "right or wrong" answers. We are looking for your honest opinion. Your
answers are confidential and will not be shared with anyone. No one will know that these
are your answers.
A. Please write on the line below the same personal identification number (PIN) that you
composed on the first opinion survey and is known only to you. If you forgot your PEN,
you can recompose it as follows:
1 . Write the first letter of your mother's maiden name:
2. Write the last four digits in your Social Security number:
3. Your PIN begins with the letter followed by the four digits:
My PIN is:
B. Please read each item carefiilly and indicate the extent of your agreement or
disagreement by circling the number that best represents your opinion. Please respond
with your first reaction toward the question.
Example:
Opinion Scale:
5 Strongly Agree
4 Agree
3 Neither agree nor disagree
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree
a. I attend church as often as I can (circle one number). 1 2 3 � 5
Please note: An additionalpage is attached to the end of this surveyfor you to state any
thoughts, feelings, or reflections that you would like to express about yourparticipation
in the two conflict resolution events.
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Note: Please answer all questions thinking about the conflict event that you have
just completed. Some questions may seem similar in nature.
Opinion Scale:
5 Strongly Agree
4 Agree
3 Neither agree nor disagree
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree
1 . 1 was knowledgeable about mediating the conflict.
2. 1 knew how to help the disputants reach an agreement.
3. 1 knew the best way to handle the conflict.
4. 1 had a plan to follow to mediate the conflict.
5. 1 knew how to help the disputants make compromises
in order to reach an agreement.
6. 1 demonstrated training in how to help resolve conflict.
7. 1 understood the disputants' interests in the conflict.
8. 1 knew what steps to take to resolve the conflict.
9. 1 am knowledgeable enough about conflict resolution to
regularly help people with their conflicts.
10. 1 knew how to help the disputants deal with their
emotions when they ran high.
11 . 1 followed a plan to help the disputants resolve their
disagreement.
12. 1 demonstrated skill in the way I helped resolve the
conflict.
13. 1 was able to draw out the disputants' interests in the
conflict.
14.1 maintained a good working relationship with both
disputants.
15. The disputants felt comfortable sharing their interests
with me.
16. 1 had a set of "tools" to use to help resolve their
conflict.
17. 1 possess certain skills in conflict resolution that have
required training.
18. When the conflict became emotional, I refocused the
disputants onto the issues at hand.
19. When the conflict became emotional, I helped the
disputants explore the causes of the emotions.
20. 1 was equally helpful to both disputants throughout the
process.
2 3
2 3
2 3
2 3
2 3
2 3
2 3
2 3
2
2
2 3
2 3
2 3
2 3
2 3
2 3
2 3
2 3
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
2 3 4 5
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Opinion Scale:
5 Strongly Agree
4 Agree
3 Neither agree nor disagree
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree
21.1 felt confident in my ability to work through their
conflict.
22. 1 felt comfortable mediating the conflict.
23. 1 enjoyed helping the disputants seek resolution.
24. Helping the disputants resolve their conflict came easily
for me.
25. 1 felt confident ofmy ability to resolve the conflict.
26. 1 quickly took steps to help them overcome difficult
hurdles.
27. When I was asked for help, I was glad to offer it.
28. When the conflict became emotional, 1 felt
uncomfortable.
29. When the conflict become emotional, I embraced the
opportunity to explore underlying causes.
30. 1 was awilling helper in resolving their conflict.
31.1 addressed all of the disputants' issues in the conflict.
32. 1 felt the disputants were pleased with the outcome of
the conflict.
33. 1 helped resolve all of the disputants' issues to their
satisfaction.
34. 1 did a good job getting the issues on the table.
35. Having a mediator worked well to help uncover the
issues related to the conflict.
36. 1 understood the disputants' issues in the conflict.
37. 1 helped the disputants to consider not only the facts but
also their feelings.
38. 1 remained neutral throughout the dispute.
39. 1 thought that I addressed the issues ofboth disputants.
40. 1 thought I was fair with both disputants throughout the
process.
41. Due to the resolution process, I feh the disputants could
work with each other in the future.
42. 1 think the relationship of the disputants is stronger after
working through the conflict.
43. 1 think the disputants still have a positive relationship
with one another.
1 2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
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Opinion Scale:
5 Strongly Agree
4 Agree
3 Neither agree nor disagree
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree
44. 1 believe that having a mediator helped the disputants 1 2 3 4 5
maintain their relationship with each other.
45. 1 helped the disputants maintain their personal 1 2 3 4 5
relationship.
46. When conflicts are resolved like this one was, 1 2 3 4 5
relationships between the disputants are
strengthened.
47. 1 helped the disputants to understand better the other 1 2 3 4 5
party's point of view.
48. 1 ensured that both disputants left on fiiendly terms. 1 2 3 4 5
49. 1 helped keep the relationships intact. 1 2 3 4 5
50. 1 ensured that each party was allowed to voice his/her 1 2 3 4 5
feelings to the other in a helpfiil way.
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A. As you consider any differences between the first and second mediation events, please
state your observations about your knowledge ofhow to resolve conflict:
B. As you consider any differences between the first and second mediation events, please
state your observations about your skillfulness to resolve conflict:
C. As you consider any differences between the first and second mediation events, please
state your observations about your confidence to resolve conflict:
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APPENDIX E
Training Likert-Scaled Item Questionnaire for Mediators
OPINION SURVEY (Non-randomized)
� "IBR" TRAINING� (Mediators only)
We want to thank you again for volunteering your time and effort to participate as a
mediator in this research project. As amediator your opinion is very important. This
survey has no "right or wrong" answers. We are looking for your honest opinion. Your
answers are confidential and will not be shared with anyone. No one will know that these
are your answers.
A. Please write on the line below the same personal identification number (PIN) that you
composed on the first opinion survey and is known only to you. If you forgot your
PIN, you can recompose it as follows:
1. Write the first letter of your mother's maiden name:
2. Write the last four digits in your Social Security number:
3. Your PIN begins with the letter followed by the four digits:
Your PIN is:
B. Please read each item carefiilly and indicate the extent of your agreement or
disagreement by circling the number that best represents your opinion. Please
respond with your first reaction toward the question.
C. Please note that in the following questions "IBR" stands for "Interest-based training,"
and the "trainer" is Daryl Wilson.
Example:
Opinion Scale:
5 Strongly Agree
4 Agree
3 Neither agree nor disagree
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree
a. I liked the IBR training (circle one number). 1 2 3 � 5
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Note: Please answer all questions thinking about the conflict resolution training that
you have just completed. Some questions may seem similar in nature.
Opinion Scale:
5 Strongly Agree
4 Agree
3 Neither agree nor disagree
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree
1 . 1 still need more training to feel comfortable doing IBR
mediation.
2. The IBR material increased my knowledge of how to
help resolve conflict.
3. The IBR training was clear and understandable.
4. The IBR training gave me a set of skills that I can use
to resolve conflicts.
5. The training addressed the skills needed to do IBR.
6. Too much information was included in the IBR
material for the amount of training time.
7. The course was too complicated and fast paced for me
to catch all of the topics.
8. The IBR material was understandable.
9. The trainer did not help me clearly understand how to
use IBR to mediate conflicts.
10. 1 believe I can implement the IBR skills needed to
mediate conflict.
1 1 . 1 still have reservations about mediating conflict after
IBR training.
12. The trainer was knowledgeable about the IBR material.
13. The IBR training was too overwhelming.
14. The IBR materials were presented in a variety ofways
to keep the training upbeat and interesting.
15. The IBR materials were divided up in a way as to make
the information understandable.
16. The IBR material was well organized.
17. After IBR training, my confidence in my abihty to help
resolve conflict has increased.
18. The training atmosphere was interactive and allowed
me to ask questions.
19. The IBR material included too much extraneous
information.
2 3
2 3
2 3
2 3
2
2
2 3
2 3
2 3
2 3
2 3
2 3
2
2
2 3
2 3
2 3
2 3
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
3 4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
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Opinion Scale:
5 Strongly Agree
4 Agree
3 Neither agree nor disagree
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree
20. The level of individual feedback on my skills was
inadequate.
21. The role-playing exercises were important to reinforce
the discussion topics.
22. The IBR material was helpful information for me.
23. The IBR material included enough new, helpful
information to help me serve as a mediator.
24. The IBR training was complete and covered the
relevant issues to mediate conflict.
25. The IBR material did not seem applicable to real-life
conflict situations.
26. The training answered my questions about doing IBR.
27. The IBR material was helpful in understanding how to
resolve conflict.
28. 1 had trouble integrating the IBR material into my
understanding of conflict resolution.
29. The training included examples that helped me
understand the various concepts.
30. The training prepared me for EBR mediation.
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
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APPENDIX F
Randomization Template for Likert-Scaled Item Questionnaires
Non-randomized Randomized for Randomized
pre- and post- for Training
training Likert Lilcert
1 23 15
2 16 8
3 25 27
4 12 12
5 5 13
6 34 7
7 3 28
8 14 5
9 35 24
10 42 18
11 24 17
12 28 21
13 11 19
14 27 25
15 49 26
16 4 4
17 9 16
18 46 23
19 32 10
20 15 29
21 31 22
22 20 3
23 47 9
24 33 20
25 8 6
26 19 11
27 38 1
28 22 2
29 44 30
30 30 14
31 1
32 18
33 7
34 41
35 29
36 50
37 10
38 40
39 21
40 6
41 36
42 17
43 2
44 45
45 37
46 13
47 26
48 48
49 39
50 43
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APPENDIX G
Pastor's Recruitment Letter
Park Springs Bible Church
Life@ItsBest
March 12, 2002
Dear PSBC friends,
By now most of you know that I am getting ready to undertake my final dissertation
project for my doctoral program. I am doing my dissertation on conflict resolution in the
local church, and 1 am excited about testing some helpfiil material in this field to see how
it works.
In order to satisfy statistical requirements, I need a total of thirty participants in the
research program. Ten of these people will serve as mediator-frainees and twentywill
serve as disputants. Role-playingwill be a strategic part of this research program, and
those who serve as disputants will have an opportunity to role-play two, very life-like
conflicts that could occur in any church at any time. The time requirement for disputants
will involve 8 hours spread over two four-hour blocks on Sunday aftemoon, April 28th
and Sunday aftemoon. May 19th, from 2:30-6:30 p.m. The mediator-trainees will not
only participate in these same two role-play events, butwill also be given an additional
12 hours of training for a total of 20 hours of committed time. The mediator fraining will
be given on Friday night. May 3rd, from 7-10 p.m., Sunday aftemoon. May 5th, from
2:30-5:30 p.m., Friday night. May 10th, from 7-10:00 p.m. and Saturday aftemoon, May
nth, from 2:30-5:30 p.m.
If you would like to participate as either a disputant, mediator-trainee, or either, you can
call the church office at 817.478.2121 and tell A'Ree or Debbie, or else call Bob Leach at
817.472.6313 and indicate your interest to him.
I really appreciate your considering being a part of this research project. I believe it will
be a pleasant and valuable experience for everyone involved.
In his unfailing love.
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APPENDIX H
Recruitment Bulletin Inserts
Rally Round
Pastor Dar/l
Lend a Helping Hand
P'alto^r Darylls aboCit to finish hfs
doctoral program, and he neelis|
^,|some help to complete his | |
research project on mediating #
interpersonal conflicts withir^ |
the church. '
We are looking for 30 people:
10 to be trained as mediators, witii a time
commitment of approximately 20 hours over
four weekends, and 20 to be trained as
disputants, with a time commitment of eight
hours over two weekends.
Training received in mediation techniques will
prove invaluable in helping others settle
differences at church, at work, at home, or
among neighbors. Disputants will get to "act
up," but they will also learn ways to handle
interpersonal conflicts just by participating.
For further information, or to indicate your
interest, please fill out the tear-off on other
side and put in the offering plate. If you
prefer, you may call Bob & Melody Leach at
817-472-6313, or e-mail them at
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Equipment Needs:
The Research Team is in need of 10 each of
the following items, to be used for a few hours
during weekend training sessions in April.
Please call Ted a Shirley Pylant at 817-261-
2405 if you can loan any of the items below, or
indicate such on the tear-off below:
video cameras camera tripods
VHS VCRs 3-leg easels for flip-
charts
MOST IMPORTANT OF ALL
Pastor Daryl needs your prayers covering
him as he oversees this research project
and as he works on his dissertation
throughout the summer months. Hold
him up before the Lord through faithful
praying.
Anticipated start date: Saturday, April 6, 2002
(otfier dates TBD)
Yes l-atTHntere ted in doing the,^feiro\mng'f?^'"
�- toaning as-^, ^video icamera
���� .t; VCR
Please giVe^msaccaH't^ lpln:
^ 'fea
Disputant
f.amera tripoo
easel
� 1
Without Your Help. . . .
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Rally Round
^aM)^Daryt Ts^lifebut to finish his?
i: doctoral program, and he needsjg
s some help to complete his !|
5 research project on mediating ;i|
interpersonal conflicts within ^j*
the church-if? jigt i
We are stilt looking for 24 more people:
5 to be trained as mediators, with a time
commitment of approximately 20 hours over
four weekends, and 2i to trained as
disputants, with a time commitment of eight
hours over two weekends.
Training received in mediation techniques will
prove invaluable in helping others settle
differences at church, at work, at home, or
among neighbors. Disputants will get to "act
up," but they will also learn ways to handle
interpersonal conflicts just by participating.
Lend a Helping Hand For further information, or to indicate your
interest, please fill out the tear-off on other
side and put in the offering plate. If you
prefer, you may call Bob & Melody Leach at
817-472-6313, or e-mail them at
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Equipment Needs:
The Research Team is in need of 10 each of
the following items, to be used for a few hours
during weekend training sessions in May.
Please call Ted a Shirley Pylant at 817-261-
2405 if you can loan any of the items below, or
indicate such on the tear-off below:
video cameras camera tripods
VHS VCRs 3-leg easels for flip-charts
MOST IMPORTANT OF ALL
Pastor Daryl needs your prayers covering
him as he oversees this research project
and as he works on his dissertation
throughout the summer months. Hold
him up before the Lord through faithful
praying.
Anticipated start date: Sunday, April 28, 2002
(other dates TBD)
� iSiti lnterest^_^'n.doijig thejf^Um^i-
1 1:, 'k �;^ , )H
f T, -f �Ss4 >MVCR t � ^ i t easel
i JPIeasfe giverne a calf at (phone II) }� .
Without Your Help. . . .
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Daryl'sissertationisputants
There is still a need for 8 disputants,
and for some equipment to be used
from April 29 through May 19.
Dates and Times
Mediators and Disputants
Sunday, April 29 2:30-6:30pm
Mediators Only
Friday, May 3 7-10pm
Sunday, May 5 2:30-5:30pm
Friday, May 10 7- 10pm
Saturday, May 1 1 2:30-5:30pm
Mediators and Disputants
Sunday, May 19 2:30-6:30pm
|Yes^ E amanterestcd. m;bemg a Disputant
Video camera
^ '11 f VHS VCR ^uL^asolglea^^ive me a call at (pfione #)% '
I camera tnpod | ��
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APPENDIX I
Postcard Reminder
It's TIME!! For WHAT??
. . .time for you to join Daryl as he begins his research project. Thanks for
partnering with him as a mediator or disputant; it is greatly appreciated. We have
been praying for you, and we believe that God has brought YOU to be a part of this
important group and study.
We start THIS Sunday, 4/28, promptly at 2:30, and we'll be done no later than 6:30
p.m.
There is nothing to bring or to prepare . . . just dress comfortably. Should any
question or concern arise before Sunday, please feel free to call the Leaches at 817-
472-6313.
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APPENDIX J
Room Assignments
Mediator #
and room #
Events 1 & 2
1 2 3 4 5
Disputants
Event 1
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Disputants
Event 2
14 10 12 13 20 2 19 18 6 7
Mediator #
and room #
Events 1 & 2
6 7 8 9 10
Disputants
Event 1
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Disputants
Event 2
3 1 16 4 9 11 15 5 17 8
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APPENDIX K
Instructions and Handouts for First Mediation Event
General Introductory Instructions for All Participants
Main Assembly Room�^2:30 p.m.
1 . Greetings and statement of appreciation.
2. General overview of the research project�it concems dealing with interpersonal
conflict that occurs between people in any church.
3. Assure the participants that they will be walked through the entire program, given
helpful instmction, and encourage them that they can't do a bad job�simply "do your
best."
4. Introduce the RRT members and assistants and explain they are available if there are
any problems.
5. Please tum off cell phones and beepers or to vibrator mode.
6. Remind the group of need for consistency to please faithfully complete the
responsibilities they've committed to until completion of the project.
7. On Saturday aftemoon, June 1st, we will be having an appreciation barbecue here in
the church parking lot for all participants and their families.
8. Don't discuss any of events connected to this project with anyone else until the final
appreciation barbecue.
9. Time limit for today's mediation event is up to 2 hours, but if you finish in less than 2
hours that's not a problem.
10. When finished today:
a. Come back to the main assembly room.
b. Complete a survey about the mediation event you've just been involved in.
c. Pick up a "Schedule Form" telling you when to retum for your next event.
11. Assurance of confidentiality. You will be asked to create a personal PIN number to
place on your survey. No one will be able to cormect your survey to you. Please do not
discuss the survey at any time. You will put your completed survey in amanila envelope
before you tum it in.
12. The mediation event will be videotaped for research and study purposes. On the last
day. May 19th, you will be asked to sign a permission form allowing me to keep the
videotapes for fiirther training and research. If you decline permission, we will destroy
any videotapes with you in them after six months.
13. Please use the restroom before the mediation event. If you must leave during the
mediation event to use the restroom, then the other participants must remain silent and
not discuss any matters during the absence.
14. Please have fim.
Before dismissal:
1. Divide group into 3 teams: a) mediators; b) "Smith" disputants; and, c) "Jones"
disputants.
2. Assign room numbers for each team for preparation for the mediation event.
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MEDIATION EVENT #1
Training Instructions for Disputants
Disputants' Room�^3:00 p.m.
1 . Statement of appreciation.
2. General overview: They will be role-playing one side of a church conflict. Theywill
only know their side of the conflict. There will be a mediator in the room to help them
resolve the conflict. The mediator does not know either side of the conflict.
3. The best way to role-play their side of the conflict is to try and step into the shoes of
the character they're role-playing, but without overacting.
4. They are not to add any new issues to the conflict beyond what is described in the
scenario; however, they are allowed to interpret what they read.
5. They can keep the scenario page in front of them as a memory aid; however, they are
not to show or share it with the other disputant or the mediator at any time.
6. Assure the participants that they can't do a bad job�simply "do your best."
7. When finished today:
a. Come back to the main assembly room.
b. Complete a survey about the mediation event you've just been involved in.
c. Pick up a "Schedule Form" telling you when to retum for your next event.
8. They are to retum the scenario page along with their completed survey in the manila
envelope that will be provided them when they take the survey.
9. Explain that the RRT members and assistants will be in the hallways if there are any
problems.
10. Make sure that they've turned off cell phones and beepers or to vibrator mode.
1 1 . Don't discuss any of events cormected to this project with anyone else until the final
appreciation barbecue.
12. Remind them that the mediation event will be videotaped for research and study
purposes.
13. Please use the restroom before the mediation event. If you must leave during the
mediation event to use the restroom, then the other participants must remain silent and
not discuss any matters during the absence.
Before dismissal:
14. Tell the disputants to read the scenario and that for a few minutes they can discuss
together the issues and problems from their side of the conflict.
Then:
15. Dismiss the disputants to their assigned rooms for the mediation event.
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MEDIATION EVENT #1
Training Handout for Disputants
Disputants' Room�3:00 p.m.
1 . You will be role playing one side of a church conflict. You will only know your side of
the conflict. Therewill be a mediator in the room to help you resolve the conflict. The
mediator does not know either side of the conflict.
2. The best way to role-play your side of the conflict is to try and step into the shoes of
the character you're role-playing, but without overacting.
3. You are not to add any new issues to the conflict beyond what is described in the
scenario; however, you are allowed to interpret what they read.
4. You can keep the scenario page in front of you as a memory aid; however, you are not
to show or share it with the other disputant or the mediator at any time.
5. You can't do a bad job�simply "do your best."
6. There is a maximum time limit of up to 2 hours.
7. When finished today:
a. Come back to the main assembly room.
b. Complete a survey about the mediation event you've just been involved in.
c. Pick up a "Schedule Form" telling you when to retum for your next event.
8. Retum the scenario page along with your completed survey in the manila envelope that
will be provided you when you take the survey.
9. The RRT members and assistants will be in the hallways if there are any problems.
10. Make sure that you've turned off cell phones and beepers or to vibrator mode.
11. Don't discuss any of events connected to this project with anyone else until the final
appreciation barbecue.
12. The mediation event will be videotaped for research and study purposes.
13. Please use the restroom before the mediation event. If you must leave during the
mediation event to use the restroom, then the other participants must remain silent and
not discuss any matters during the absence.
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MEDIATION EVENT #1
Training Instructions for Mediators
Mediators' Room�^3:00 p.m.
1 . Statement of appreciation.
2. Tell them that Webster's Dictionary defines "mediator" as: "one who intervenes
between conflicting parties."
3. The mediator starts up the process by introducing himself/herself to the disputants. In
today's scenario the pastor, at the request ofMr. or Ms. Smith, called the meeting.
4. Inform the mediators that the disputants only are aware of their own positions.
5. The disputants can keep their own scenario page in front of them as a memory aid;
however, they are not to show or share it with the other disputant or the mediator at any
time.
6. The only advice we can offer about mediating the conflict is: "Do your best."
7. There is an easel with newsprint and markers for you to use if you desire.
8. There is a maximum time limit of up to 2 hours.
9. Assure the mediators that they can't do a bad job�simply "do your best."
10. When finished today:
a. Come back to the main assembly room.
b. Complete a survey about the mediation event you've just been involved in.
c. Pick up a "Schedule Form" teUing you when to retum for your next event.
1 1 . Explain that the RRT members and assistants will be in the hallways if there are any
problems.
12. Make sure that they've tumed off cell phones and beepers or to vibrator mode.
13. Don't discuss any of events connected to this project with anyone else until the final
appreciation barbecue.
14. Remind them that the mediation event will be videotaped for research and study
purposes.
15. Please use the restroom before the mediation event. If you must leave during the
mediation event to use the restroom, then the other participants must remain silent and
not discuss any matters during the absence.
Then:
16. Dismiss the mediators to their assigned rooms for the mediation event.
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MEDIATION EVENT #1
Training Handout for Mediators
Mediators' Room�^3:00 p.m.
1. Webster's Dictionary defines "mediator" as: "one who intervenes between conflicting
parties."
2. Start up the process by introducing yourself to the disputants. In today's scenario the
pastor, at the request ofMr. or Ms. Smith, called the meeting.
3. The disputants can keep their own scenario page in fi'ont of them as a memory aid;
however, they are not to show or share it with the other disputant or the mediator at any
time.
4. Our only advice: "Do your best."
5. There is an easel with newsprint and markers for you to use if you desire.
6. There is a maximum time limit of up to 2 hours.
7. When finished today:
a. Come back to the main assembly room.
b. Complete a survey about the mediation event you've just been involved in.
c. Pick up a "Schedule Form" telling you when to retum for your next event.
8. The RRT members and assistants will be in the hallways if there are any problems.
9. Tum off cell phones and beepers or to vibrator mode.
10. Don't discuss any of events connected to this project with anyone else until the final
appreciation barbecue.
1 1 . The mediation event will be videotaped for research and study purposes.
12. Please use the restroom before the mediation event. If you must leave during the
mediation event to use the restroom, then the other participants must remain silent and
not discuss any matters during the absence.
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APPENDIX L
Covenant of Cooperation
Thank you so much for volunteering to be either a mediator-trainee or disputant formy
doctoral research project!
Because I know your time is valuable, I covenant with you to be fully prepared to
undertake the scheduled events at their appointed times and to make sure that your time
commitment does not exceed:
� 8 hours for a disputant
� 20 hours for a mediator-trainee
In addition, I covenant with you to be fully prepared to provide all specific instructions or
training as needed, complete confidentiality, and to make this a pleasant and hopefully,
rewarding experience.
Because this research projectwill require statistical analysis, consistency is very
important. Therefore, I would ask you to covenant with me that unless you are
Providentially hindered from hilly participating in the process you will fiilfill your time
and attendance commitment.
By covenanting together to these ends we can make this a successfiil endeavor and
profitable experience for everyone involved!
Daryl Wilson Participant
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APPENDIX M
Scenarios for the First Mediation Event
Information Sheet
Jones vs. Smith
Disputant�^Mr. or Ms. Jones
You are an elementary school teacher who has been working with Smith at First
Bible Church to develop a new 5th and 6th grade Sunday school curriculum called, "A
Walk through the Old Testament�Genesis to Deuteronomy." The curriculum is to be
used for the fall and must be fully developed by August 31st. You agreed with Smith at a
meeting one month ago that your responsibility would be to compile a list of strategic
Bible verses that would serve as the basis for the new curriculum and get them to Smith
by August 1st. Smith, who has a Bible College degree, is responsible for developing the
lessons aroimd the verses you've chosen. You were not completely at ease with this
division of labor since Smith tends to be most concerned with communicating pure Bible
doctrine and may not be able to make the lessons both fun and applicable to the
children's lives.
It is now August 6th, and you have not yet been able to fully compile all the
verses, though you've worked your way through most of Leviticus. You are meeting
todaywith a mediator and Smith who arranged this meeting through the pastor after you
missed the August 1st deadline. Smith is expecting to receive all the verses from you
today. Even though you're a little late, you're not sure that Smith trusts your ability to
complete your responsibility. It's true that you have not made as much progress as you
had hoped.
In addition, after the September 1 1th tragedy at the World Trade Centers, your
spouse had to lay off several employees from his/her previously successful family
business, including Smith's spouse. The Smiths were very upset by the lay off and no
new job has been found. You feel bad about the lay offbut feel as though every possible
attempt and sacrifice was made to prevent Smith's spouse from being laid off You were
left with no alternative. Besides the business pressures, you have also had to be gone
frequently during the past month to help your sister who gave birth to a handicapped
child.
Another reason you're behind with compiling the verses is because you've tried to
develop a theme along with each verse, expecting to have some input into the lesson
development so that the actual lessons would be ftin and applicable to the children's
lives. That's why you have not given Smith a partial hst of verses. You believe that
despite the problems, you can complete your assignment, get the compilation of verses to
Smith, and help with lesson development. You don't want to let down the kids.
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Information Sheet
Smith vs. Jones
Disputant�Mr. or Ms. Smith
You are a Bible College graduate who has been working with Jones at First Bible
Church to develop a new 5th and 6th grade Sunday school curriculum called, "A Walk
through the Old Testament�Genesis to Deuteronomy." The curriculum is to be used for
the fall and must be fully developed by August 31st. You agreed with Jones at a meeting
one month ago that his/her responsibility would be to compile a list of strategic Bible
verses that would serve as the basis for the new curriculum and get them to you by
August 1st. You are then responsible for developing the lessons around the verses that
Jones has chosen. You were not completely at ease with this division of labor since Jones
tends to procrastinate, and you must have all the verses before you can complete the
curriculum. In addition, it seems to you that your Bible College education puts you in a
better position to choose the most strategic verses. You are most concerned that the
children learn real Bible doctrine and not just fritter away Sunday school time in play or
in discussions about "life."
It is now August 6th and Jones has not yet been able to frilly compile all the
verses. After countless phone calls and attempts to reach Jones, you finally scheduled a
meeting for August 1st at which time you were expecting to receive all the verses. But
the meeting did not take place, and you didn't get the verses. With only 3 weeks left until
the curriculum is needed, you're very anxious to get going on your part of the task. You
arranged the meeting today through the pastor with Jones and a mediator after Jones
missed the August 1st deadline.
In addition, you and your spouse feel that the Joneses have been avoiding you at
church since Jones' spouse had to lay off your spouse from the Jones' family business.
Initially, you were upset by the lay off and felt they could have done more to secure the
job, since the company seemed to be doing well. But now you guess it was just a
necessary business decision, even though no new job has been found.
Jones has not been around very much the past month. You know that there have
been some family emergencies, and you understand that these are unavoidable. But, you
can't understand why Jones hasn't asked you for help to finish compiling the verses. You
suspect his/her pride might be involved. You are under great pressure, and this could very
well prevent you from finishing the cumculum by the time it's needed. You don't want to
let down the kids.
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APPENDIX N
Schedule Reminder Forms
DISPUTANTS
Youx next scheduled time to be at PSBC for the conflict resolution research project is:
� Sunday, May 19th, from 2:30-6:30 p.m. beginning in the assembly room in the
Children's Center.
hi addition, you are invited to an appreciation barbecue at PSBC on:
� Saturday, June 1st, firom 6-8:00 p.m. in the parking lot.
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MEDIATORS
Your next scheduled time to be at PSBC for the conflict resolution research project is:
� Friday, May 3rd, from 7-10:00 p.m. in the Parlor.
Your additional time requirements at PSBC are:
� Sunday, May 5th, from 2:30-6:30 p.m. in the Parlor;
� Friday, May 10th, from 7-10:00 p.m. in the Parlor;
� Saturday, May 1 1th, from 2:30-5:30 p.m. in the Parlor; and,
� Sunday, May 19th, from 2:30-5:30 p.m. beginning in the assembly room in the
Children's Center.
In addition, you are invited to an appreciation barbecue at PSBC on:
� Saturday, June 1st, from 6-8:00 p.m. in the parking lot.
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APPENDIX O
Instructions and Handouts for Second Mediation Event
General Introductory Instructions for All Participants
Main Assembly Room�^2:30 p.m.
1 . Greetings and statement of appreciation.
2. Please tum off cell phones and beepers or to vibrator mode.
3. On Saturday aftemoon, June 1st, we will be having an appreciation barbecue in the
church parking lot for all participants and their famihes.
4. Don't discuss any ofevents connected to this project with anyone else until the final
appreciation barbecue.
5. Time limit for today's mediation event is up to 2 hours, but if you finish in less than 2
hours that's not a problem.
6. When finished today:
a. Come back to the main assembly room.
b. Complete a survey about the mediation event you've just been involved in.
7. You can be assured of confidentiality. Please place your personal PIN number to place
on your survey. No one will be able to cormect your siu-vey to you. Please do not discuss
the survey at any time. You will put your completed survey in a manila envelope before
you tum it in.
8. The mediation event will be videotaped for research and study purposes. Today I am
going to pass out the permission form allowing me to keep the videotapes for further
training and research. Ifyou decline permission, we will destroy any videotapes with you
in them after six months.
9. Please use the restroom before the mediation event. If you must leave during the
mediation event to use the restroom, then the other participants must remain silent and
not discuss any matters during the absence.
10. Please have fiin.
Before dismissal:
1 . Identify disputants�Clark and Davis
2. Divide group into 3 teams: a) mediators; b) "Clark" disputants; and, c) "Davis"
disputants.
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MEDIATION EVENT #2
Training Instructions for Disputants
Disputants' Room�^3:00 p.m.
1. Statement of appreciation.
2. General overview: They will be role-playing one side of a church conflict. Theywill
only know their side of the conflict. There will be a mediator in the room to help them
resolve the conflict. The mediator does not know either side of the conflict.
3. The best way to role-play their side of the conflict is to try and step into the shoes of
the character they're role-playing, but without overacting.
4. They are not to add any new issues to the conflict beyond what is described in the
scenario; however, they are allowed to interpret what they read.
5. They can keep the scenario page in front of them as a memory aid; however, they are
not to show or share it with the other disputant or the mediator at any time.
6. Assure the participants that they can't do a bad job�simply "do your best."
7. When finished today:
a. Come back to the main assembly room.
b. Complete a survey about the mediation event you've just been involved in.
8. They are to retum the scenario page along with their completed survey in the manila
envelope that will be provided them when they take the survey.
9. Explain that the RRT members and assistants will be in the hallways if there are any
problems.
10. Make sure that they've tumed off cell phones and beepers or to vibrator mode.
11. Don't discuss any of events cormected to this project with anyone else until the final
appreciation barbecue on Saturday, June 1st.
12. Remind them that the mediation event will be videotaped for research and study
purposes.
13. Please use the restroom before the mediation event. If you must leave during the
mediation event to use the restroom, then the other participants must remain silent and
not discuss any matters during the absence.
Before dismissal:
14. Tell the disputants to read the scenario and that for a few minutes they can discuss
together the issues and problems from their side of the conflict.
Then:
15. Dismiss the disputants to their assigned rooms for the mediation event.
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MEDIATION EVENT #2
Training Handout for Disputants
Disputants' Room�3:00 p.m.
1 . Youwill be role-playing one side of a church conflict. You will only know your side
of the conflict. Therewill be a mediator in the room to help you resolve the conflict. The
mediator does not know either side of the conflict.
2. The best way to role-play your side of the conflict is to try and step into the shoes of
the character you're role-playing, but without overacting.
3. You are not to add any new issues to the conflict beyond what is described in the
scenario; however, you are allowed to interpret what they read.
4. You can keep the scenario page in front of you as a memory aid; however, you are not
to show or share it with the other disputant or the mediator at any time.
5. You can't do a bad job�simply "do your best."
6. There is a maximum time limit of up to 2 hours.
7. When finished today:
a. Come back to the main assembly room.
b. Complete a survey about the mediation event you've just been involved in.
8. Retum the scenario page along with your completed survey in the manila envelope that
will be provided you when you take the survey.
9. The RRT members and assistants will be in the hallways if there are any problems.
10. Make sure that you've tumed off cell phones and beepers or to vibrator mode.
11. Don't discuss any of events connected to this project with anyone else until the final
appreciation barbecue on Saturday, June 1st.
12. The mediation event will be videotaped for research and study purposes.
13. Please use the restroom before the mediation event. If you must leave during the
mediation event to use the restroom, then the other participants must remain silent and
not discuss any matters during the absence.
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MEDIATION EVENT #2
Training Instructions for Mediators
Mediators' Room�3:00 p.m.
1 . Statement of appreciation.
2. You will be mediating a role-played conflict today utilizing the "Interest-based
Resolution" training you have received. You may use your training notebooks to help
facilitate the process.
3. The mediator starts up the process by introducing himself/herself to the disputants. In
today's scenario the pastor, at the request ofMr. or Ms. Davis, called the meeting.
4. Inform the mediators that the disputants only are aware of their own positions.
5. The disputants can keep their own scenario page in front of them as a memory aid;
however, they are not to show or share it with the other disputant or the mediator at any
time.
6. There is an easel with newsprint and markers for you to use if you desire.
7. There is a maximum time limit of up to 2 hours.
8. Assure the mediators that they can't do a bad job�simply "do your best."
9. When finished today:
a. Come back to the main assembly room.
b. Complete a survey about the mediation event you've just been involved in.
c. When completing your survey, don't compare yourself against the material but
against the first mediation event.
10. Explain that the RRT members and assistants will be in the hallways if there are any
problems.
1 1 . Make sure that they've tumed off cell phones and beepers or to vibrator mode.
12. Don't discuss any of events connected to this project with anyone else until the final
appreciation barbecue on Saturday, June 1st.
14. Remind them that the mediation event will be videotaped for research and study
purposes.
15. Please use the restroom before the mediation event. If you must leave during the
mediation event to use the restroom, then the other participants must remain silent and
not discuss any matters during the absence.
Then:
16. Dismiss the mediators to their assigned rooms for the mediation event.
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MEDIATION EVENT #2
Training Handout for Mediators
Mediators' Room�3:00 p.m.
1 . Youwill be mediating a role-played conflict today utilizing the "Interest-based
Resolution" training you have received. You may use your training notebooks to help
facilitate the process.
2. Start up the process by introducing yourself to the disputants. In today's scenario the
pastor, at the request ofMr. or Ms. Davis, called the meeting.
3. The disputants can keep their own scenario page in front of them as a memory aid;
however, they are not to show or share it with the other disputant or the mediator at any
time.
4. There is an easel with newsprint and markers for you to use if you desire.
5. There is amaximum time limit of up to 2 hours.
6. When finished today:
a. Come back to the main assembly room.
b. Complete a survey about the mediafion event you've just been involved in.
7. The RRT members and assistants will be in the hallways if there are any problems.
8. Tum off cell phones and beepers or to vibrator mode.
9. Don't discuss any of events connected to this project with anyone else until the final
appreciation barbecue on Saturday, June 1st.
10. The mediation eventwill be videotaped for research and study purposes.
1 1 . Please use the restroom before the mediation event. If you must leave during the
mediation event to use the restroom, then the other participants must remain silent and
not discuss anymatters during the absence.
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APPENDIX P
Permission to Keep Videotaped Images
Mediation Events and Training Form
I hereby give permission to Daryl Wilson to keep any videotaped images ofme or my
participation in any of the conflict resolution mediation events or training seminars from
his research project at Park Springs Bible Church in April and May 2002 beyond the six
months necessary to fully complete his dissertation project for Asbury Theological
Seminary.
I understand that these videotaped images can be used for further research and/or training
in interest-based conflict resolution in various formats and at various times and places.
I also understand that I will not be personally identified by name ifmy videotaped image
is used in further research and/or training in interest-based conflict resolution skills.
(Check box)
? 1 give said permission.
? I do not give said permission.
Participant's printed name Date
Participant's signature
Daryl D. Wilson Date
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APPENDIX Q
Scenarios for the Second Mediation Event
Information Sheet
Clark vs. Davis
Disputant�Mr. or Ms. Clark
You are the team leader for the Evangelism team at Second Bible Church, which
you've attended for 4 years. You have a real passion to reach the lost in the community.
You seek to be responsive to events in the community and react quickly to catch people
in a receptive frame ofmind. You reserved the church auditorium for October 27th, a
Friday evening, from 7-10:00 p.m. for your next evangelism event, a showing of the
evangelistic movie, "Left Behind," followed by a speaker. This was the only day that
weekend that would work for your event since the auditorium was already scheduled for
another event on Saturday, October 28th, and Sunday would not work due to the church's
Sunday schedule. You were in the church office on October 8th and saw on the church
calendar that the auditorium was available on October 27th. So, you took it upon yourself
to pencil in your event on the calendar. You've always done this before, and it's worked.
No one has ever complained. Since then you have already sent out mailers to the
community advertising the event. You have already spent a lot ofmoney in preparation
for this event in securing the technical equipment, etc. In addition, you prepared bulletin
inserts advertising the event to the church on Sunday, October 15th. It was only then that
you learned that there was a conflict around that date and time with the Discipleship
team, headed by Davis. You believe that your event must take place on Friday, October
27th.
Davis approached the pastor and requested that he schedule this meeting today
with a mediator to "work out the continuing problems" between you. You feel that Davis
does a poor job of following up on discipling new believers, including you when you
were a new believer. In addition, Davis is too structured and always insists on following
the rules. Davis does not value your ministry of evangelism enough in your opinion and
has never participated in one of your evangelistic events.
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Information Sheet
Davis vs. Clark
Disputant�Mr. or Ms. Davis
You are the team leader for the Discipleship team at Second Bible Church and
w^ere a founding member of the church 15 years ago. You have a real passion to help new
believers grow in their faith. You actively plan events that will help new believers learn
the skills of discipleship. You reserved the church auditorium for October 27th, a Friday
evening, from 7-10:00 p.m. for your next discipleship event, a nationally known speaker
who will talk on the disciplines of the spiritual life. This was the only day that weekend
that would work for your event since the auditorium was already scheduled for another
event on Saturday, October 28th, and Sunday would not work due to the church's Sunday
schedule. You called the church office on October 1st and were told that the auditorium
was available. The secretary said she would schedule your event on the church calendar
but for some reason, failed to do so. You have already spent a lot of time andmoney in
preparation for this event in securing the speaker, etc. In addition, you prepared bulletin
inserts advertising the event to the church on Sunday, October 1 5th. It was only then that
you learned that there was a conflict around that date and time with the Evangelism team,
headed by Clark. You believe that your event must take place on Friday, October 27th.
You approached the pastor and asked him to schedule this meeting with Clark and
a mediator to "work out the continuing problems" between you. This is not the first time
that Clark has scheduled evangelism events without going though proper chaimels. This
has caused problems, not only for you, but for other churchministries as well. You feel
that Clark is too much of a free spirit, doesn't go by the rules, and doesn't value your
ministry. Clark has never participated in any of your discipleship training events. Also,
Clark believes that evangelism is the most important work in the church and takes
precedence over everything else.
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APPENDIX R
Powerpoint Slides for "Interest-based Resolution" Training
"The Chinese characters for 'crisis'
mean both 'danger' and 'opportunity.'"
-Hugh Halverstadt
PEACEMAKING
Holds both danger and
opportunity
We can use peacemaking to
turn interpersonal conflict into
an opportunity by giving it the
"S.T.A.R." treatment!
A"-
7
Welcome!
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1. An overview of conflict
"^^-r^--^-- .�
Euodia A
! 1
^ ft
urn Syntyche
1. An overview of conflict
The cor^^^ triangle
1. An overview of conflict 1. An overview of conflict
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1. An overview of conflict
People
r''^'\ Problem
Process
1. An overview of conflict
Problems ...
The Causes of Conflict^. ^
1. An overview of conflict
Attitudes ...
Feelings and Perspective^^,
1. An overview of conflict
Substance ...
Facts, Goals, Ends, MeaQS^^
1. An overview of conflict
Emotions ...
Value and Rights ^
1. An overview of conflict
i.
Communication ...
Lines and Entree
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1. An overview of conflict
'.5'
stress ...
Personal and Ecclesiasticpl^,
1. An overview of conflict
"People in congregations fight
about just about everything
you can imagine!"
-Speed Leas
1. An overview of conflict
Not all disagreements
constitute conflict
1. An overview of conflict
f^: "Did you like the preacher's message this
morning?"
Jim: "/Actually, I didn't like it as well as others
he's preached. I had trouble following the
flow of thought."
Tom: "No kidding. I really liked what heJf^<^o
say. It spoke directly to a need in mv life'."'^f
1. An overview of conflict
�^'r Real conflict involves ...
� Anxiety (Stress),
� Anger, and
Alienation.
4-.
1. An overview of conflict
The Growth of Conflict
�V'-
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1. An overview of conflict
Level I: A spe1:y^|^pr-oblern. '^''-x;^
1. An overview of conflict
02n
Level II: /^^^^ral problem. ^
Level I: A spel^feimblem.
1. An overview of conflict
Level III%v^%)ntest.
Level II: g^^.lJ^Ql problem.
Level I: A spetlfic^pcoblem. ^-5"
1. An overview of conflict
4',
Level I^f^ight/flight.
Level Ii:^^ntest.
Level II: /^^^a\ problem. ^Level I: A sp^�B�probtem. '-^^
1. An overview of conflict
Level V; A war.
Level IV|?^g|ight/f light.
Level Ill^j^dntest.
Level 11; /||^gral problem.
Level I: A sfsBrffiglpcoblem. ^^f
1. An overview of conflict
"I th^ti^^ the church was different
fi^Sm other organizations�especially with
regard to conflict.... The church should
be special; there should be more
forgiveness here; people ought to try
harder to express love and care for one
another. It seems like we have failedlfolf-i;
all that." -a Christ/an i^torney
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2. The anatomy of conflict
"Why do you make me look at
injustice? Why do you tolerate
wrong? Destruction and violence ore
before me; there is strife, and
conflict abounds." -Habbaktric ^3
i>
2. The anatomy of conflict
In those days when the number of
disciples was increasing, the Grecian
Jews among them complained against the
Hebraic Jews because their widows were
being overlooked in the daily distrib^fij*!
of food. -A4f5 6:l^
2. The anatomy of conflict
For when we came into Macedonia,
|this body of ours had no rest, but we
were harassed at every
turn�conflicts on the outside, fears
within. -2 Corinth ianif^']^
ir
2. The anatomy of conflict
Four kinds of biblical conflict�
and how they differ
V-
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2. The anatomy of conflict
Conflict that is initially and
largely ...
Theological ^3
2. The anatomy of conflict
Some men came down from Judea to Antioch
and were teaching the brothers; "Unless you
ore circumcised, according to the custom
taught by Moses, you cannot be saved." This
brought Paul and Barnabas into sharp dispute
and debate with them. -Acts Ife^fifep
2. The anatomy of conflict
sSlution; Authoritative resolution
So Paul and Barnabas were appointed, along
with some other believers, to go up to
Jerusalem to see the apostles and elders
about this question. -Act9^15jtb
2. The anatomy of conflict
iv
Conflict that is initially and
largely ...
Sinful
2. The anatomy of conflict
iPis actually reported that there is sexual
immorality among you, and of a kind that does
not occur even among pagans; A man has his
father's wife. And you are proudi Shouldn't you
rather have been filled with grief and have put
out of your fellowship the man who did t-J^is^,;.
-1 CorintKlpns 5:1-2
2. The anatomy of conflict
Solutfbh^^lbnfrontative resolution
�^"^
"If your brother sins against you, go and show
him his fault, just between the two of you. If
he listens to you, you hove won your brother
over. But if he will not listen, take one or two
others along, so that 'every matter may be^
established by the testimony of two or mfCtf-
witnesses.' ic
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2. The anatomy of conflict
If he refuses to listen to them, tell it to the
church; and if he refuses to listen even to the
church, treat him as you would a pagan or a tax
collector." -Matthew 18:15-17
iv
2. The anatomy of conflict
Conflict that is initially and
largely ...
Supernatural
2. The anatomy of conflict
Ojce when we were going to the place of
pr'ayer, we were met by a slave girl who had a
spirit by which she predicted the future. She
earned a great deal of money for her owners
by fortune-telling. This girl followed Paul and
the rest of us, shouting, "These men are
servants of the Most High Sod, who areJelUift|
you the way to be saved." ^
' V
2, The anatomy of conflict
She kept this up for many days. Finally Poul
became so troubled that he turned around and
said to the spirit, "In the name of Jesus
Christ I command you to come out of her!" At
that moment the spirit left her.
-Acts 16a^-^_^
2. The anatomy of conflict
S6lution; Supernatural resolution
Finally, be strong in the Lord and in his mighty
power. Put on the full armor of Sod so that you
can take your stand against the devil's
schemes. -Ephesians 6^10^1
2, The anatomy of conflict
i.
Conflict that is initially and
largely ...
Interpersonal
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2. The anatomy of conflict
"A
This largely involves the day-to-day
interaction of people in the Church, living and
working together to advance Sod's kingdom. At
times these practical differences in style,
personality, interests, abilities, resources, and
desires cause conflict between people of^fams.
2. The anatomy of conflict
S^e titrffe'later Paul said to Barnabas, 'Let us
gof=back and visit the brothers in all the towns
where we preached the word of the Lord and
see how they are doing." Barnabas wanted to
take John, also called Mark, with them, but
Paul did not think it wise to take him, because
he hod deserted them in Pamphylia and h^ij^t
continued with them in the work. ^,
2. The anatomy of conflict
Tfi^y had such a sharp disagreement that they
parted company. Bamahas took Mark and
sailed for Cyprus, but Paul chose Silas and left
commended by the brothers to the grace of
the Lord. -Acts 15:36-40
2. The anatomy of conflict
Solution: Process resolution
Each of you should look not only to your own
interests, but also to the interests of others.
-Philippians 2^4
4-,
2. The anatomy of conflict
An "interest" is a person, place,
or thing to which an individual
attaches some value or right.
2. The anatomy of conflict
iv
rour kinds of biblical conflict�
and how they interrelate
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2. The anatomy of conflict
when Peter came to Antioch, I opposed him to
his face, because he was clearly in the wrong.
Before certain men came from James, he used
to eat with the Gentiles. But when they
arrived, he began to draw back and separate
himself from the Gentiles becouse he wc*
afraid of those who belonged to the_^,
' '
circumcision group. '-^
2. The anatomy of conflict
Tffe other Jews joined him in his hypocrisy, so
that by their hypocrisy even Barnabas was led
astray. When I saw that they were not acting
in line with the truth of the gospel, I said to
Peter in front of them all, "You are a Jew, yet
you live like a Gentile and not like a Jew. Ho^^
is it, then, that you force Gentiles to foltbw^-
Jewish customs?" -Galatid^ 2:11-14
2. The anatomy of conflict
IrFthe Galatian story, how do
the theological, sinful,
supernatural, and interpersonal
elements interrelate to cause^
conflict? '^^�r
2. The anatomy of conflict
Five typical responses to
conflict
2. The anatomy of conflict
Avoid it.
2. The anatomy of conflict
Can you overlook it?
Proverbs 19:11:
A man's wisdom gives him patience;
it is to his glory to overlook an offefise^.i
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2. The anatomy of conflict
2. The anatomy of conflict
y-
Compromise over it.
2. The anatomy of conflict
Resolve it.
(Collaborate)
2. The anatomy of conflict 2. The anatomy of conflict
^A
Position-based Versus
Interest-based Resolution
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2. The anatomy of conflict
"Positions" are statements or
demands that emerge as
unchangeable solutions.
4-,
2. The anatomy of conflict
2. The anatomy of conflict
-i-.
"Interests" involve the "whats"
and "whys" behind the
positions, such as needs, wants,
concerns, and hopes.
2. The anatomy of conflict
W/hat are the interests�the
needs, hopes, wants, and
concerns behind the position?
2. The anatomy of conflict
y^
Position-based Interest-based
Hard-nosed Principled
iv
2. The anatomy of conflict
Position-based
Confuse issues A people
Interest-based
Separate issues from people
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2. The anatomy of conflict
Position-based Interest-based
Insist on the position
Discover the underlying interests
2. The anatomy of conflict
Position-based Interest-based
Try to win Reach agreement
y-
2. The anatomy of conflict
Position-based Interest- based
Don't discuss alternatives
Brainstorm new ideas
'A
3. The role of mediation
Jesus caWs us to be
peacemakers. tc �
3. The role of mediation
Blessed are the peacemakers,
for they will be called sons of
God. -Matthew 5:9
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3. The role of mediation
Jesus did not call us to be
peacelovers
�ft- ^
3. The role of mediation
Peacemaking
Others-centered
Peacelovinq
Self -centered
3. The role of mediation
Peacemaking Peacelovinq
May involve confrontation
Avoids confrontation
3. The role of mediation
Peacemaking Peacelovinq
Considers interests
Neglects interests
%
3. The role of mediation
Peacemaking Peacelovinq
Emphasizes unity & cooperation
Emphasizes calm & quiet
3. The role of mediation
Peacemaking yields great
spiritual rewards.
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3. The role of mediation
Peacemakers who sow in peace
raise a harvest of
righteousness. -James 3:18
3. The role of mediation
An example of Christian
mediation
3. The role of mediation
I pTead with Euodia and I plead with Syntyche
to agree with each other in the Lord. Yes, and
I ask you, loyal yokefellow, help these women
who have contended at my side in the cause of
the gospel, along with Clement and the rest of
my fellow workers, whose names are in the
book of life. -Philipp^ns'4;2^3
3. The role of mediation
The "loyal yokefellow"-
who was he or she?
3. The role of mediotion
All sorts of suggestions have been made here,
one that it was Lydio who is termed Paul's wife
by the word "yokefellow." Unfortunately for
that view "yokefellow" is masculine singular.
Some have suggested it as a proper name
though it is not found in the inscriptionsSr ^
3. The role of mediation
"The commentator Lightfoot even proposes
Epaphroditus, the bearer of the Epistle,
certainly a curious turn to take to address him.
After all it matters little that we do not know
who the peacemaker was." -A. T. Robertson
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3. The role of mediation
So, who can be a Christian
mediator?
3. The role of mediation
3, The role of mediation
The goals of Christian
mediation
3. The role of mediation
liotion
'hio
njainfenance, ^ m
3. The role of mediation
A!! this is from Gad, who reconciled
us to himself through Christ and gave
us the ministry of reconciliation.
-2 Corinthians 5:18
3. The role of mediation
This is
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Fop he himself is our peace, who has mode the
two one and has destroyed the barrier, the
dividing wall of hostility, by abolishing in his
flesh the low with its commandments and
regulations.
3. The role of mediation
His purpose was to create in himself one new
man out of the two, thus making peace.
-Ephesians 2:14-15
3. The role of mediation
Five biblical virtues important
for Christian mediation
3. The role of mediation
Faith
3. The role of mediation
Faith provides a ...
� Common worldview.
� Hope in God as the source of help.
3. The role of mediation
Faith provides a ...
� Biblical antidote to fear.
� Greater willingness to be open and
honest. ^
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3. The role of mediation
Truthfulness
3. The role of mediation
Trijthfulness ...
� Provides biblical standards for
moral and ethical behavior.
� Keeps us from resolving our *
conflicts at any price. %
3. The role of mediation
Truthfulness ...
� Keeps us from using deceptive
language and tactics.
%
3. The role of mediation
Prayer ...
� Invites God into the conflict
resolution process.
� Strengthens our patience and ,^
perseverance.
3, The role of mediation
Forgiveness
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3. The role of mediation
Forgiveness ...
� Can be crucial to achieving
reconciliation (relationship maintenance).
� Allows hurts or offenses be confronted
and healed, i^'
3. The role of mediation
Lo^e ...
� Tempers truth with the language of
mutual respect, care, and compassion.
� Helps us maintain humility and a, ^
willingness to work together. ^
3. The role of mediation
Love
Thank you.
See you Sunday at 2:30 p.m.!
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T^E method we choose to handle our
conflict, the process we follow to
strive for agreement, creates an
environment for conflict either to be
healthy or unhealthy, spiritually^
beneficial or detrimental. ''^ ''�W
Our goal in Christian mediation is to
help create an environment through
which God can bring reconciliation
and peace to Christians who are
experiencing interpersonal t>^i:
conflict. � ^
P|gctice getting people to mediation
with these two scenarios:
1. A conflict over the need to repave
the parking lot.
2. A conflict over purchasing a n^w>^j.
expensive sound system. %
Inrterest-based mediation is most
effective when there is ...
� Evidence of willingness to
cooperate.
� Sufficient time to complete the.
resolution process. ^
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� Will ingncss of the parties to share
relevant information.
� Willingness to forego position and
influence as the method for winning.
� Understanding by the disputants js^
the interest-based process.
C^sider co-mediation when possible.
It can provide ...
� Increased trust by the disputants.
� Increased effectiveness by the-,
mediators.
"
The "5.1^ frocess
Part I-
P
%
|e tone
i?
you can help set the tone for the
entire mediation process by bringing
to it a "non-anxious presence." Model
this godly virtue for the
disputants. ^
''^
w
Before the disputants arrive. check
the ... ]
� Supplies,
� Setting, and
� Signals {if co-mecfid^vfi).
A'^ter the disputants arrive
� Extend a welcome, k
� State the purpose, ft- 1-
� Give a devotion.
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� Describe the process, rcx'fs.
� Explain your role. v*|
� Discuss confidentiality G[^fi note.:
taking.
"
� Inform about taking breaks and
separate meetings.
� Establish the guidelines.
sShple Guidelines ,.
� Bach listens while the other talks.
� Exercise Christian conduct and grace.
. Use "first pcrson"-'T," "my," etc.,.^-^
ShiTiple Guidelines ...
� bon't judge motives.
� Be specif ic�avoid "always," "never," etc,
� Attack the problem, not the persoa^
Sample Guidelines ...
� Invite the disputants to suggest any
other guidelines but make sure that both
aqree to each one.
.Practice "Setting the tone" in groups
of three. Take turns being the
mediator.
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5. The "S.T.A.R." Process
Part II�Tell the stories
In this part of the process, each
disputant is given the opportunity
to tell his or her story without
interruption. y.
4-.
As each disputant tells his or her
story, the mediat^ takes brief
personal nc^^f^-e^^hat is said
After each disputant finishes his
or her story, the mediator
summarizes the broad ideas from
the notes. ^
Dihring tHis stage, do ...
* Build goodwill between the disputants.
� Listen actively and carefully, D� 13.
� Help clarify misperceptions, b�lZ^ ^
� Launder hurtful language, D�14:-
tifering this stage, don't ...
� Ask imposing questions.
� Use the "you" mode.
� Allow interruptions.
� Set the pace.
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Practice "Telling the stories" in
groups of three. Take turns being
the mediator.
6, The "S.T.A.R." Process
Part III�Adjusting the
interests
Strategies for deriving,
organizing, and prioritizing
interests
1. On newsprint, creil
n- II I- . r . U
issue
wording a!
ist from
the i
languag
ssue^i
jfe a common
jf%ur notes,
jwith neutral
4^
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b. Strategies for "Adjusting the
interests" ...
(1) Separate causes from symptoms (C,S).
(2) Select the easiest-to-solve issusj^ ^
(shared, importance, and time). ^
(3) "Draw out" the interests behind each
issue, reframe them if necessary, and list
them as "Need to ..."
"Drawing out interests" strategies ...
� Ask why an issue is important.
� Ask what the concerns are.
� Ask why a solution is not workable.'^ ^
� Ask what would make them feerbetter.
(4) Brainstorm solutions and list them,
without making any value judgments about
them.
"Brainstorming solutions" strategies ...
� Accept all ideas.
� Discourage evaluation at this time.
� Encourage "idea-building." ^
� Keep the time short.
(55'Establish needed objective criteria
for evaluating the brainstormed ideas,
such as ...
� Fair standards.
� Fair procedures.
� Mutual gains.
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(6) Evaluate each idea using a "pros" and
"cons" divided chart.
When to call a separate meeting ...
For constant guideline violations.
At an impasse.
To explore unspoken agendas or ideas.-;
� To evaluate a spiritual issue. ^
How to hold a separate meeting .
� Go outside the room.
� Assure full confidentiality.
� Take the "temperature."
Note the progress.
Seek the disputant's help.
Discuss an apparent spiritual issue.
� Consider potential consequencej.
�7?
* m.
RefTiinders ...
� Don't get emotionally involved.
� Seek 2-way conversation between the
disputants.
� Keep cool and in control. ^
Practice "Adjusting the interests" in
groups of three. Take turns being
the mediator.
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7. The "S.T.A.R." Process
Part IV�Resolve the conflict
Develop a written agreement
that clearly states the options
agreed upon during the "Adjust
the interests" stagg^ "^"^
The agreement should be ... (D�23)
� Clear (who, what, when).
� Specific (dates, deadlines, etc.-jt ^
The agreement should be ...
� Realistic (accomplishable).
� Signed (by all parties). a-,
Conclude the mediation on a spiritual
note. Include such things as � Statements of appreciation.
� Prayer for all parties. � Statements of regret or apology.
� A Psalm of praise. -jt-,.
'
�
-^v
' '
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The Mediation Process Checklist
(D-30)
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APPENDIX S
Permission for Use of Copyrighted Materials
I hereby grant Rev. Daryl Wilson permission to use copyrighted pages C�5, D�3, D�
11-14, D�2 1 -22, and D�30 contained in tire "Mediation Slcills Training Institute"
manual in his doctoral research project tlirough .Asbury Theological Seminaiy entitled
AN EV.ALUATION OF THE USE OF "INTEREST-BASED RESOLUTION"
TRAINING TO HELP PARK SPRINGS BIBLE CHURCH MEDIATE
INTERPERSON.AL CONFLICT.
Pennission for use of these copyrigltted materials is granted exclusively for this doctoral
research project and does not extend to any other use except that for which permission is
also gi-anted.
The above pages represent nine pages from the LMPC manual. LMPC will be compen
sated at the standard rate of S.25 per person per page for any copies made. Tlius, if using
the handouts for traimng purposes, LMPC will be corapensated at the rate of S2.25 per
person, based on the number ofpeople being trained.
Richard Blackburn
Director, Lombard Mennonite Peace Center
Date
Date
Researcher
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APPENDIX T
Handouts from the "Mediation Skills Training Institute'
c-5
"I" Messages and "You" Messages
This material is copyrighted and must be ordered firom:
Lombard Mennonite Peace Center
1263 S. Highland Ave. Suite IN
Lombard, Illinois, 60148-4527
Getting People to Mediation
This material is copyrighted and must be ordered from
Lombard Mennonite Peace Center
1263 S. Highland Ave. Suite IN
Lombard, Illinois, 60148-4527
The Story-Telling Stage
This material is copyrighted and must be ordered from:
Lombard Mennonite Peace Center
1263 S. Highland Ave. Suite IN
Lombard, Illinois, 60148-4527
D�12
Language and Misperceptions
This material is copyrighted and must be ordered from:
Lombard Mennonite Peace Center
1263 S. Highland Ave. Suite IN
Lombard, Illinois, 60148-4527
D�13
Listening Skills for Mediators
This material is copyrighted and must be ordered from:
Lombard Mennonite Peace Center
1263 S. Highland Ave. Suite IN
Lombard, Illinois, 60148-4527
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D�14
Laundering Language
Hidden Offers, Commonalities, Conciliatory Intentions, Attacks
This material is copyrighted and must be ordered from:
Lombard Mennonite Peace Center
1263 S. Highland Ave. Suite IN
Lombard, Illinois, 60148-4527
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D-21
Healing Strategies: Working with Feelings
This material is copyrighted and must be ordered from:
Lombard Mennonite Peace Center
1263 S. Highland Ave. Suite IN
Lombard, Illinois, 60148-4527
D-22
This material is copyrighted and must be ordered from
Lombard Mennonite Peace Center
1263 S. Highland Ave. Suite IN
Lombard, Illinois, 60148-4527
D�30
The Mediation Process
A Step-By-Step Checklist
This material is copyrighted and must be ordered from
Lombard Mennonite Peace Center
1263 S. Highland Ave. Suite IN
Lombard, Illinois, 60148-4527
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